
DEPARTMENT OF PROFESSIONAL AND OCCUPATIONAL REGULATION 
PERIMETER CENTER 
9960 MAYLAND DRIVE 

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 23233 

COMMON INTEREST COMMUNITY BOARD 

Tentative AGENDA 

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 23, 2021, 9:30 A.M. 
2nd FLOOR, BOARD ROOM 3 

I. CALL TO ORDER

II. EMERGENCY EVACUATION PROCEDURES

III. APPROVAL OF AGENDA
a. Board Agenda, September 23, 2021

IV. APPROVAL OF MINUTES
a. Board Meeting, June 3, 2021
b. CIC Manager Regulatory Review Committee, August 4, 2021

V. PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD*

VI. REVIEW FILES AND DISCIPLINARY MATTERS**
a. File Number 2020-01680, Barkan Management, LLC

Disciplinary (Mulhare)
b. File Number 2020-02432, Property Management Associates, LLC dba PMA

Disciplinary (Mulhare)
c. Consider Temporary Cease and Desist Orders Regarding Condominium

Registrations

VII. BOARD BUSINESS
a. Update on Regulatory Actions
b. Update on CIC Manager Regulatory Review Committee
c. Request for Interpretive Guidance Regarding 18VAC48-60-60

VIII. OTHER BUSINESS
a. Ombudsman Report
b. Board Financial Statements
c. Staff Event Calendar
d. Biennial Conflict of Interest Training
e. Other Board Business

IX. COMPLETE CONFLICT OF INTEREST FORMS AND TRAVEL VOUCHERS

X. ADJOURN
NEXT MEETING SCHEDULED FOR DECEMBER 2, 2021, at 9:30 A.M. 

* Five minute public comment, per person, with the exception of any open disciplinary or application files.

** Agenda materials made available to the public do not include disciplinary case files or application files pursuant to §54.1-108 of 
the Code of Virginia. 

Persons desiring to participate in the meeting and requiring special accommodations or interpretative services should contact the 
Department at (804) 367-8510 at least ten days prior to the meeting so that suitable arrangements can be made for an appropriate 
accommodation.  The Department fully complies with the Americans with Disabilities Act. 
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PERIMETER CENTER CONFERENCE CENTER 
EMERGENCY EVACUATION OF BOARD AND TRAINING ROOMS 

(Script to be read at the beginning of each meeting.) 
 

PLEASE LISTEN TO THE FOLLOWING INSTRUCTIONS ABOUT EXITING THE PREMISES IN THE EVENT OF AN EMERGENCY. 
 
In the event of a fire or other emergency requiring the evacuation of the building, alarms will sound.   
When the alarms sound, leave the room immediately.  Follow any instructions given by Security staff 
 
Board Room 1  
Exit the room using one of the doors at the back of the room.  Upon exiting the room, turn RIGHT.  Follow the 
corridor to the emergency exit at the end of the hall.   
 
Upon exiting the building, proceed straight ahead through the parking lot to the fence at the end of the lot.  Wait there 
for further instructions. 
 
Board Room 2 
Exit the room using one of the doors at the back of the room. (Point)  Upon exiting the room, turn RIGHT.  Follow the 
corridor to the emergency exit at the end of the hall.   
 
Upon exiting the building, proceed straight ahead through the parking lot to the fence at the end of the lot.  Wait there 
for further instructions. 
 
You may also exit the room using the side door, turn Right out the door and make an immediate Left.  Follow the 
corridor to the emergency exit at the end of the hall.   
 
Upon exiting the building, proceed straight ahead through the parking lot to the fence at the end of the lot.  Wait there 
for further instructions. 
 
Board Rooms 3 and 4 
Exit the room using one of the doors at the back of the room.    Upon exiting the room, turn RIGHT.  Follow the 
corridor to the emergency exit at the end of the hall.   
 
Upon exiting the building, proceed straight ahead through the parking lot to the fence at the end of the lot.  Wait there 
for further instructions. 
 
Training Room 1  
Exit the room using one of the doors at the back of the room.  Upon exiting the room, turn LEFT.  Follow the corridor 
to the emergency exit at the end of the hall.   
 
Upon exiting the building, proceed straight ahead through the parking lot to the fence at the end of the lot.  Wait there 
for further instructions. 
 
Training Room 2  
Exit the room using one of the doors at the back of the room.  Upon exiting the doors, turn LEFT.  Follow the corridor 
to the emergency exit at the end of the hall.   
 
Upon exiting the building, proceed straight ahead through the parking lot to the fence at the end of the lot.  Wait there 
for further instructions. 
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 COMMON INTEREST COMMUNITY BOARD 
 

MINUTES OF MEETING 
 
 
The Common Interest Community Board (Board) met virtually via Google Meet on June 3, 2021, 
at 9:30 a.m.  Board staff was present at the Department of Professional and Occupational 
Regulation (DPOR), 9960 Mayland Drive, Richmond, Virginia 23233.  The meeting was held 
virtually due to the current public health emergency related to COVID-19 declared by the 
Governor, which made it impracticable or unsafe for the Board to assemble in a single location.  
The purpose of meeting was to discuss or transact business statutorily required or necessary to 
continue operations of the Board. 
 
The following members were present: 
  

Drew Mulhare, Chair 
Maureen Baker 

Jim Foley 
Eileen M. Greenberg 

Amanda Jonas 
David S. Mercer, Vice-Chair 

Lori Overholt 
Anne M. Sheehan 

Scott Sterling 
Katherine Waddell 

  
DPOR staff present for all or part of the meeting included:  
  

Mary Broz-Vaughan, Director 
Trisha L. Lindsey, Executive Director 

Joseph C. Haughwout, Jr., Board and Regulatory Administrator 
Heather Gillespie, Common Interest Community Ombudsman 

Tanya M. Pettus, Administrative Assistant 
 
Joshua Laws, Assistant Attorney General with the Office of the Attorney General, was present. 
  
Mr. Mulhare, Chair, called the meeting to order at 9:30 a.m.   Ms. Lindsey 
took roll of Board members and advised those in attendance at the 
meeting of staff present.   

Call to Order 

  
Ms. Lindsey advised the Board of procedures in place for conducting the 
meeting virtually.   

Announcements 

  
Ms. Lindsey introduced to the Board newly appointed Board member 
Eileen Greenberg, who will serve as a citizen serving on an association 
board, the seat vacated by Tom Burrell.  

Introduction of New 
Board Member 
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Common Interest Community Board 
Minutes of Meeting 
June 3, 2021 
Page 2 of 6 
  
   
  
Ms. Jonas moved to approve the agenda as presented.  Mr. Foley 
seconded the motion which was unanimously approved by: Baker, Foley, 
Greenberg, Jonas, Mercer, Mulhare, Overholt, Sheehan, Sterling, and 
Waddell.   

Approval of Agenda 

  
Ms. Jonas moved to approve the March 4, 2021, Board meeting minutes 
as presented.  Ms. Overholt seconded the motion which was approved by: 
Baker, Foley, Jonas, Mercer, Mulhare, Overholt, Sheehan, Sterling, and 
Waddell.  Ms. Greenberg abstained as she did not attend the March 
meeting. 

Approval of 
Minutes 

  
The Board reviewed a written comment from Joe Littleton, who 
expressed his concern over the number of statutory and regulatory 
changes that have affected common interest communities over the last 15 
years, specifically the effects of these changes on smaller, self-managed 
associations.  
 
Ms. Lindsey advised the Board that Ken Lion was in attendance at the 
meeting.  Mr. Lion submitted a written comment regarding reserve study 
guidelines that Ms. Lindsey advised would be reviewed and discussed 
later in the meeting.  
 
Dan Catlett was present to address the Board.  Mr. Catlett expressed his 
disappointment that the Board voted to find his management company in 
violation of a Board regulation [File Number 2019-00655] at its March 4, 
2021, Board meeting.  Mr. Catlett stated he feels the finding of the 
violation was not based on evidence or material fact, and that this 
violation had not been discussed during the informal fact finding 
conference on this matter.  Mr. Catlett thanked the Board for their service 
and consideration, and asked that the Board reconsider the finding and 
find no violation in this matter.   

Public Comment 
Period 

  
Mr. Haughwout provided an update on the current status of the regulatory 
review processes for the Board’s regulatory packages: 
 
Final amendments to the CIC Management Information Fund 
Regulations are currently undergoing Executive Branch review, after 
which a final 30-day public comment period will be held, prior to 
becoming effective. 
 
The Board authorized the filing of a Notice of Intended Regulatory 
Action (NOIRA) and the formation of a regulatory review committee for 
a general review of the CIC Manager Regulations at its March 4, 2021, 

Update on 
Regulatory Actions 
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Common Interest Community Board 
Minutes of Meeting 
June 3, 2021 
Page 3 of 6 
  
   
Board meeting.  The NOIRA is in development and the committee is 
being formed.  
 
The amended guidance document regarding the distribution of time-share 
public offering statements authorized by the Board at its March 4, 2021, 
Board meeting has been published.  The guidance document was made 
available for a 30-day public comment period.  No public comments were 
received.  The amended guidance document is now effective. 
  
Ms. Lindsey presented the Board with two draft legislative proposals to 
be submitted for consideration during the 2022 General Assembly 
session.  Ms. Lindsey reminded the Board that due to COVID-19, there 
were no legislative proposals submitted for the 2021 General Assembly 
session, and that the legislative proposals before the Board had been 
carried over from the previous year.  In addition, the Board was 
reminded about previous discussions regarding the possibility of 
amending § 54.1-2349.B.2, which pertains to the powers and duties of 
the CIC Board.  Specifically, this provision authorizes the Real Estate 
Board to enforce Chapter 23.3 of Title 54.1 of the Code of Virginia 
(Common Interest Communities act) for a real estate broker, 
salesperson, or brokerage firm that is licensed by the Real Estate Board 
and is also licensed as a common interest community manager.   
 
After review of the draft legislative items, Mr. Foley moved to approve 
the proposals for submission as presented.  Ms. Sheehan seconded the 
motion which was unanimously approved by:  Baker, Foley, Greenberg, 
Jonas, Mercer, Mulhare, Overholt, Sheehan, Sterling, and Waddell.   

2022 Legislative 
Items for 
Consideration 

  
Ms. Gillespie provided the Board with a summary of current complaint 
and file statistics as of May 28, 2021. 

Ombudsman Report  

  
The Board reviewed written comments submitted by Ken Lion, in which 
he stated that he disagrees with the cash-flow analysis method used in 
most reserve studies, and that the rate of inflation is not properly 
considered when conducting reserve studies.  Mr. Lion also stated that he 
reviewed the Guidelines for the Development of Reserve Studies for 
Capital Components and feels the guidelines are not based on sound 
advice.   
 
Mr. Lion was present to address the Board and reiterated that he feels 
association members are required to pay for reserve studies that are not 
based on solid mathematics. 
 

Discussion of 
Reserve Study 
Guidelines 
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Common Interest Community Board 
Minutes of Meeting 
June 3, 2021 
Page 4 of 6 
  
   
Ms. Lindsey advised the Board and Mr. Lion that the Board formed a 
committee to develop guidelines for reserve studies as required by 
legislation that was passed in 2019.  The committee was composed of 
association members, reserve study specialists, and other financial 
experts and stakeholders.   
 
Mr. Mulhare, who chaired the committee, stated that interest rates were 
discussed thoroughly by the committee in 2019, and after review of Mr. 
Lion’s comments, stated that he does not recommend reconsidering the 
guidelines at this time.  In addition, Mr. Mulhare and Ms. Lindsey 
reiterated that the Guidelines for the Development of Reserve Studies for 
Capital Components are not statute or regulation, and are simply 
guidelines for conducting reserve studies.  
  
Ms. Lindsey advised the Board that the Governor’s emergency 
declaration order (Executive Order 51) in response to COVID-19 will 
expire on June 30, 2021.  Accordingly, all waivers authorized by the 
Director will also be expiring.  Ms. Lindsey advised the Board of 
temporary waivers of certain regulations pursuant to Executive Order 51 
in response to COVID-19,  particularly the validity of licenses, 
certifications, registrations, and other authorizations issued by the Board 
that would otherwise (i) expire during the state of emergency and (ii) be 
eligible for renewal or reinstatement during the state of emergency under 
applicable regulations, will be extended until the 30th day after the date 
by which the state of emergency is lifted.   The Department is working to 
communicate these updates to those who may be impacted. In addition, 
regulations that prohibit or limit online, electronic, or distance learning 
have also been waived until the 30th day after the date by which the state 
of emergency is lifted.   
 
Ms. Henshaw advised the Board that in order to comply with public 
health emergency recommendations, the agency remains closed to the 
public and staff scheduling adjustments have been made, including 
telework for those employees who are eligible.   
 
Mr. Mulhare commended the legal community for the way in which it 
navigated the pandemic by offering online training courses, thereby 
increasing attendance for continuing professional education courses. 
 
Ms. Broz-Vaughan advised the Board that the expiration of Executive 
Order 51 also ends the department’s authority to hold Board meetings 
without a quorum physically present in one location.  Board meetings 
will be held in person beginning in July.   

DPOR Updates as it 
Relates to COVID-
19 Response 
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Common Interest Community Board 
Minutes of Meeting 
June 3, 2021 
Page 5 of 6 
  
   
Ms. Lindsey provided the Board with the most recent financial 
statements. There have been no claims from the Recovery Fund.   

Board Financial 
Statements 

  
Board members considered the following resolution for former Board 
member Tom Burrell: 
 

Tom Burrell 
 

WHEREAS, Tom Burrell, did faithfully and diligently serve the 
Common Interest Community Board from 2018 to 2021; 
WHEREAS, Tom Burrell, did devote generously of his time, talent and 
leadership to the Board; 
WHEREAS, Tom Burrell, did endeavor at all times to render decisions 
with fairness and good judgement in the best interest of the citizens of 
the Commonwealth and these professions; and 
WHEREAS, the Common Interest Community Board wishes to 
acknowledge its gratitude for devoted service of a person who is held in 
high esteem by the members of the Board and the citizens of the 
Commonwealth; 
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, by the Common Interest 
Community Board this third day of June 2021, that Tom Burrell be 
given all honors and respect due him for his outstanding service to the 
Commonwealth and its citizens; 
and 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that this Resolution be presented to 
him and be made a part of the official minutes of the Board so that all 
may know of the high regard in which he is held by this Board. 
 
Ms. Waddell moved to adopt the resolution as written.  Ms. Jonas 
seconded the motion which was unanimously approved by:   Baker, 
Foley, Greenberg, Jonas, Mercer, Mulhare, Overholt, Sheehan, Sterling, 
and Waddell.   

Consideration of 
Resolution for 
Service 

  
Ms. Lindsey presented the Board with tentative Board meeting dates for 
2022 for consideration.  After review and discussion, Mr. Foley moved 
to accept the following meeting dates: 

 March 3, 2022 
 June 9, 2022 
 September 22, 2022 
 December 8, 2022 
 

Consider 2022 
Meeting Dates 
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Common Interest Community Board 
Minutes of Meeting 
June 3, 2021 
Page 6 of 6 
  
   

 
 
  
Drew Mulhare, Chair      
 
 
 
 
    
Mary Broz-Vaughan, Secretary     

Ms. Sheehan seconded the motion which was unanimously approved by:  
Baker, Foley, Greenberg, Jonas, Mercer, Mulhare, Overholt, Sheehan, 
Sterling, and Waddell.   
  
Discussion was held on whether a Board response to Mr. Catlett was 
required.  Ms. Lindsey and Ms. Broz-Vaughan advised the Board that Mr. 
Catlett was provided communications on several occasions regarding the 
appropriate process for appeal pursuant to the Administrative Process 
Act.  In addition, he had spoken directly with Board counsel regarding 
his due process rights in this matter. 
 

Other Business 

There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 10:41 a.m. Adjourn 
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CIC MANAGER REGULATORY REVIEW COMMITTEE 
OF THE 

 COMMON INTEREST COMMUNITY BOARD 
 

MINUTES OF MEETING 
 
 
The CIC Manager Regulatory Review Committee of the Common Interest Community Board 
(Board) met on August 4, 2021 at the Department of Professional and Occupational Regulation 
(DPOR), 9960 Mayland Drive, 2nd Floor, Board Room 4, Richmond, Virginia 23233. 
 
The following members were present: 
  

Lucia Anna (Pia) Trigiani, Chair 
Matt Durham 
Amanda Jonas 
Chris Melson 

Drew Mulhare (Ex-officio) 
Paul Orlando 
Nan Piland 

Anne Sheehan 
  

Committee members Jim Foley and Bonnie Herring were not present at 
the meeting. 

 

  
DPOR staff present for all or part of the meeting included:  
  

Trisha L. Lindsey, Executive Director 
Heather Gillespie, Ombudsman 

Joseph C. Haughwout, Jr., Board and Regulatory Administrator 
Tanya M. Pettus, Board Administrator 

  
Ms. Trigiani, Chair, called the meeting to order at 10:07 a.m.   Call to Order 
  
Members of the Committee and Board staff introduced themselves. Introduction of 

Committee 
Members and Staff 

  
Ms. Lindsey advised the Committee of the emergency evacuation 
procedures. 

Emergency 
Evacuation 
Procedures 

  
Ms. Jonas moved to approve the agenda as presented.  Ms. Sheehan 
seconded the motion which was unanimously approved by: Durham, 
Jonas, Melson, Mulhare, Orlando, Piland, Sheehan, and Trigiani.   

Approval of Agenda 
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CIC Manager Regulatory Review Committee 
Common Interest Community Board 
Minutes of Meeting 
August 4, 2021 
Page 2 of 3 
 
There were no members of the public present who wished to address the 
Committee. 

Public Comment 
Period 

  
Ms. Lindsey and Ms. Trigiani provided an overview of the 
responsibilities before the Committee.  
 
Ms. Lindsey provided the Committee with an overview of the regulatory 
review timeline.  The Notice of Intended Regulatory Action (NOIRA) 
for the review of the CIC Manager regulations will be published on 
August 16, 2021, at which time a 30-day public comment period will 
commence.  Committee recommendations for amendments to the 
regulations are expected to be presented to the Board for review at its 
March 2022 Board meeting. 

Overview 

  
The Committee was provided with current versions of applicable laws 
and regulations, as well as community manager licensing requirements 
from other states for informational purposes. 

Resources and 
Information 

  
Ms. Lindsey presented the Committee with an overview of the 
regulatory review process, as well as guidelines for drafting regulations. 

Overview of 
Regulatory Review 
Process 

  
Mr. Mulhare left the meeting at 11:15 a.m. Departure of 

Committee Member 
  
The Committee recessed from 11:54 a.m. to 12:40 p.m. Recess 
  
Mr. Mulhare returned to the meeting at 12:40 p.m. Return of 

Committee Member 
  
Mr. Haughwout presented the Committee with proposed regulatory 
review topics.  

Regulatory Review 
Topics 

  
Discussion was held on entry requirements, renewal and reinstatement, 
standards of practice and conduct, training program requirements, 
Property Owners’ Association (POA) disclosure packets, and current 
continuing professional education (CPE) requirements. 
 
The Committee reviewed community manager licensing requirements 
from other states. 

Consider Necessary 
Regulatory Changes 

  
The Committee agreed by consensus to further examine entry 
requirements, renewal and reinstatement, and CPE at its next meeting. 
   

Discuss Topics for 
Next Meeting 
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CIC Manager Regulatory Review Committee 
Common Interest Community Board 
Minutes of Meeting 
August 4, 2021 
Page 3 of 3 
 

 
 
 
 
  
Drew Mulhare, Chair      
 
 
 
 
    
Mary Broz-Vaughan, Secretary     

Ms. Lindsey advised the Committee that staff will provide dates for 
consideration by Committee members for the next meeting; which is 
tentatively planned for the fall.  The Committee will be notified of the 
date when it has been confirmed. 

Set Next Meeting 
Date 

  
Ms. Trigiani reminded the Committee members to complete their 
conflict of interest forms and travel vouchers.  

Complete Conflict 
of Interest Forms 
and Travel 
Vouchers 

  
There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 2:05 p.m. Adjourn 
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PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD 

 
Five minute public comment, per person, with the 

exception of any open disciplinary or application files. 
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8/18/2021 Commonwealth of Virginia Mail - Consumer Protection & NCR

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=f4ffc86ce9&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1708376265019845359%7Cmsg-f%3A170837626501984… 1/3

Haughwout, Joseph <joseph.haughwout@dpor.virginia.gov>

Consumer Protection & NCR 
1 message

Harry Campbell Tue, Aug 17, 2021 at 5:09 PM
Reply-To: 
To: "joseph.haughwout@dpor.virginia.gov" <joseph.haughwout@dpor.virginia.gov>

Hi Joseph,

Thanks for your timely response to my earlier inquiry. I found the material you sent on CIC Reserve Studies very
enlightening as I sought to help homeowners learn more of what they can expect from their HOA’s. Unfortunately,
despite what I may have thought, it did not have the intended effect - at least within one group and, presumably, others.

That group had what I'm now calling a bad case of NCR (Non-Compliance Resolve). You might say I ran into a well-oiled
machine that had so conditioned members against reserve studies that no matter what might have been said or
presented, a strong bias prevailed. Because of the experience, I sense a broader problem and feel obliged to inform
you as Administrator of the Common Interest Community (CIC) Board.  

While this seems very odd to me, you may or may not find it so. If this is not odd to you, I'm disappointed in the system -
and those who believe it to be adequately serving the needs of CIC homeowners. With that, I'll get on with this.   

In trying to educate a broader swath of consumers, those affected by two distinct industries (both under the auspices of
DPOR): CIC’s and Time-Shares (as referred to therein), I'm looking for ways to enhance consumer protection. As you
might imagine, there is abundant need for it within the timeshare industry, as I’ve addressed elsewhere. But, strangely,
I’m sensing a parallel with CIC’s. But maybe it's not so strange.  

Now as full disclosure, I’ve recently completed a book soon to be released on timeshares, which, among other things,
critiques their lack of meaningful “consumer protection” and suggests certain corrections. While related, it is
independent of my CIC concerns. Along the way, as a real estate investor, I’ve been an advocate for those CIC’s having
no Reserve Fund Study (there are many), to put one in place ASAP - as required by Virginia law.  

But, as cited above, I’ve encountered some troubling feedback that seems counterproductive to the very purpose of
reserve funds, and Reserve Fund Studies in particular. Please allow me to explain.

In the book, I recognize that while the states (no doubt aided by the industry) lay out exacting standards for businesses
to operate as timeshares within their jurisdiction, they appear to make no attempt to supervise those operations,
especially that of sales, once in place. Thus, one is left to conclude there is no real supervision of timeshare operations
within their jurisdictions; and the industry is effectively self-regulated.  

And so it seems that with CIC supervision of Reserve Fund Studies, a similar laissez-faire attitude prevails. Like
timeshares, DPOR sets out exacting standards for individual CIC performance regarding reserve studies with no real
operational supervision or enforcement. But unlike timeshares, it makes the distinction between "professional
compliance" and, presumably, "non-professional compliance." So, it seems, the need to uphold professional compliance
applies to timeshares, but not CIC's, which are largely led by volunteer board members. Therein, in my opinion, lies a
problem. I'll now describe.  

But beforehand, here's another similarity with timeshares, the only recourse for individual consumers of both timeshares
and CIC's is to submit a formal complaint. With CIC's it's through their association complaint procedure (somewhat slow
and awkward) and then, as warranted, the homeowner must appeal the outcome to the CIC Ombudsman. Only then, as I
understand it, if an association does not have a reserve study in place, would DPOR "require them to adopt one." And
one might ask, what exactly does that mean? Aren't they already so required?  

Now back to upholding CIC compliance with state law, DPOR / CIC has, it seems, chosen to apply the law with a very
soft-touch. By that I mean to intentionally avoid any meaningful enforcement. That's not necessarily bad, just the way it is.
But because of this, I’m reporting impressions that seem obvious to me, a large cohort of CIC board members and
their members. I believe it to be large, but have made no attempt to quantify it. Has DPOR or the CIC Board? Here it is. 

In trying to encourage the most recent CIC and its members to either have a professional reserve study done or create
one themselves (they’ve never had one) using DPOR guidelines, the board silence was stunning. It's not a topic open
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for civil discussion there. And this CIC it has been silent on the subject for many years. Why might this be? Probably
because there's been little to no threat of a challenge.  

In the past, and once educated on the law, most CIC's would respond favorably to compliance. Why not? It's the law and
it's in the homeowners' interest. That's been my experience. But to many others, as recently discovered, it’s not logical.
Again, why is this? Probably because there's a growing realization that there is little to no threat of a challenge.  

Please excuse a rather crude analogy, but this may provide an answer. It’s often asked, “Why has the city of Chicago
experienced so many more murders over the years than other, comparable cities?” And, depending on who’s asked,
the answer will vary, but usually turns on the absence of enforcement - or cops on the street. And so it is with anything
in life. 

Without any real concern about penalties, many otherwise "law abiding" citizens rationalize to the extent of finding it
more virtuous to ignore existing laws and, instead, use funds for the “higher good” of their communities. Yes, board
members will do what they see as rational for their CIC at the time, with little thought to long-term consequences. And
so anyone within or without those communities suggesting compliance with reserve study laws is seen as an agitator,
trying to tear apart community harmony. Rather strange, but true. Why is this? Probably because there's been little to no
threat of challenge. In view of other pressures they face, can anyone blame them?? 

That’s just human nature. To believe otherwise is naive and leads to the situation described herein. Like the timeshare
industry, you can NOT rely on rather lame “customer complaint lines” or the like to enforce compliance. In my opinion,
they’re useless. Moreover, within CIC’s, I believe there’s strong resistance to being (or perceived to be) a snitch. That’s
part of my takeaway over the past couple of weeks.

As I’ve observed, it usually works this way. Boards conceive or somehow divine a reasonable reserve funding level
they believe to be about right. There’s no hard analysis, just instinct. Thoughts of formal reserve studies are shunned
for several reasons: (1) cost of doing so considered prohibitive and certainly not an “investment”; (2) board loses
control over what the findings may say; (3) if undertaken by board itself, the collective cost in terms of lost time is too
much to bear; and (4) back to #1, if a costly, independent study were to show the reserve fund under-funded, that's
double jeopardy! And where does that leave the board? Thus, with so much to lose and nothing to gain in their eyes, is
it worth the time, expense and effort? Their answer is a resounding NO.

With reluctant boards, those afflicted with NCR, it seems to be all about fear of the unknown and a loss of control. As
I’ve learned, there are other such CIC’s - and they use each other as added justification for their “more enlightened”
approach to non-compliance.  

Yes, without the messy business of having to comply, life is simple and the board can get on with serving members in a
way it prefers. They like it and they have convinced members to like it. As an example, boards can adjust the desired
reserve funding level each year as they please when circumstances suggest a better use of money. Or they can justify
decisions about adding funds to it (or not) going forward. And, as seen recently, they can justify taking money out of a
reserve fund and spending it as they please to respond to a demand they support, like a pet project. All the while, for
many, there is no standard - either at present or sought - for reserve funding levels. But the unintended consequence of
a lack of DPOR oversight goes further than that.

In at least one CIC, there are practicing attorneys (one a board member) within its members who have acquiesced
with routine non-compliance. Perhaps they're in a fog or just unaware, but clear evidence of non-compliance doesn't
bother them. Where's the law? You see, like many others, they give highest priority to community harmony. Thus, they,
too, see nothing to gain (but much to lose) if they pay for a study and then learn that the game’s up. And it only makes
sense when there’s little to no chance of getting caught. Am I missing something? If not, what kind of quasi-legality is
this? An unenforced law is not really a law. But then, back to the volunteer CIC boards, can you blame them??

If what I'm describing is real, and I believe it is, it's of DPOR's making. Is this the objective? If so, I believe it is having
corrosive effects and weakening any healthy pursuit of building truly adequate reserve funds around the many CIC's
within the Commonwealth. Yes, it's up to individual CIC's and their members to act like adults. But when so little
expectation is placed upon them, it's more fun to act like children. 

Now, I don’t do this to put any particular CIC on report. I would not do that until knowing that the organization legally
requiring their compliance was serious about it and had the resolve to effectively enforce it. But I don't see it; as
compliance seems to be largely voluntary which, in and of itself, can be divisive.

This is what an absence of any meaningful enforcement will do. While it doesn’t cause bad behavior, it does contribute
to otherwise honest people getting lured into a distorted view of life where “bad is good and good is bad” and to the
ultimate abdication of their fiduciary duty.
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As we used to say during my Navy career, “ You get what you INSPECT, not what you expect. A casual reader of this
so far may logically conclude that since timeshares are considered a "professional" operation, they're subject to a higher
standard. But they're not.  

So here’s my bottom line. In order for those like me who support the cause, those who would like to feel somewhat
better about trying to do what’s right by millions of CIC homeowners, the Commonwealth of Virginia and, by extension,
DPOR / CIC should do the following:  

DON’T JUST ADOPT IMPRESSIVE-LOOKING STANDARDS AND PROCEDURES, THEN MANAGE THEM AT THE
MARGIN AND CREATE A "COMPLAINT LINE"; ACTUALLY HAVE A SYSTEM IN PLACE TO MEASURE (INSPECT)
AND ENFORCE COMPLIANCE AGAINST STATE LAW AND REGULATIONS. If it makes some feel better, just call it
“tough love.”

As final thoughts, if it were important enough, this cause, at least for CIC's, would get proper recognition and funding.
And if so, I believe it would have the following effects: (1) Volunteer board members feeling better about the integrity of
a system that works as it should (not as hoped for); (2) a state government engaging itself in the financial challenges
volunteer CIC boards face each day with the practical aspects of compliance (perhaps meaningful subsidies for initial
studies / cost offsets for others, etc.); (3) far more CIC’s responsibly facing their members in person and through their
financial reports each year with the assurance that they are, indeed, looking out for the long-term financial interests of
individual CIC homeowners.

My prediction is that after the initial shock, doing so will raise the morale of CIC board members and their
homeowners! 

It would be worth the investment in credibility, if nothing else. Should it be desired and necessary, I am available to
further discuss my observations.

Harry Campbell

P. S. I suspect the root cause of little to no meaningful enforcement is that age-old problem of limited resources.
Nonetheless, it can't be ignored (like reserve fund studies can't be ignored) because governmental authority and
credibility is at stake. In addition, it's causing a good deal of interpersonal tension for those caring about government
integrity.
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Haughwout, Joseph <joseph.haughwout@dpor.virginia.gov>

Re: Consumer Protection & NCR 
1 message

Harry Campbell

To: "joseph.haughwout@dpor.virginia.gov" <joseph.haughwout@dpor.virginia.gov>

Good morning, Mr. Haughwout!

In response to your question about my attending the next Board meeting on September 23, I
responded earlier that I would be unable. But with surgery complete, and my surgeon's clearance
for limited travel, I'm reconsidering. Is the invitation still open? If so, and assuming the Board will
have had an opportunity to review my input, would I be permitted to ask some questions of them?  

If permitted, I would like to ask the Board:

1. Do you rely on the private sector for much of the guidance provided to the public (e.g.,
Guidelines for the Development of Reserve Studies for Capital Components) and suggested
legislation? If so, that's perfectly understandable.  

2. In so doing, am I safe to assume it implies the Board has a high degree of confidence in it? It
should. I would be surprised if not.  

3. If so, does this confidence extend to the necessity of, as stated in the law, the requirement for
CIC's to "Conduct at least every five years a study to determine the necessity and amount of
reserves required to repair, replace, and restore the capital components"? I would hope so.

4. If so, and in the interest of public safety, does the Board have any system for tracking
compliance?  

5. Finally, is the Board aware of any longitudinal studies that have been done to determine the
accuracy of professional reserve fund studies against actual experience over time by the
CIC's hiring them?  

I ask these questions to try to help communities appreciate the value and public safety that results
from complying with the law, as opposed to doing what many are now, saving what money they
can by (1) ignoring the law altogether because they feel no one really cares; (2) avoiding the cost
of a professional reserve fund study by attempting to do it themselves; and, thus (3) freeing
themselves of the need to build reserves up to the point specified in the study.  

In other words, how much confidence do you place on your stated requirements? If there's a high
degree, and it's truly in the public interest, why are we not get serious about enforcing it in some
meaningful way? I ask because at the present time it appears to me that you don't have that
confidence; and if you don't it erodes confidence at all levels.  

If we have time, I can go briefly go into a live case playing out now. If so, I'll provide members with
a one-page outline.  

That's what I'd like to explore with them. As a talented group, I expect they will be engaged and
ready. I won't waste their time. Please advise. Thanks.

Harry 
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Common Interest Community Board 
 

Update on Regulatory Actions 
(as of September 10, 2021) 

 
 
 

 

Action: CIC Management Information Fund – General Review 

Current Stage: Final 
 Board adopted final amendments on 3/12/20. 
 Submitted for Executive Branch review on 5/14/20. 
 Executive Branch review completed on 6/22/21. 
 Submitted to Registrar on 6/23/21. 
 Published in Virginia Register on 7/19/21. Final public comment period concluded 8/18/21. 
 Final regulation became effective on 9/1/21. 

Next Step: N/A 

Action: CIC Manager Regulations – General Review 

Current Stage: NOIRA 
 Board authorized filing of NOIRA and formation of regulatory review committee on 3/4/21. 
 Regulatory review committee formed. First meeting held on 8/4/21. Next meeting scheduled 

for 10/27/21. 
 NOIRA submitted for Executive Branch review on 6/11/21. 
 Executive Branch review completed on 7/22/21. 
 Submitted to Registrar on 7/22/21. 
 Published in Virginia Register on 8/16/21. Public comment period concludes 9/15/21. 

Next Step: Proposed Stage 
 Regulatory review committee completes review; submits recommended amendments to Board. 
 Board reviews committee recommendations and adopts proposed regulation. 
 Submission of proposed regulation for Executive Branch review. 
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UPDATE ON CIC MANAGER 
REGULATORY REVIEW COMMITTEE 
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Common Interest Community Board 
 

Guidance Document: Common Interest Community Association Registration 
– Interpretive Guidance for 18VAC48-60-60 

 
Adopted September 23, 2021 

 
I. Background 

 
Section 18VAC48-60-60 of the Common Interest Community Association 
Registration Regulations establishes the application fee schedule for initial 
registration of a common interest community association and for renewal of a 
registration.  The section provides: 
 

The following fee schedule is based upon the number of lots or 
units subject to the declaration for each association. Each 
association filing its first annual report shall also pay the 
assessment required by § 54.1-2354.5(B) of the Code of Virginia. 

 
Number of Lots or Units Registration Fee Renewal Fee 
1 - 50 $45 $30 
51 - 100 $65 $50 
101 - 200 $100 $80 
201 - 500 $135 $115 
501 - 1000 $145 $130 
1001 - 5000 $165 $150 
5001+ $180 $170 
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Guidance Document 
Guidance Document: Common Interest Community Association Registration – Interpretive Guidance for 
18VAC48-60-60  
Adopted September 23, 2021 
 
 

II. Issues/Concerns 

 
The Board has received inquiries seeking clarification as to the meaning of the 
phrase “lots or units subject to the declaration.”  Those filing an annual report on 
behalf of an association may need clarification on the meaning of “lots or units 
subject to the declaration” in order to (i) ensure the annual report is accurate 
regarding the number of lots or units in the community, and (ii) pay the appropriate 
registration or renewal fee. 
 
Section 54.1-2345 of the Code of Virginia states, in part: 
 

"Common interest community" means real estate subject to a 
declaration containing lots, at least some of which are residential or 
occupied for recreational purposes, and common areas to which a 
person, by virtue of the person's ownership of a lot subject to that 
declaration, is a member of the association and is obligated to pay 
assessments of common expenses… (emphasis added) 
 
"Declaration" means any instrument, however denominated, 
recorded among the land records of the county or city in which the 
development or any part thereof is located, that either (i) imposes 
on the association maintenance or operational responsibilities for 
the common area as a regular annual assessment or (ii) creates 
the authority in the association to impose on lots, or on the owners 
or occupants of such lots, or on any other entity any mandatory 
payment of money as a regular annual assessment in connection 
with the provision of maintenance or services or both for the benefit 
of some or all of the lots, the owners or occupants of the lots, or the 
common area. "Declaration" includes any amendment or 
supplement to the instruments described in this definition. 
 
"Lot" means (i) any plot or parcel of land designated for separate 
ownership or occupancy shown on a recorded subdivision plat for a 
development or the boundaries of which are described in the 
declaration or in a recorded instrument referred to or expressly 
contemplated by the declaration, other than a common area, and 
(ii) a unit in a condominium association or a unit in a real estate 
cooperative. 

 
Section 55.1-1800 of the Code of Virginia states, in part: 
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Guidance Document 
Guidance Document: Common Interest Community Association Registration – Interpretive Guidance for 
18VAC48-60-60  
Adopted September 23, 2021 
 
 

 
"Development" means real property located within the 
Commonwealth subject to a declaration which contains both lots, at 
least some of which are residential or are occupied for recreational 
purposes, and common areas with respect to which any person, by 
virtue of ownership of a lot, is a member of an association and is 
obligated to pay assessments provided for in a declaration. 

 
Section 55.1-1900 of the Code of Virginia states, in part: 
 

"Condominium" means real property, and any incidents to or 
interests in such real property, lawfully subject to this chapter by the 
recordation of condominium instruments pursuant to the provisions 
of this chapter. 
 
"Unit" means a portion of the condominium designed and intended 
for individual ownership and use. 

 
Section 55.1-2100 of the Code of Virginia states, in part: 
 

"Cooperative" means real estate owned by an association, each of 
the members of which is entitled, by virtue of his ownership interest 
in the association, to exclusive possession of a unit. 
 
"Unit" means a physical portion of the cooperative designated for 
separate occupancy under a proprietary lease. 

 
During development of the regulation, the Board responded to public comment it 
received on this issue by indicating the phrase refers to “…lots or units that have 
been incorporated into the community by way of the recorded governing documents 
for the community, or any recorded amendments to such governing documents.” 
 
Based on the above, it appears that the terms “lot” and “unit” refer to the real estate 
in a development that is designated for individual ownership and use.  Once the 
provisions of the declaration become applicable to a lot or unit and any owner of the 
lot or unit, through recording of the declaration or an amendment to the recorded 
declaration, the lot or unit becomes subject to the declaration. 
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Guidance Document 
Guidance Document: Common Interest Community Association Registration – Interpretive Guidance for 
18VAC48-60-60  
Adopted September 23, 2021 
 
 

 

III. Board Guidance 

 

The Board provides the following interpretative guidance: 
 
The phrase “lots or units subject to the declaration” as used in 18VAC48-60-60 
means any lots or units in a development to which the provisions of the recorded 
declaration, as amended, for the common interest community are applicable. 
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2020-2022 Biennium July 2021

July 2021 July 2018 - July 2020 -

Activity July 2019 July 2021

Cash/Revenue Balance Brought Forward 15,716

Revenues 32,240 1,061,642 640,619

Cumulative Revenues 656,335

Cost Categories:

Board Expenditures 46,119 481,234 469,828

Board Administration 0 0 0

Administration of Exams 0 0 0

Enforcement 17,870 148,896 156,472

Legal Services 0 636 2,092

Information Systems 4,085 95,765 82,522

Facilities and Support Services 7,930 82,782 82,740

Agency Administration 6,142 54,865 54,710

Other / Transfers 0 8,513 5,023

Total Expenses 82,146 872,690 853,388

Transfer To/(From) Cash Reserves (13,788) 0 (199,669)

Ending Cash/Revenue Balance 2,617

Cash Reserve Beginning Balance 2,955,592 0 3,141,474
Change in Cash Reserve (13,788) 0 (199,669)
Ending Cash Reserve Balance 2,941,805 0 2,941,805

Number of Regulants

Current Month 7,676
Previous Biennium-to-Date 7,410

Department of Professional and Occupational Regulation

Statement of Financial Activity

Common Interest Community Board

Biennium-to-Date Comparison

954520
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 DEPARTMENT OF PROFESSIONAL
 & OCCUPATIONAL REGULATION
 

VIRGINIA COMMON INTEREST
COMMUNITY MANAGEMENT

RECOVERY FUND
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Cash Basis

FOR THE MONTH ENDED 04/30/2021
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Principal Interest Totals
ASSETS
   Cash and Cash Equivalents 218,772$            11,361$              230,133$            
 
     Total Assets 218,772$            11,361$              230,133$            

 

 
FUND BALANCES
   Reserved for Payment of Future Claims 218,772$            -$                       218,772$            
   Reserved for Administration of Recovery Act -                    11,361                11,361                

 
     Total Fund Balances 218,772$            11,361$              230,133$            

 

The accompanying notes are an integral part of this statement.

Special Revenue Funds

DEPARTMENT OF PROFESSIONAL AND OCCUPATIONAL REGULATION
VIRGINIA COMMON INTEREST COMMUNITY MANAGEMENT RECOVERY FUND

BALANCE SHEET
GOVERNMENTAL FUNDS

April 30, 2021
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 2

Principal Interest Principal Interest
Fund Fund Totals Fund Fund Totals

REVENUES:
     Assessments 550$              -$                   550$              5,175$            -$                   5,175$            
     Investment Income  12                  12                  228                228                
        Total Revenues: 550                12                  562                5,175              228                 5,403             

EXPENDITURES:
     Administrative Expenses -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    
        Total Expenses: -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    

      
                                                                                      

Net Change in Fund Balances 550                12                  562                5,175             228                5,403             

Beginning Fund Balance 218,222          11,350            229,572          213,597          11,133            224,730          
       

Ending Fund Balance 218,772$        11,361$          230,133$        218,772$        11,361$          230,133$        

      
  

The accompanying notes are an integral part of this statement.

FOR THE MONTH ENDED 04/30/2021

YEAR TO DATE

DEPARTMENT OF PROFESSIONAL AND OCCUPATIONAL REGULATION
VIRGINIA COMMON INTEREST COMMUNITY MANAGEMENT RECOVERY FUND

STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES
GOVERNMENTAL FUNDS

CURRENT MONTH
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DEPARTMENT OF PROFESSIONAL AND OCCUPATIONAL REGULATION
VIRGINIA COMMON INTEREST COMMUNITY MANAGEMENT RECOVERY FUNDS

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
4/30/2021

1. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES

The following is a summary of certain significant accounting policies employed by the Department of Professional and Occupational
Regulation in administering the Virginia Common Interest Community Management Recovery Fund.

A. Basis of Presentation

The accompanying financial statements have been prepared using governmental fund accounting as prescribed by the Governmental
Accounting Standards Board (GASB). The financial statements are prepared on the cash basis of accounting, which is a comprehensive
basis of accounting other than generally accepted accounting principles.    

B.  Reporting Entity

These financial statements report the financial activity of the Virginia Common Interest Community Management Recovery Fund, which is
administered by the Department of Professional and Occupational Regulation. The Department exercises oversight authority over other
funds which are not included in these financial statements.

C.  Financial Statement Presentation

Special Revenue Funds account for transactions related to resources received and used for restricted or specific purposes. The Virginia
Common Interest Community Management Recovery Fund, which is reported as a special revenue fund, is established under Section 55-
530.1 of the Code of Virginia to reimburse associations for losses that occur when their community manager fails to perform his or her
fiduciary responsibilities.

D.  Measurement Focus and Basis of Accounting

The governmental fund financial statements are reported using the current financial resources measurement focus and the cash basis of
accounting. Revenues are recognized when cash is received and expenditures are recorded when paid. The Department uses the cash
basis of accounting during the year and prepares financial statements in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles at year
end.

E.  Cash and Cash Equivalents

Cash and cash equivalents consist of cash on hand, demand deposits, and investments in the Local Government Investment Pool (LGIP).
Investments in the Local Government Investment Pool are reported as cash equivalents since they are readily convertible to cash.  
 

2. RESTRICTED FUND BALANCES

Assets held in the Virginia Common Interest Community Management Recovery Funds are restricted to the payment of claims in
accordance with Section 55.530.1H of the Code of Virginia . Interest earned on the deposits are used to pay the expenses of administering
the fund, to pay claims, or may be transferred to the Common Interest Community Management Information Fund.  

3. ASSESSMENTS

The Common Interest Community Management Recovery Fund is financed through assessments. Each new common interest community
manager pays a $25 assessment into the Recovery Fund at the time of application. Each association pays $25 into the Recovery Fund at
the time of filing its first annual report. After July 1, 2011, the Code of Virginia requires the Board to transfer funds from the Common
Interest Community Management Information Fund and/or assess each association and each common interest community manager
additional fees whenever the principal balance of the Recovery Fund is less than $150,000. If the principal balance of the fund exceeds
$5,000,000 on June 30 of any year, the Board must transfer the excess to the Virginia Housing Partnership Revolving Fund.

*
These financial statements are prepared by Jordan Perryman, Fund Accountant.  Please call 804-367-4003 if you have questions.
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October 25, 2021 
ZOOM Presentation: Your 
Community Your Call, Fairfax, VA

Heather 

October 26, 2021 ZOOM Presentation:  Rees Broome Heather 
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ADJOURN 

 
Please return your document folders to Tanya Pettus. 
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�0004
 01            NOTE:  The conference started at 1:10
 02        p.m., as follows:
 03            MR. MULHARE:  So good afternoon.  I am
 04        Drew Mulhare, a member of the Common
 05        Interest Community Board.  This is the
 06        Informal Fact-Finding Conference to hear
 07        additional information regarding the
 08        regulatory issues involved in this matter.
 09        I now convene the conference to accept
 10        presentation from the department staff and
 11        those individuals who are present.
 12            MR. BENNETT:  Thank you, Mr. Mulhare.
 13            My name is Jonathan Bennett, and I'm
 14       here on the part of department staff along
 15       with my colleague, Free Williams.
 16            The first thing I'm going to do is
 17       introduce the exhibits into the record.
 18       Board Exhibit 1 is the Report of Findings
 19       and the investigative file, and then Board
 20       Exhibit 2 is the notice of Informal
 21       Fact-Finding Conference which was sent by
 22       myself to Mr. Allen along with a copy sent
 23       to Barkan on June 17, 2021, and both copies
 24       of that notice were delivered.
 25            At this point I would ask that everyone
�0005
 01       who intends to participate today please
 02       state their name and mailing address for the
 03       record, and we'll start with the individuals
 04       present here.  We can start with you,
 05       Mr. Allen.
 06            MR. ALLEN:  Yes.  Hi.  My name is Ross
 07        Allen.  My mailing address is 2800 Buford
 08        Road, Richmond, Virginia, 23235.
 09            MR. MERSKI:  Jim Merski.  Barkan
 10        Management.  My mailing address, 7 Wells
 11        Avenue, Newton, Massachusetts, 02459.
 12            MR. FELTENBERGER:  Michael Feltenberger
 13        with Barkan Management.  Mailing address is
 14        8229 Boone Boulevard, Suite 780--I'm
 15        sorry--Suite 870, Tysons Corner, Virginia,
 16        22182.
 17            MR. BAUMAN:  Daniel Bauman, Barkan
 18        Management.  The same address as Michael.
 19        Do you need me to restate it?
 20            MR. BARKAN:  Peter Barkan from Barkan
 21        Management.  7 Wells Avenue, Newton, Mass,
 22        02459.
 23            MS. RUSSELL:  Mary Russell, and also
 24        the same address as Michael and Daniel.
 25        Thank you.
�0006
 01            MR. BENNETT:  And for Liberty Row.
 02            MR. COLLINS:  This is Butch Collins.
 03        Go ahead Barb.
 04            MS. CARROLL:  Okay.  Barbara Carroll.
 05        635 First Street, Unit 401, Alexandria,
 06        Virginia, 22314.
 07            MR. COLLINS:  Nathan Collins.  1 Water
 08        Club Way, North Palm Beach, Florida, 33408.
 09            MS. COLLINS:  Janice Collins, and the
 10        same address as Nathan Collins.  Excuse me.
 11            MR. BENNETT:  Ms. Carroll, can you
 12        repeat your address, please.
 13            MS. CARROLL:  635 First Street,
 14        F-i-r-s-t, Street, Alexandria, Virginia,
 15        22314.
 16            MR. BENNETT:  Thank you.  And,
 17        Mr. Allen, we talked about this a little
 18        beforehand, but just to be clear.  I can
 19        send all correspondences to you or I can
 20        send all correspondences to every member of
 21        Barkan as well.  Whatever your preference
 22        is.
 23            MR. COLLINS:  Hello.
 24            MR. BENNETT:  I'm sorry.  My mic went
 25        out for a second.  I was asking Mr. Allen
�0007
 01        if his preference was to receive all
 02        correspondences on behalf of Barkan or for
 03        me to send them to Barkan as well.  However
 04        you guys want to do it.
 05            MR. ALLEN:  You can feel free to send
 06        them to Barkan as well.
 07            MR. BENNETT:  Mr. Feltenberger, to be
 08        clear, it looks like I sent the notice to
 09        that address with Suite 885.  Was that
 10        incorrect or--
 11            MR. FELTENBERGER:  Suite 885 is the
 12        correct address.
 13            MR. BENNETT:  Okay.  Thanks.  I just
 14        wanted to make sure.
 15            At this point, Mr. Allen, before we
 16       jump to the Report of Findings, do you have
 17       any opening remarks that you would like to
 18       make?
 19            MR. MULHARE:  If I may interrupt for a
 20        minute.  I know you all introduced
 21        yourselves and your address, but if you do
 22        speak, please just remind me what your role
 23        is with Barkan.  Thank you.  Mr. Allen.
 24            MR. ALLEN:  Yes.  Of course.  Thank
 25        you.  Am I audible to everyone?
�0008
 01            MR. MULHARE:  Yes.
 02            MR. ALLEN:  Mr. Chairman, my name is
 03        Ross Allen.  I am the attorney for Barkan.
 04        I would like to make a statement this
 05        morning.
 06            Barkan is a family run business based
 07       in Boston, Massachusetts, that manages over
 08       200 properties.  It has been in business for
 09       57 years today.  Barkan has managed property
 10       in Virginia since 2011.  Some of those
 11       properties that Barkan manages overall have
 12       been in Barkan for 30 years plus.
 13            Of the 200 plus properties managed by
 14       Barkan, 40 are administrative out of the
 15       Virginia office totaling 11,500 units being
 16       managed by 90 employees with a total payroll
 17       of five million five hundred sixty thousand
 18       dollars.
 19            Barkan acknowledges that mistakes were
 20       made in the management of Liberty Row.
 21       Succinctly put, Barkan doesn't make these
 22       types of mistakes and takes the violations
 23       extremely seriously.
 24            This is evidenced today by
 25       participation of Peter Barkan, CEO of
�0009
 01       Barkan; Dan Bauman, the president of Barkan;
 02       Michael Feltenberger, the senior vice
 03       president; and Jim Merski, the Chief
 04       Financial Officer.  Additionally, Mary
 05       Russell, an employee intimately familiar
 06       with the administration of Liberty Row is
 07       here today.  All of these people either
 08       travelled from Boston or Washington D.C. to
 09       be before you.
 10            I would like to point out also that Jim
 11       Merski, the CFO, is not only a certified
 12       public accountant, he's also a certified
 13       fraud examiner and participated in resolving
 14       many of the complaints currently before the
 15       board.
 16            Throughout his audits of communications
 17       and finances of Liberty Row, Mr. Merski did
 18       not find a single instance of fraud or
 19       intentional theft.  Mr. Merski took time to
 20       prepare a memorandum addressing Liberty
 21       Row's complaints and is very familiar with
 22       the steps taken to mitigate any impact of
 23       the errors on Liberty Row.  That memorandum
 24       is included in the record today.
 25            Barkan is an industry leader of
�0010
 01       property management and continuously strives
 02       to implement new initiatives to strengthen
 03       policies that are already in place.  It does
 04       so in order to conform with industry best
 05       practices.
 06            Unfortunately, no matter the processes
 07       you have in place there is a human element
 08       involved, which is where the breakdown in
 09       this case occurred.  In an effort to ensure
 10       that these breakdowns do not occur in the
 11       future, Barkan has taken steps to emphasize
 12       training in critical areas such as data
 13       imputation and has implemented more
 14       stringent HR policies.
 15            Honesty and integrity in client affairs
 16       is and has always been of paramount
 17       importance to Barkan.  This is doubly true
 18       now.
 19            Dan Bauman took over as president for
 20       Bill DiSchino in the middle of this
 21       complaint process and cultivates a culture
 22       of honest and open communication with
 23       vendors and property managers and clients.
 24       Dan takes an even stronger approach to
 25       improving and strengthening Barkan's systems
�0011
 01       and policies and is facing Liberty Row's
 02       complaints head on.
 03            This is evident in the way the
 04       complaint itself was answered by
 05       Mr. Feltenberger and, more importantly, in
 06       the steps Barkan took to mitigate any impact
 07       of its mistakes to make Liberty Row whole.
 08            Michael Feltenberger or Jim Merski will
 09       address each individual count in the
 10       complaint as we go through them together
 11       today.  However, each complaint was
 12       addressed, rectified, any impact on Liberty
 13       Row mitigated and Liberty Row made whole.
 14       That's the most important part.
 15            In many instances the violations were
 16       simple employee oversights.  An example of
 17       this is when Barkan inadvertently paid
 18       utility bills for a condo complex
 19       administered by Barkan located within a
 20       close proximity of Liberty Row.
 21            This was the product of one individual
 22       that exacerbated a breakdown in
 23       communication between Barkan and Liberty
 24       Row.  The relationship between Barkan and
 25       Liberty Row deteriorated rapidly and the
�0012
 01       communications became very strained and
 02       adversarial.  This created unnecessary
 03       confusion and had several members of Barkan
 04       Management team chasing around the same
 05       issue.
 06            Beyond addressing, rectifying,
 07       mitigating, and making sure that Liberty Row
 08       is whole, Barkan took several steps to try
 09       and restore the broken relationship,
 10       including making the personnel change as the
 11       direct contact for Liberty Row.
 12            This is attempt was unsuccessful and
 13       the communications with Liberty Row became
 14       more rigid.  Liberty Row began putting
 15       unmoveable deadlines in place for
 16       explanations.  When one of these deadlines
 17       was missed even by one day, Liberty Row
 18       insisted on an independent financial audit.
 19            Barkan made mistakes regarding the
 20       management of Liberty Row, but in each case
 21       Barkan came forward, admitted the mistake,
 22       addressed the mistake, corrected the
 23       mistake, communicated with Liberty Row, and
 24       made Liberty Row whole.
 25            Barkan operates with honesty and
�0013
 01       integrity.  Barkan is transparent and
 02       maintains it was transparent throughout its
 03       management of Liberty Row.  Even when there
 04       was a breakdown in communication with
 05       Liberty Row, Barkan took steps to rectify
 06       that problem.  It never shied away from
 07       communicating, nor did it hide anything from
 08       Liberty Row.
 09            Barkan is here today in force to
 10       acknowledge mistakes were made at the
 11       management level of Liberty Row and to
 12       answer any questions related to those
 13       mistakes, including how similar mistakes
 14       will be prevented in the future.
 15            Barkan took the initial complaints from
 16       Liberty Row seriously, addressed them,
 17       rectified them, took proactive steps to
 18       mitigate any impact on Liberty Row, and,
 19       most importantly, made Liberty Row whole.
 20       Barkan takes the complaint and this process
 21       very seriously and is here today to request
 22       that the board not revoke or suspend its
 23       license.
 24            MR. BENNETT:  Thank you, Mr. Allen.  At
 25        this point we can go ahead if it's okay
�0014
 01        with you, we can go ahead and jump into the
 02        Report of Findings, and we will start with
 03        count one.
 04            Count one in the Report of Findings
 05       alleges that Barkan intentionally and
 06       unjustifiably failed to comply with the
 07       terms of the management contract with
 08       Liberty Row.  It looks like there are four
 09       violations of this one, so it would be four
 10       separate occasions.
 11            And, Mr. Allen, however you want to
 12       address count one you can.  We can go
 13       violation by violation or we can--you can
 14       address them all together if you would like.
 15       But what would you like to say about count
 16       one.
 17            MR. ALLEN:  I think it's important we
 18        went violation by violation so that we can
 19        show what proactive steps that Barkan took
 20        in order to rectify the problem.
 21            MR. BENNETT:  Okay.  That's fine.  Then
 22        we can go ahead and start with violation
 23        one.  Violation one appears to deal with
 24        late fees that were accumulated by Barkan
 25        and late invoices.  And so what would you
�0015
 01        like to say about violation one of count
 02        one?
 03            MR. ALLEN:  Would you like to go
 04        through the violation itself as far as the
 05        amounts in the actual violation?  It is
 06        already in the record that was introduced.
 07            MR. BENNETT:  Yeah.  It's already in
 08        the record.  And so, you know, our normal
 09        procedure is that once it's introduced in
 10        the record it's on record, and we can talk
 11        about it that way.  I can also, if you
 12        would like me to, go through that.  But,
 13        you know, however you'd like to proceed is
 14        fine.
 15            MR. MULHARE:  If I can ask a question.
 16            MR. BENNETT:  Sure.  Go ahead.
 17            MR. MULHARE:  Mr. Allen, in your
 18        opening statement you said restitution has
 19        been made on all of the financial concerns,
 20        and I just want to make sure the evidence
 21        of that financial restitution on all the
 22        various points is in the record.
 23            MR. ALLEN:  There is substantial
 24        evidence of that in the record, but I do
 25        have with me today a statement from Barkan
�0016
 01        that shows the $960 that is being addressed
 02        in count one as having been repaid.
 03            MR. BENNETT:  Okay.  We can go ahead
 04        and add that to the record as Exhibit
 05        Barkan 1.
 06            MR. ALLEN:  I apologize I thought I
 07        sent that right out.  When I was shipping
 08        over, I did not pick it up.
 09            MR. MULHARE:  So if I could ask a
 10        procedural question.  Are they able after
 11        this conference submit that evidence to
 12        you?
 13            MR. BENNETT:  If you agree to leave the
 14        record open for a certain amount of time if
 15        they are able to find it.  You have the
 16        ability to leave the record open for X
 17        amount of days for them to submit that
 18        information to me and then I will submit it
 19        to you.
 20            MR. MULHARE:  So, Mr. Allen, my goal
 21        would be to substantiate your comment into
 22        the record and make sure that nothing has
 23        been left untouched.  How long do you need
 24        to supply that for the record?
 25            MR. ALLEN:  Fourteen business days
�0017
 01        would be fine.  Essentially two weeks.
 02        Three weeks.
 03            MR. BENNETT:  It's up to you to make
 04        that call.
 05            MR. MULHARE:  We're on a bit of a
 06        deadline for the Common Interest Community
 07        Board meeting and we have to have our
 08        reports in.  So I assume these records are
 09        established.  It's just a matter of
 10        transmitting them.
 11            MR. ALLEN:  That's correct.  Yes.
 12            MR. MULHARE:  Can we shorten that up to
 13        five business days?
 14            MR. ALLEN:  Yes.  We can do that.  Are
 15        those to be sent to Jonathan?
 16            MR. BENNETT:  Yes.  You can send them
 17        to me and then I will submit them to
 18        Mr. Mulhare.
 19            And just to make sure we're clear on
 20       the record, Mr. Mulhare has agreed to leave
 21       the record open for five business days,
 22       which I'm going to count them to make sure I
 23       get it right.  Should be next Thursday,
 24       which would be 22nd of July, for you to
 25       submit to me evidence that all restitution
�0018
 01       has been repaid and all fines that are
 02       referenced in the Report of Findings have
 03       been repaid, repaid late fees, evidence of
 04       such.
 05            MR. ALLEN:  I do have the transfer
 06        input that's been processed for the $960 if
 07        you'd like to see that now.
 08            MR. BENNETT:  Sure.  We'll make that
 09        one Barkan Exhibit 1.
 10            MR. MULHARE:  I apologize for the
 11        interruption.
 12            MR. BENNETT:  You're fine.
 13            MR. ALLEN:  And then proceeding to
 14        violation number two.  We've already
 15        addressed one by stating that all of those
 16        amounts have been repaid.
 17            MR. BENNETT:  Okay.  If that's all you
 18        had to say about it, I have one follow-up
 19        question on that.  As a result of the late
 20        fees, were there any actual lapses in those
 21        services of the--
 22            MR. ALLEN:  I don't believe so.
 23        Mr. Feltenberger would be better able to
 24        answer that question.
 25            MR. FELTENBERGER:  In regard to
�0019
 01        invoices or vendors which received a late
 02        fee, there were no lapses in services.
 03            MR. BENNETT:  Okay.  Mr. Mulhare, did
 04        you have--
 05            MR. MULHARE:  So for the record you
 06        indicated that you received notices, the
 07        association received notices of potential
 08        termination, but none of those services
 09        were actually terminated.
 10            MR. FELTENBERGER:  Correct.  There was
 11        a lapse in the insurance but associated
 12        late fees--there was a lapse in one of the
 13        four policies.
 14            MR. MULHARE:  Okay.  So that's what the
 15        record indicates is that the insurance
 16        policy was cancelled but then reinstated.
 17            MR. ALLEN:  That is correct.  One other
 18        point that I would like to make on
 19        violation one is there was a question on
 20        Dominion Energy and why a minimum amount
 21        was paid.
 22            It's accounting best practice to only
 23       pay for the original invoices.  A payment
 24       made was current amount due on the invoice
 25       entered into the system and that was done to
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 01       prevent duplicate payments being made for
 02       making payments from statements rather than
 03       from invoices.
 04            Mr. Merski, would you like to elaborate
 05       on that?
 06            MR. MERSKI:  Sure.  That was brought up
 07        in the record.  The question was asked why
 08        did you just make a minimum payment rather
 09        than paying the statement balance.  Our
 10        accounting systems are set up in such a way
 11        that we only pay from the original
 12        invoices, and that's done across the board.
 13            So by making a statement balance you
 14       set yourself up and have the opportunity to
 15       make a further error.  So that is the reason
 16       why, because we try to follow strict
 17       protocol on following best practice in that
 18       regard.
 19            MR. MULHARE:  I understand that.  My
 20        question in that particular area--because I
 21        saw that and I understand what you just
 22        said.  This was an unusual situation in
 23        that this was a termination notice on
 24        other--you know, had past dues.
 25            So what was the delay in making that
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 01       first invoice payment to keep the service on
 02       and then the payment to clear past due?
 03            MR. MERSKI:  So I'm sure that we were
 04        aware that making the payment on the
 05        particular invoice would clear the service
 06        from being not be interrupted and then we
 07        would have subsequent review of the account
 08        and then payments would be made.
 09            The problem was there was a jumble, if
 10       you will, of invoices, some of which were
 11       not clear and there was some confusion
 12       obviously with the payment of those items.
 13       So before you go ahead and sort of in an
 14       reactionary way, you want to go through,
 15       schedule out the invoices that have been
 16       paid, what hasn't been paid, identify what
 17       follow up is needed, and that was sort of
 18       the course that was set in order to address
 19       those items.
 20            MR. MULHARE:  Right.  My question was
 21        it is not clear to me by the time delay
 22        between initial payment and the subsequent
 23        full payment of the past dues.
 24            MR. MERSKI:  And I'm not aware off the
 25        top of my head how much time had passed,
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 01        but I would believe that the amount of time
 02        was needed to go ahead and look at the
 03        individual accounts and determine what
 04        payments needed to be made.
 05            MR. ALLEN:  Mr. Mulhare, if it's
 06        okay--I apologize for interrupting, but we
 07        can with the record being open for an
 08        additional five days get you the exact time
 09        the payments were made on both of those
 10        instances, the initial payment and the full
 11        payment.
 12            MR. MULHARE:  Thank you.
 13            MR. BENNETT:  We'll also leave the
 14        record open for that five days to get the
 15        timeframe on the payments that we--
 16            MR. MULHARE:  Mr. Allen, I could hear
 17        you fine, but the folks on the phone--bring
 18        that microphone closer to you.  That might
 19        be better.  As close as you can tolerate.
 20            MR. ALLEN:  I can do that.
 21            MR. BENNETT:  I have an additional
 22        follow-up question, and I don't know if it
 23        would be appropriate for Mr. Merski or
 24        Feltenberger.  What are some steps that
 25        Barkan is taking to avoid this type of
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 01        missed payments in the future so that there
 02        are no late payments and accumulation of
 03        late fees like this?
 04            MR. MERSKI:  On an ongoing basis with
 05        our existing clients what we are doing is
 06        following our processes and our protocol.
 07        What you have seen occurred here is not
 08        following procedures.
 09            We have a Pay Scan--our accounts
 10       payable system is called Pay Scan, and we
 11       have produced a manual for our folks out in
 12       the field, both at sites and in our regional
 13       office and corporate office to follow those
 14       procedures.  It's 188 pages of detailed
 15       instructions on how to go ahead and execute
 16       and follow best practice.
 17            From my conversations with other Yardi
 18       users--Yardi is the single most widely used
 19       software in the world.  I have not found
 20       anyone that has produced their own original
 21       documentation with that level of detail, 188
 22       pages of substantiation.
 23            What all those processes and procedures
 24       do, can do, you know, which is give you a
 25       flawless best practice type system.  You
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 01       have to overcome human element.  You do need
 02       to have people follow the procedures and
 03       follow them well.
 04            But we have trained systems put in
 05       place.  We have recently acquired the Yardi
 06       Aspire system, which is their e-learning
 07       platform.  So all the courses that are
 08       available from Yardi and our own courses are
 09       now going to be loaded onto that Aspire
 10       system, and staff will be able to be trained
 11       and retrained if they found that there is a
 12       deficiency on how to follow procedure
 13       appropriately.
 14            Does that address your concern?
 15            MR. BENNETT:  Yes.  And
 16        Mr. Feltenberger.
 17            MR. FELTENBERGER:  The other thing we
 18        did as a result of this is we made
 19        personnel changes.  We changed the
 20        clerk--in fact, the clerk that was the root
 21        cause of 99 percent of these problems is no
 22        longer with the company.  We made personnel
 23        changes in that we brought Mary Russell in
 24        as the account executive.
 25            We also put more detail invoice
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 01       tracking on our account executives and
 02       property managers so they each have a
 03       checklist.  They can say we didn't get the
 04       Verizon bill this month.  Let's make a call
 05       to Verizon.  Let's track it down proactively
 06       as opposed to learning that there's a late
 07       fee and having to have the late fee waived
 08       or track down the missing invoice.
 09            We put these steps in place in addition
 10       to the steps that Jim mentioned to make sure
 11       this doesn't recur.
 12            MR. BENNETT:  Okay.  Thank.
 13            Mr. Merski, you were going to keep
 14       going.
 15            MR. MERSKI:  I just wanted to make one
 16        other--Michael sort of reminded me of
 17        something that we do do on an ongoing
 18        basis.
 19            Each one of our monthly reports
 20       contains variance analysis, and those
 21       variance analysis are their fluctuated
 22       budget to actual to show where there is a
 23       problem relative--well, either favorable or
 24       unfavorable variance, where there's a
 25       difference and to explain the difference.
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 01            So a large bill shouldn't show up on
 02       that variance analysis as favorable
 03       variance.  It isn't favorable if you don't
 04       pay a bill.
 05            But we should be able to track and
 06       identify problems on an ongoing basis and we
 07       can include copies of the variance analysis
 08       that has been done for Liberty Row and/or
 09       other clients as part of the resubmittal.
 10            MR. BENNETT:  If you want that,
 11        Mr. Mulhare.  That's up to you if that's
 12        something you would like to see, what
 13        Mr. Merski said.
 14            MR. MULHARE:  You're talking about 188
 15        pages of your coding policy?
 16            MR. MERSKI:  Well, the 188 pages is Pay
 17        Scan procedure, and you could become a very
 18        good Pay Scan clerk by reading that
 19        but--and we'd be happy to provide it
 20        electronically, just to scan to see the
 21        depth that we have gone to.
 22            But no.  I'm talking about a two or
 23       three page variance report which highlights
 24       high level differences that board members
 25       and account executives should be addressing
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 01       on a monthly basis to make sure that the
 02       property is on track.
 03            Sort of looks like that.  It's just
 04       three pages with narrative outlining monthly
 05       cash flow, total operating income, operating
 06       expenses by category, utilities contracts,
 07       maintenance and repairs, so on and so forth,
 08       and it's supposed to be the conversation
 09       starter as the account exec meets with the
 10       board to interact and to address issues.
 11            MR. MULHARE:  Personally, I think the
 12        board members that I'm aware of are very
 13        familiar with the variance report, and I
 14        would say just a restatement of the actions
 15        that you've done, the training that you're
 16        involved in, things like that might be
 17        helpful, but that evidence is not
 18        necessary.
 19            MR. MERSKI:  Okay.
 20            MR. BENNETT:  Mr. Mulhare, did you have
 21        any questions on violation one of count
 22        one?
 23            MR. MULHARE:  No.
 24            MR. BENNETT:  Okay.  Then we can go
 25        ahead and move to violation two, and
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 01        violation two deals with a late payment to
 02        Metropolitan Pump.
 03            Mr. Allen, what would you like to say
 04       regarding violation two of count one?
 05            MR. ALLEN:  Violation two is actually
 06        two-fold, the management and then the check
 07        itself was sent to the incorrect P.O. box.
 08        The check was sent in November of 2019,
 09        $1,110.  Initial check number was 413.  It
 10        was issued on 11/20/2019.  It was reissued
 11        as check number 422 on 12/5/2019.  The
 12        reissue note states that it was reissued
 13        due the original check being sent to the
 14        wrong P.O. box.  The check was cashed on
 15        12/12/2019.
 16            Mr. Feltenberger, do you have anything
 17       you would like to add to that?
 18            MR. FELTENBERGER:  The payment was
 19        delayed in part because Metropolitan--we
 20        use a credentialing, a third party
 21        credentialing company called Compliance
 22        Depot to verify insurance, to verify
 23        licensing, and Metropolitan refused to
 24        enroll in that program.
 25            So we can't issue a payment for vendors
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 01       that are not enrolled in that program.  So
 02       there was a delay in getting them enrolled.
 03       In fact, ultimately I don't think they
 04       enrolled.  We made an exception.  We made
 05       the payment.  We made it to the wrong
 06       address and then we promptly corrected it.
 07            MR. BENNETT:  Okay.  So it looks like
 08        this one, this violation, is primarily
 09        based on Exhibit C-10, which is the letter
 10        from Mr. Sagan to you.  It looks like based
 11        on that letter that Metropolitan Pump
 12        refused to service Liberty Row in the
 13        future because of that credentialing
 14        program that you mentioned.
 15            MR. FELTENBERGER:  Yes.
 16            MR. BENNETT:  Okay.  Mr. Mulhare.
 17            MR. MULHARE:  In the record I
 18        understand that there was--I don't know if
 19        that's me.  In the record I understand that
 20        Metropolitan did not want to go through
 21        that credentialing service, and I
 22        understand that the basis for that was that
 23        there was a fee associated with that.
 24            Is that correct?
 25            MR. FELTENBERGER:  There's a fee
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 01        payable to Compliance Depot for doing that
 02        work and they didn't want to pay the $99.
 03        Correct.
 04            MR. MULHARE:  Okay.  Try this.  Is this
 05        better?
 06            So it wasn't clear to me whether that
 07       fee for that service is the responsibility
 08       of the vendor to pay or the association to
 09       pay.  And where is that documented?
 10            MR. FELTENBERGER:  The responsibility
 11        is for the vendor to pay.  We give them the
 12        information they need to enroll in
 13        Compliance Depot, including the information
 14        associated with the $99 fee.
 15            In some instances that fee is passed on
 16       by the vendor to the associations.  In most
 17       instances the vendor pays the fee because
 18       that then gives them access to everybody--to
 19       every property that Barkan manages which
 20       Compliance Depot is managing the compliance.
 21            MR. MULHARE:  Right.  So my
 22        understanding of the record is this vendor
 23        had already provided the service, objected
 24        to now paying this fee after the fact, and
 25        basically just went quiet.
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 01            MR. FELTENBERGER:  You are correct.
 02        This is an instance in which a board member
 03        called them and said, hey, we have this
 04        problem, can you come out and fix it.  At
 05        the same time Mary was in the process of
 06        calling a contractor who was already in
 07        Compliance Depot.
 08            So Metropolitan came out and performed
 09       the service.  They were not in Compliance
 10       Depot and did not want to enroll in
 11       Compliance Depot after the fact.
 12            MR. MULHARE:  Okay.  Is that--that's
 13        normally a service provided by the
 14        management company, is to select a vendor?
 15            MR. FELTENBERGER:  Yes.
 16            MR. MULHARE:  So this would be unusual
 17        that the board selected a vendor without
 18        your knowledge?
 19            MR. FELTENBERGER:  It occurs from time
 20        to time.  In many instances that that's
 21        going to occur there's some communication
 22        between the board and the manager so (A) we
 23        don't make calls to multiple vendors so we
 24        can talk through this process.
 25            I understand with this instance it was
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 01       we need to get somebody out here right away
 02       so a phone call was made, but at the same
 03       time a phone call should have been made to
 04       Mary, who was (A) new to the account, but,
 05       (B) so that she wasn't doing other work,
 06       having another vendor sent out there.
 07            We could have got the same work done
 08       for roughly the same price with somebody
 09       who's already enrolled in Compliance Depot
 10       had there been active communication on the
 11       front end.
 12            MR. MERSKI:  And just as a
 13        clarification to the system, in the
 14        situation--well, number one, the system is
 15        in place to protect as the fiduciary for
 16        the association not to have vendors on site
 17        who are uninsured or under insured
 18        appropriately, to make sure that insurance
 19        is in force.  It's once again an industry
 20        best practice to make sure you're using
 21        insured vendors.
 22            In this situation we do have a work
 23       around which was eventually put in place,
 24       which is the board makes a waiver and says
 25       we will not hold you accountable if there is
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 01       a problem with the insurances related to
 02       this particular vendor.  That form was
 03       executed and then the payment was made.
 04            MR. MULHARE:  So I understand the
 05        process failure that we're talking about
 06        here.  What was concerning to me is whether
 07        your clients were aware of that process,
 08        that potential fee involved, and your
 09        waiver provision and the liability they
 10        might be taking on.  So that was just some
 11        of the thoughts I had in that regard.
 12        Okay, sir.
 13            MR. BENNETT:  Did you have any other
 14        questions on this violation?
 15            MR. MULHARE:  I do not.
 16            MR. BENNETT:  Okay.  Mr. Allen, did you
 17        have anything else on violation two?
 18            MR. ALLEN:  I do not.
 19            MR. BENNETT:  Okay.  Then we'll go
 20        ahead and move into violation three.
 21        Violation three deals with the lapse in the
 22        insurance and the nonpayment and late
 23        payment of the insurance.
 24            So, Mr. Allen, what would you like to
 25       say in regard to violation three of count
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 01       one?
 02            MR. ALLEN:  This violation is difficult
 03        to address because these events did take
 04        place.  I think it's important to note at
 05        the time there were four insurance policies
 06        that were being paid.  Three of those were
 07        paid.  Only one of those lapsed.  It was
 08        later reinstated and, in fact, in a rushed
 09        manner.
 10            Mr. Feltenberger, Mr. Merski, do you
 11       have anything to add to that?
 12            MR. FELTENBERGER:  In this instance
 13        there was a breakdown in our office.  One
 14        of the invoices for the policy was not
 15        caught even though the insurance agent
 16        reached out on multiple occasions, and we
 17        dropped the ball on this one policy.  It
 18        shouldn't have happened.  We got it
 19        reinstated without--although the policy
 20        initially lapsed, we got it reinstated as
 21        of the date in which it lapsed as quickly
 22        as we became aware of the problem.
 23            MR. BENNETT:  Okay.  So when you--you
 24        had said there were--this was just one of
 25        many, multiple insurance policies.  And so
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 01        was this insurance policy insuring like the
 02        entire community or what was this policy
 03        specifically insuring?  Is it like an
 04        overlapping coverage?  Can you explain to
 05        me the difference there.
 06            MR. FELTENBERGER:  You're going to have
 07        different policies.  You're going to have a
 08        liability policy.  You're going to have a
 09        directors and officers policy, a fidelity
 10        bond policy.  You're going to have a
 11        property policy.  So each one of them come
 12        with separate invoices and separate timing
 13        for--depending on the size of the
 14        community.
 15            If you have a large community, you're
 16       not going to pay the entire invoice at once.
 17       You're going to have to have an installment
 18       agreement and financing agreement to pay it.
 19       For smaller communities generally you're
 20       going to pay the entire annual premium at
 21       once.
 22            So the invoices came separately and,
 23       quite honestly, in this case even if it came
 24       in the same e-mail or the same envelope, we
 25       dropped the ball and we shouldn't have
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 01       dropped the ball.
 02            MR. BENNETT:  Okay.  And so do you know
 03        offhand which specific policy this one was
 04        insuring?
 05            MR. ALLEN:  If I may, I can answer that
 06        question.
 07            MR. BENNETT:  Go ahead.
 08            MR. ALLEN:  That would be the package
 09        policy, the one that was not processed.
 10            MR. BENNETT:  Okay.
 11            MR. ALLEN:  The umbrella policy, the
 12        workers' compensation policy and the
 13        package policy were sent in.  The payment
 14        for those were sent in.
 15            MR. BENNETT:  Okay.  And I think you
 16        hit on this earlier, Mr. Feltenberger, but
 17        correct me if I'm wrong.  But Ms. Bazemore,
 18        who was the market employee on site, I
 19        believe you said she is no longer with the
 20        company.
 21            MR. FELTENBERGER:  No.  Ms. Bazemore is
 22        the account executive--
 23            MR. BENNETT:  Oh, okay.
 24            MR. FELTENBERGER:  So William Beal who
 25        was the clerk, if you would, the assistant
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 01        property manager in the office who was
 02        responsible for processing invoices for
 03        those properties that do not have on site
 04        presence was responsible for processing the
 05        invoices.
 06            MR. BENNETT:  Okay.  And so just to
 07        make sure I understand and it's clear on
 08        the record, what are the job duties of that
 09        position beyond just that?  Is it just
 10        administrative clerk like you described or
 11        is it anything else, too?
 12            MR. FELTENBERGER:  There is.  In some
 13        models the assistant manager simply is a
 14        clerk, is an admin assistant making sure
 15        letters go out, making sure invoices are
 16        processed.
 17            In other instances the assistant
 18       manager is the assistant manager in the
 19       truest sense.  We have them conducting
 20       property inspections.  We have them sending
 21       letters.  We have them processing invoices
 22       in hopes of growing them to become a
 23       manager.
 24            The second is the model that we had in
 25       Tysons Corner.  Quite honestly, it's the
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 01       model we still have in Tysons Corner because
 02       I think we need to grow our staff.
 03            In this instance we had an employee who
 04       came in highly recommended and did a great
 05       job, and we didn't know we had a problem
 06       until we had a problem.  It's not that he
 07       lacked supervision.  It's not that he lacked
 08       guidance.
 09            As Mr. Merski pointed out, you know,
 10       we're as good as the employees that work for
 11       us and we give them supervision and we let
 12       them do their jobs.  So there are checks and
 13       balances in place to prevent things like
 14       this from happening.
 15            We strengthened our HR screening.
 16       We've strengthened our managerial oversight.
 17       Ms. Bazemore is still an account executive
 18       with Barkan.  Mr. Beal is no longer with
 19       Barkan.
 20            MR. BENNETT:  And so who was the
 21        primary contact for the insurance--for this
 22        insurance for Liberty Row?
 23            MR. FELTENBERGER:  It was Ms. Bazemore.
 24        So Ms. Bazemore would have received the
 25        invoices.
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 01            So if I can take a brief step back to
 02       explain our business model.  Liberty Row and
 03       the community across the street are not our
 04       typical--do not possess our typical client
 05       profile.
 06            Our typical client is a larger building
 07       with on site staff.  So the on site staff
 08       handles the initial work flow of the
 09       invoices.  They ensure the work is done.
 10       They scan the invoices into Yardi.  It then
 11       kicks up to the account executive who
 12       approves it and then goes to accounting.
 13            In this instance we lacked the on site
 14       presence and so the invoices then come
 15       to--were then coming to either the account
 16       executive who forwarded them to Mr. Beal for
 17       the initial processing and then followed
 18       that work flow, or they came to Mr. Beal
 19       directly for the initial processing.  With
 20       that creates confusion because not all the
 21       invoices are going to a central port.
 22            So based on this particular we
 23       recognized that's a problem so we put
 24       processes in place to prevent from
 25       occurring.  We need to have a central point
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 01       for invoices.  You know, managers are
 02       checking their contract schedule to make
 03       sure invoices are received and processing in
 04       a timely manner.
 05            MR. MULHARE:  So to narrow down on the
 06        insurance.  Whose responsibility was it to
 07        receive and process these invoices for
 08        payment?
 09            MR. FELTENBERGER:  Ultimately it's
 10        Ms. Bazemore.
 11            MR. MULHARE:  Okay.  And so we
 12        understand that there's a lapse of
 13        communication there, lapse in receiving the
 14        invoices perhaps.
 15            My question--you're producing financial
 16       reports each month which would indicate
 17       variances that you're speaking of, sir, and
 18       I would imagine that that variance would be
 19       apparent January, February, March, April,
 20       May, June, until it was finally, you know,
 21       brought to attention for a completely
 22       different reason in July.
 23            MR. FELTENBERGER:  I would think one
 24        reading the financial statements would see
 25        that payment wasn't made and would
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 01        investigate that because the expense would
 02        still be there because the financials are
 03        kept on an accrual basis.  So if there's
 04        something missing, it's either going to be
 05        accrued and we show that it's missing and
 06        somebody should have followed up on it.
 07            MR. MULHARE:  Right.  And is that--is
 08        that a Ms. Bazemore responsibility?  Is
 09        there a supervisor--
 10            MR. FELTENBERGER:  Well, I supervise
 11        Ms. Bazemore.  It's a Barkan
 12        responsibility.  We have a number of people
 13        that review financial statements before
 14        they go out.  Multiple people should have
 15        caught it.
 16            MR. MULHARE:  So I agree with that.
 17        Part of my observation was that, you know,
 18        we understand that there was a, you know,
 19        loss of invoices or whatever the case may
 20        be, partial payments, but there are--part
 21        of the checks and balances I would think
 22        would be the financial reports showing that
 23        it's not paid.
 24            MR. FELTENBERGER:  Absolutely.  And to
 25        be clear, I--to me.  That means ultimately
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 01        as the guy running the company it's my
 02        responsibility.
 03            MR. MULHARE:  Okay.
 04            MR. BENNETT:  Did you have any other
 05        questions on this one, Mr. Mulhare?
 06            MR. MULHARE:  No.
 07            MR. BENNETT:  Okay.  And, Mr. Allen,
 08        did you have anything else on violation
 09        three?  We can go ahead and move to
 10        violation four.
 11            MR. ALLEN:  I would like to say one
 12        thing.  When it comes to the employees,
 13        it's unfortunate, but there were several
 14        issues with that employee, but that's not
 15        why Barkan is here today.
 16            It is going to be a bit of a common
 17       theme, but there are checks and balances in
 18       place.  Barkan is not here to shirk
 19       responsibility.  They are here to face this
 20       head on and offer--offer their explanation
 21       and defenses.
 22            MR. BENNETT:  Okay.  Then we can go
 23        ahead and move into violation four, and
 24        violation four predominantly deals with the
 25        annual budget and the proposed
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 01        failure--alleged failure to produce the
 02        annual budget.
 03            Mr. Allen, what would you like to say
 04       about violation four and count one?
 05            MR. ALLEN:  The budget was due to the
 06        board on October 1, 2019, but it was
 07        provided to the board on October 16, 2019.
 08        I think there was a breakdown of
 09        communication between Ms. Bazemore and
 10        certain members of the board as far as what
 11        was to be included in that budget.
 12            Mr. Feltenberger, would you like to add
 13       anything to that?
 14            MR. FELTENBERGER:  Actually if we could
 15        have Ms. Russell speak to the budget
 16        process and how she went through it.
 17            MS. RUSSELL:  I'm sorry.  I provided
 18        the budget.  I admittedly provided the
 19        budget late.  I did ask for feedback from
 20        the board.  I did not receive any response
 21        whatsoever, and eventually the board
 22        forwarded me their version of the budget.
 23            MR. ALLEN:  What did you do when you
 24        received that version of the budget?
 25            MS. RUSSELL:  I acknowledged it.  I
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 01        also acknowledged that, you know, it was
 02        very similar to the one that I had
 03        provided, and I let the board know that I
 04        would put it into the system for our
 05        processing.
 06            MR. ALLEN:  And was it put into the
 07        system and processed?
 08            MS. RUSSELL:  Yes.  Absolutely.
 09            MR. BENNETT:  And just to make sure we
 10        got the timeline right here so we can
 11        understand, when did you receive the
 12        board's version of the budget?
 13            MS. RUSSELL:  I don't recall the exact
 14        date.  I want to say it was within the
 15        week.
 16            MR. BENNETT:  Okay.  That was--that was
 17        before or after you submitted your version?
 18            MS. RUSSELL:  After.
 19            MR. BENNETT:  Okay.  Mr. Mulhare, do
 20        you have any other questions on violation
 21        four count one?
 22            MR. MULHARE:  I do not.
 23            MR. BENNETT:  Okay.  Then, Mr. Allen
 24        unless--
 25            MS. COLLINS:  We're having trouble with
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 01        your audio again.
 02            MR. BENNETT:  Yeah.  We're going to try
 03        different mics.  Can you hear me?
 04            MS. COLLINS:  No.
 05            MR. BENNETT:  I apologize for the audio
 06        problems.  Is that better?
 07            MS. COLLINS:  Yes, it is.  Thank you.
 08            MR. BENNETT:  Okay.  Mr. Allen, unless
 09        you have anything else on count one, we can
 10        go ahead and move on to count two.
 11            MR. ALLEN:  I do not.
 12            MR. BENNETT:  Okay.  Then we will go
 13        ahead and move into count two, and count
 14        two alleges that Barkan failed its
 15        fiduciary duty to Liberty Row with respect
 16        to its handlings of the funds of the
 17        association.
 18            It looks like count two is related to
 19       about $6,400 that was paid from Liberty
 20       Row's account to cover utilities for a
 21       different property managed by Barkan.
 22            Mr. Allen, what would you like to say
 23       about count two?
 24            MR. ALLEN:  This is unfortunately an
 25        employment issue as well.
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 01            Mr. Feltenberger, would you like to
 02       elaborate on that?
 03            MR. FELTENBERGER:  Yes.  The property
 04        directly across the street, 900 North
 05        Washington, is similarly situated.  In
 06        fact, it's smaller than Liberty Row.
 07            So Mr. Beal was processing invoices for
 08       both properties and he miscoded the invoices
 09       to the wrong property, and our internal
 10       checks and balances didn't catch that
 11       miscoding.  They both coded to the same--the
 12       property number was incorrect.
 13            In one instance Mr. Beal actually
 14       changed the--in an effort to change the
 15       mailing address for the bill in response to
 16       some of the issues that popped up, he
 17       actually changed the name on the bill, along
 18       with the mailing address.
 19            So our internal controls wouldn't have
 20       necessarily caught it.  Ultimately it was
 21       cleaned up and fixed but it was--it was
 22       simply lack of attention to detail.
 23            MR. ALLEN:  And Liberty Row was
 24        reimbursed for those amounts; is that
 25        correct?
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 01            MR. FELTENBERGER:  Yes, they were.
 02            MR. BENNETT:  Okay.  And so can you
 03        describe kind of what processes Barkan has
 04        taken to prevent an issue such as this
 05        occurring again in the future.
 06            MR. ALLEN:  Mr. Merski.
 07            MR. MERSKI:  So I guess the visual on
 08        this is to think of yourself as an
 09        individual sitting on a desk.  You're
 10        getting a bunch of paper bills in.  You
 11        open the envelopes.  You make a stack and
 12        you're organizing by stack.
 13            What happened was a couple of the
 14       invoices improperly went from Liberty--from
 15       the 900 North Washington stack over to the
 16       Liberty Row stack.  They were scanned in as
 17       a group and paid.
 18            The check and balance is typically done
 19       upon the approval levels.  We have about
 20       eight separate work flows that work through
 21       those items, and what we see is people
 22       will--if there is a problem with an
 23       invoice--and, quite frankly, this is a bit
 24       of a horse of another color.
 25            I have never seen this happen before in
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 01       my eight plus years at Barkan where an
 02       invoice was improperly input for a wrong
 03       property.  I do see this as a human error of
 04       the site clerk.  I don't have a specific
 05       practice or procedure to improve the
 06       process, but I have never had the problem
 07       prior to this point in time.
 08            We do have training on an ongoing
 09       basis, and this had made quite an impression
 10       upon the organization, and therefore the
 11       issue item has been talked about to make
 12       people more aware of their responsibility to
 13       more deeply review invoices and make sure
 14       that all the items tie.
 15            I personally approve all invoices over
 16       ten thousand dollars, and I will tell you I
 17       look at the payee.  I look at the individual
 18       bill.  I'm looking at amounts, cash accounts
 19       used, general ledger, accounts assigned to
 20       each individual invoice.
 21            It's a blocking and tackling issue.
 22       It's a matter of communicating and managing
 23       both the property management staff, and then
 24       the final approver on it is the accountant
 25       to make sure both groups are aware of the
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 01       issues and level of review that's needed.
 02            MR. FELTENBERGER:  If I could have one
 03        more brief piece in this.  I apologize.  In
 04        this instance--Jim talked about work flows.
 05            In this instance, because it's a
 06       utility, it would have bypassed
 07       Ms. Bazemore.  So when the clerk puts the
 08       invoice in and does the coding, it goes
 09       directly to accounting.  So the staff
 10       accountant would then cut the check and move
 11       on.
 12            We still need that level of attention
 13       to detail that Jim talked about where you
 14       actually look at the payee, make sure it
 15       matches what's in the system.  We have put
 16       more stringent controls in to make sure that
 17       review is taking place.
 18            MR. BENNETT:  Okay.  That was going to
 19        be my next question.  How many levels of--I
 20        know Mr. Merski mentioned approvals.  How
 21        many levels are between the initial clerk
 22        putting the invoice into the system and
 23        final approval being made to pay?
 24            MR. FELTENBERGER:  It depends on the
 25        amount.  For a utility invoice it's going
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 01        to go from the clerk to the staff account,
 02        and then depending on the amount, it's
 03        going to go to Mr. Merski.
 04            If it's a reimbursable to an employee,
 05       all of those come to me.  All the reserve
 06       expenses eventually find their way to me
 07       before they go to accounting.  It really
 08       depends on the dollar amount and the type of
 09       invoice it is.
 10            MR. BENNETT:  Okay.  Thank you.
 11            MR. BAUMAN:  Can I address--
 12            MR. BENNETT:  Go ahead.
 13            MR. BAUMAN:  I'm the new guy so I get
 14        an opportunity to address what we're doing
 15        new.  We are a very high touch business.
 16        In many respects it phenomenal, but in some
 17        respects it's not.  You run the risk of
 18        human error in certain situations.  This is
 19        an area where we saw, you know, an error
 20        percentage that is consistent with human
 21        touch.
 22            So recently, meaning June 1, we
 23       actually moved to an automated lockbox AP
 24       processing system.  So all of our--where
 25       there is no site staff as was the case--and
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 01       I wasn't here during this situation, but I
 02       can explain because I know what I see.
 03            And so when you look at--and it's from
 04       30 years of experience at multiple
 05       companies.  When you look at the payment
 06       processing procedure, now that there are
 07       technology tools to reduce error rates
 08       significantly, they should be used and we
 09       were not previously using them.
 10            So on June 1 we actually launched a new
 11       site that has no site staff.  All of those
 12       invoices, including utilities, that speak to
 13       your question about improvement, are
 14       processed through a lockbox AP system.
 15            So it does not come to our office.  It
 16       does not come to Tysons Corner.  Actually we
 17       just launched it for D.C. I think about two
 18       weeks ago.  We launched it in Boston first.
 19            And so that dramatically will help.
 20       Our error rate is still extraordinarily low.
 21       We process eight thousand invoices a month.
 22       So extraordinarily low.  But by moving to
 23       this automated AP system on the front end
 24       with the scanning and the lockbox
 25       processing, it will go even lower than it
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 01       already is, and it streamlines the process a
 02       little bit as well, and approvals are
 03       tracked in the technology platform.
 04            MR. MERSKI:  Daniel, you're sort of
 05        reminding me for me to amend my previous
 06        comments.
 07            By having items go into a central
 08       lockbox professionally manned where the mail
 09       is open, everything is scanned in on a
 10       basis, where service level agreements are
 11       assigned, this is a big step forward for us,
 12       and it would have prevented many of the
 13       items that you would have seen, and, most
 14       notably, the insurance payment.  Because if
 15       the insurance payment had gone to that
 16       centralized lockbox, it would have been
 17       scanned in the process on a timely basis.
 18            MR. BENNETT:  Okay.  Thank you.
 19            Mr. Mulhare, did you have any questions
 20       on count two?
 21            MR. MULHARE:  It wasn't clear to me how
 22        the problem got air, how it was first
 23        discovered that these codings were
 24        happening.  Was that via the financial
 25        report or was that via the vendor calling
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 01        and saying we haven't been paid?  Or the
 02        utility rather.  I just needed
 03        clarification on that.
 04            MR. MERSKI:  I became aware of it when
 05        it was brought to my attention by the
 06        property management side, and I do know
 07        that within 30 days we turned it around and
 08        made all the changes so monies were
 09        restored to Liberty Row on a prompt basis.
 10            Generally once again it should be
 11       caught as part of the financial statement
 12       review.  I know when I reviewed the August
 13       financial statements, I saw that water bill
 14       was much higher than normal variance, and so
 15       it sort of just jumped off the page at you.
 16       I imagine that that's where the alarm was
 17       set off.
 18            MR. MULHARE:  Thank you.
 19            MR. BENNETT:  Mr. Allen, did you have
 20        anything else on count two?
 21            MR. ALLEN:  I do not.
 22            MR. BENNETT:  Okay.  Then we can go
 23        ahead and we will move on to count three.
 24        Count three has two violations in which
 25        Barkan allegedly failed to account for in a
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 01        timely manner money in which it received
 02        that Liberty Row had an interest.
 03            It looks like for violation one it
 04       looks like it was a roughly $50,000 that was
 05       hand delivered by Liberty Row to
 06       Ms. Bazemore.
 07            Mr. Allen, what would you like to say
 08       in regard to violation one?
 09            MR. ALLEN:  So the amount of the check,
 10        $50,460.17 made payable to Liberty Row, and
 11        it was hand delivered to Ms. Bazemore.  Now
 12        there is some dispute as to what was to
 13        occur with that check right afterwards.
 14            According to the memo that was
 15       submitted as part of the record by
 16       Mr. Merski, it was his understanding that
 17       the board was initially undecided as to what
 18       they wanted to do with the $50,460.17.
 19            Without direct--without direct
 20       instructions from the board, they held the
 21       check for approximately a month, so from
 22       June 11, 2019 to July 18, 2019, at which
 23       point in time it was deposited into the
 24       correct account.
 25            Mr. Merski, do you have anything you
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 01       would like to add to the $50,000 check?
 02            MR. MERSKI:  Yes.  The check came from
 03        Ms. Bazemore.  It went to our property
 04        accountant.  Our property accountant went
 05        to our controller who asked for
 06        instructions as to what was to be done, and
 07        our controller did not have any clear
 08        indication as to the dispositions of those
 09        funds at the moment.  When we did receive
 10        instruction to open a money market account,
 11        we went ahead and did so and the monies
 12        were deposited, perhaps not as promptly as
 13        we would normally like to see them.
 14            I mean, they did sit for about a month,
 15       but there was--from the financial accounting
 16       end--and I was in the middle of the
 17       conversations.  I know that we did not have
 18       a clear direction as to exactly what we were
 19       to do with that check on the moment it was
 20       received.
 21            MR. ALLEN:  Thank you, Jim.  And I
 22        think it's important to note that the money
 23        was not put into a different account.  It
 24        wasn't lost.  It simply sat there and
 25        waited on instructions from Liberty Row for
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 01        approximately a month.
 02            MR. MULHARE:  So what you're saying is
 03        that it was never deposited into a Barkan
 04        account or another account?  It was just
 05        held in its original form until it was
 06        finally deposited into the client's
 07        account?
 08            MR. ALLEN:  Mr. Merski.
 09            MR. MERSKI:  Correct.  It was never
 10        deposited into a Barkan account at all.
 11            MR. BENNETT:  So if I could ask about
 12        that.  If you take a look at what's been
 13        marked as Exhibit I-4 in the record.  It is
 14        Mr. Collins' interview with the
 15        investigator, and on the second page of
 16        that interview close to the bottom it talks
 17        about this $50,000 check.
 18            One of the bullets states, Bazemore was
 19       instructed to deposit the check into Liberty
 20       Row's operating account until a money market
 21       account could be established for the funds
 22       in order to generate interest.
 23            And so was Ms. Bazemore told when she
 24       got the check that she needs to deposit it
 25       into the operating account?  Or can you just
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 01       kind of respond to that statement.
 02            MR. FELTENBERGER:  I can speak to that.
 03        Ms. Bazemore, does not recall that specific
 04        instruction.  However, depositing the check
 05        into the operating account wouldn't have
 06        generated interest because the operating
 07        account is not an interest bearing account.
 08            MR. BENNETT:  Okay.  And so basically
 09        she doesn't remember receiving that
 10        instruction and that would have been why it
 11        was not deposited into the operating
 12        account?
 13            MR. FELTENBERGER:  Yeah.
 14            MR. COLLINS:  We're getting feedback
 15        again.
 16            MR. BENNETT:  I apologize.
 17            MR. MULHARE:  I'm going to ask
 18        everybody if you're not speaking go ahead
 19        and go on red.  I'm off.
 20            MR. BENNETT:  Okay.  Let's--there we
 21        go.  All right.  Let's go ahead and try to
 22        proceed.  It seems like the audio has
 23        settled.  So as Mr. Mulhare stated, once
 24        you're done speaking please push the button
 25        on the microphone so it turns off and
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 01        hopefully that will address the negative
 02        feedback issues.
 03            Mr. Allen, did you have anything else
 04       regarding violation one?
 05            MR. ALLEN:  No.  I don't believe so.
 06            MR. BENNETT:  And, Mr. Mulhare, I
 07        wanted to make sure you did not have any
 08        questions on that violation either.
 09            MR. MULHARE:  I do not.
 10            MR. BENNETT:  Thank you.  All right.
 11        Then we'll go ahead and move into violation
 12        two, and violation two appears to deal with
 13        some of the CDs that the board had.
 14            So, Mr. Allen, what would you like to
 15       say in regard to violation two of count
 16       three?
 17            MR. ALLEN:  Yes.  Thank you.  The
 18        property accountant was not aware that the
 19        board had withdrawn the $30,000 that's at
 20        issue from the Capital One account and
 21        added it to the John Marshall CD to
 22        purchase the CD in the amount of two
 23        forty-two nine seventy-two.
 24            The John Marshall CD was not initially
 25       added because the accountant was unaware of
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 01       it and didn't have bank statements or other
 02       documentation to support putting into the
 03       Liberty Row GL.  Mr. Merski.
 04            MR. MERSKI:  So none of the CDs, of
 05        course, are under the signatory control of
 06        Barkan, nor are replacement reserve
 07        accounts.  So we are dependent upon
 08        receiving that information, those
 09        statements from the board and/or
 10        receiving--what many of our clients do is
 11        allow us via signing a letter to have
 12        online access to those accounts so that we
 13        can make bookings and record items.
 14            We contain within our financial
 15       statements a cash analysis schedule which
 16       tracks dollars by GL account and reconciles
 17       their statements, and our monthly financial
 18       statements also has a copy of all the bank
 19       statements and all the checks.
 20            What this issue really deals with is
 21       that there was a misplacement for purposes
 22       of the general ledger of where the dollars
 23       were located.  No dollars were ever moved
 24       or--Liberty Row had full custody of all
 25       monies at all times.
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 01            This is an information flow issue.
 02       It's, quite frankly, not an uncommon issue.
 03       We sort of work hard with our boards to make
 04       sure we get those signatory controls and get
 05       that information on an ongoing basis.  Many
 06       times as CDs turn over, you then have to
 07       work with the board, and not uncommon that
 08       it would take a month or two to get
 09       everybody organized and to get that
 10       information.  From my perspective that's
 11       what happened in this situation.
 12            MR. BENNETT:  Okay.  So how does Barkan
 13        in a sense--say if everything goes well.
 14        You have all the information.  The board
 15        gives you all the information.  How does
 16        Barkan track this type of information,
 17        these types of accounts?
 18            MR. MERSKI:  Well, they're tracked on a
 19        financial statement.  There's a separate
 20        cash analysis which is a high level
 21        overview of all the GL accounts, and there
 22        is actually a separate accounting on the
 23        first three pages of our financial
 24        statement of every cash account.
 25            So it's listed right at the beginning
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 01       of the statement and we also have a bar
 02       graph over time tracking both operating cash
 03       and replacement reserve funds so that a
 04       board member can easily see in a graphic
 05       fashion changes over to time and the cash
 06       position of the organization.
 07            MR. BENNETT:  Okay.  So in this case in
 08        particular was this issue of, you know,
 09        this communication issue, was this
 10        addressed?  Was it corrected?
 11            MR. MERSKI:  Yeah.  It was corrected
 12        about 30 days and after we had been made
 13        aware of this situation.  I don't have the
 14        exact dates of when that occurred, but if
 15        needed, I will go back and pull the records
 16        with our property accountant to get that
 17        information.
 18            MR. BENNETT:  It looks like your memo
 19        to Liberty Row, which is in the record as
 20        Exhibit C-9 that's dated September 23 of
 21        2019.  Do you have just a general idea in
 22        terms of if it was, you know, around that
 23        timeframe?
 24            MR. MERSKI:  Where in my memo are you
 25        referencing?
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 01            MR. BENNETT:  I'm sorry.  I was just
 02        referencing the date of your memo since--if
 03        I am reading your memo right, you are
 04        answering a document that Liberty Row
 05        provided you which we have in the record as
 06        Exhibit C-7, which is the Liberty Row
 07        accounting questions titled.  And I
 08        believe--correct me if I'm wrong--your memo
 09        was answering that document, correct?
 10            MR. MERSKI:  Yes.  It was meant to
 11        address issues--actually I believe they
 12        were from an e-mail from Mr. Collins to
 13        myself, and I could go back and look at
 14        that e-mail.
 15            But what I was trying to do is address
 16       specific concerns and research those
 17       concerns in getting an answer on a timely
 18       basis.  That probably occurred, that
 19       conversation, in mid September, and there
 20       was a first draft of this on 9/23 and then a
 21       follow-up draft on 10/1.
 22            MR. BENNETT:  Okay.  And I was mostly
 23        referencing the date to kind of help you
 24        out.
 25            MR. FELTENBERGER:  If I could, I
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 01        believe I could shed a little on this.
 02            MR. BENNETT:  Go ahead.
 03            MR. FELTENBERGER:  Although Jim's memo
 04        was dated when it was dated, we
 05        likely--because the CD matured on April 7.
 06        We likely heard of it mid May and then the
 07        reporting would have occurred in mid June
 08        in recording the May financials.
 09            MR. BENNETT:  Okay.  Thank you.
 10            Mr. Mulhare, do you have any other
 11       questions regarding violation two of count
 12       three?
 13            MR. MULHARE:  I'm trying to understand
 14        the process.  I understand what you're
 15        saying is the board members have the
 16        authority--the association has the
 17        authority to open up these investment
 18        accounts and they have that signature
 19        authority.
 20            How does it end up into your financial
 21       reports and the monthly reports for
 22       the--from the financial institutions?  How
 23       do they end up in your financial reports?
 24            MR. MERSKI:  We book directly from
 25        third party information coming from the
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 01        bank or the investment company.
 02            MR. MULHARE:  So you rely on the
 03        association to tell you that they have
 04        opened up an account at this particular
 05        institution and then you obtain the
 06        information directly from that institution
 07        as to what its expiration date is and what
 08        interest it may have earned on any
 09        particular time period and that type of
 10        thing?
 11            MR. FELTENBERGER:  In some instances.
 12        In other instances we don't have direct
 13        contact with the institution and so bank
 14        statements are being sent to the board.
 15        We're relying on the board to then
 16        forward--
 17            MR. MULHARE:  Let's talk about this
 18        association.
 19            MR. FELTENBERGER:  So in this
 20        association as I recall--Jim, you can chime
 21        in.  Bank statements were going to Liberty
 22        Row and we were ultimately notified and
 23        then we ultimately started getting the bank
 24        statements directly from the board, not
 25        from the bank.
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 01            MR. MULHARE:  So you were relying on
 02        the board to receive a statement from the
 03        institution and to send that over to you?
 04            MR. FELTENBERGER:  Correct.
 05            MR. MERSKI:  Our preference is always
 06        to get the statement directly from the
 07        institution, but in order to get it from
 08        the institution the board members have to
 09        give us special access.  They have to
 10        contact their bank and then authorize us to
 11        receive those statements.
 12            And this is, you know, a point that is
 13       one that is difficult because a lot of times
 14       it does require a specific assigner on the
 15       specific instrument for a CD.  If there's
 16       only two or three, then you have to
 17       coordinate with that individual person.
 18            Our preference, strong preference, is
 19       to have direct access and to book it
 20       directly from online searches of banks
 21       because it just makes our job that much
 22       easier.
 23            MR. MULHARE:  Thank you.
 24            MR. BENNETT:  Mr. Allen, did you have
 25        anything else on violation two of count
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 01        three?
 02            MR. ALLEN:  No, I do not.
 03            MR. BENNETT:  Okay.  Then we will go
 04        ahead and move into count four.  Count four
 05        has six violations, and they are alleging
 06        that Barkan had egregious or repeated
 07        violations of generally accepted standards
 08        for the provision of management services.
 09            Violation one of count four deals with
 10       an invoice that was for Watch Guard Potomac,
 11       and it looks like that invoice was paid
 12       twice.
 13            Mr. Allen, what would you like to say
 14       about violation one of count four.
 15            MR. ALLEN:  Yes.  That invoice was paid
 16        twice.  When it was originally input into
 17        the system, it was input as R space 72922.
 18        The second invoice that came in was put in
 19        as R with no space 72922.  So the same
 20        service showed up two times as two
 21        different services that were then paid.
 22            Mr. Merski, would you like to elaborate
 23       on that from a financial accounting
 24       standpoint?
 25            MR. MERSKI:  Once again, this is
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 01        something that work on--I work on on a
 02        daily basis to make sure that our site
 03        clerks and then approving managers look
 04        carefully at the invoice numbers and police
 05        them up.
 06            We did have human error here where an
 07       invoice was input twice and it was input
 08       twice with almost identically the same
 09       number.  It is not caught upon review and it
 10       was paid twice.
 11            It is a function of once again being
 12       diligent and looking carefully on an invoice
 13       by invoice basis.  That's how you sort of
 14       conquer the problem.  But that is the
 15       explanation for how the duplicate payment
 16       occurred.
 17            MR. BENNETT:  Can you explain your
 18        invoicing system a little bit because
 19        I'm--I guess I'm having trouble
 20        understanding as to why this system was so
 21        sensitive that just--it looks like the only
 22        difference was that space between the R and
 23        the number of the invoice.
 24            So can you just explain that a little
 25       bit as to why it was so sensitive to, you
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 01       know, basically cause duplicate payment for
 02       that one change.
 03            MR. MERSKI:  So that's the programming
 04        of the Yardi Pay Scan system.  In order to
 05        identify duplicate invoices, it's looking
 06        on each digit input so that if the second
 07        digit is a space or a dash rather than the
 08        first numeric character, it's going to
 09        identify it as a unique, new invoice
 10        number.
 11            The system is not yet smart enough to
 12       then have three or four other identifiers
 13       and say wait a minute, this is the same
 14       vendor, the date looks the same, the amount
 15       looks the same, let's take this one out.
 16            I'm sure they're going to evolve to
 17       that point of duplication.  Right now the
 18       duplicate invoice future of the--is relying
 19       upon a very granular character by character
 20       item.
 21            MR. BENNETT:  Is there a--you know,
 22        some sort of review process that happens
 23        after the invoice is input to avoid
 24        something like this?
 25            MR. MERSKI:  I'm sure that those
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 01        invoices were input at a different point in
 02        time.  The accountant would look over all
 03        the individual invoices given--
 04            MS. COLLINS:  Excuse me.  Your audio
 05        again is inaudible.
 06            MR. WILLIAMS:  Please don't interrupt
 07        while they're speaking.  Can we all turn
 08        off our mics and see if that resets.
 09            MR. BENNETT:  Let's try again.  Go
 10        ahead.
 11            MR. MULHARE:  Actually that's fine.
 12        I'll defer to you on this.  I understand
 13        this coding explanation.  I believe they
 14        stated that there were checks and balances
 15        breakdowns in terms of review of those
 16        invoices, in terms of the same recipient,
 17        and including the financial reports that
 18        came out indicating those checks cut to the
 19        same recipients.
 20            And what's disturbing I think is the
 21       testimony in the record that that was
 22       actually brought to everyone's attention by
 23       the board as opposed to the management.  And
 24       so I just want to make sure that that's a
 25       correct understanding on that.
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 01            And I'm assuming from the review of the
 02       financial reports--was this error discovered
 03       in the office or was it discovered by your
 04       client?
 05            MR. MERSKI:  I don't recall who
 06        discovered the error.  It may have well
 07        been brought to our attention because one
 08        of the features that we have with the Yardi
 09        system is we have as a cloud based system
 10        we can grant read only access and we do
 11        that--allow that access to our boards so
 12        that they can go in and have full access to
 13        their books and records and be totally
 14        transparent with what's going on.
 15            I believe by this point in time
 16       Mrs. Collins was in the records on an
 17       ongoing basis and looking very carefully at
 18       much of the activity that was going on.  My
 19       sense is it may have been an item that she
 20       came upon and reported back out to us.
 21            MR. MULHARE:  Okay.  So that's my
 22        understanding.  There was a booking error
 23        in miscoding, but there was a breakdown in
 24        checks and balances from a supervisory
 25        point of view.  Okay.  Thank you.
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 01            MR. BENNETT:  Okay.  Mr. Mulhare, was
 02        that all the questions you had for
 03        violation one?
 04            MR. MULHARE:  Yes.
 05            MR. BENNETT:  Mr. Allen, did you have
 06        anything else on that violation?
 07            MR. ALLEN:  I did.  They were
 08        essentially only paid once, correct?  Even
 09        though one check was--or even though two
 10        checks were cut, they were only paid one
 11        time?  Basically what I'm trying to ask is
 12        if they--if any double payment was credited
 13        back to Liberty Row.
 14            MR. FELTENBERGER:  I believe Watch
 15        Guard actually sent a check back to Liberty
 16        Row.
 17            MR. BENNETT:  Did you have anything
 18        else, Mr. Allen?
 19            MR. ALLEN:  I do not.
 20            MR. BENNETT:  Okay.  Then we'll go
 21        ahead and move to violation two.  Violation
 22        two deals with a Collins Elevator Service,
 23        and it looks like they were charging tax,
 24        which is prohibited by state law, on the
 25        service.
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 01            Mr. Allen, what would you like to say
 02       regarding violation two?
 03            MR. ALLEN:  Barkan has emphasized that
 04        Virginia prohibits taxing on services, and
 05        Liberty Row was credited back any amount
 06        that was spent on the taxes.
 07            MR. BENNETT:  And I understand from my
 08        understanding of your opening remarks,
 09        Barkan manages property not just in
 10        Virginia, but also in Massachusetts as
 11        well.
 12            Does Barkan have on hand, you know,
 13       through either legal office or financial
 14       office, you know, Virginia experts on like
 15       Virginia tax that you can know these sorts
 16       of things to know like Virginia specific law
 17       like that?
 18            MR. ALLEN:  Well, they not only manage
 19        properties in Boston, Massachusetts,
 20        Virginia, but D.C. as well, and I believe
 21        D.C. tax--I know that doesn't go to your
 22        question, but certainly if they needed that
 23        advice, they could get it.  On top of that,
 24        it is now known to them and that is not an
 25        issue that has reoccurred.  They do not pay
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 01        taxes on those services.
 02            MR. BENNETT:  Okay.  And I guess one of
 03        the reasons for my question was it seems
 04        like if I'm reading the license record
 05        right, which is Exhibit I-1, Barkan has
 06        been licensed in Virginia since 2011.
 07            It looks like this was caught--this
 08       would have been caught sometime in 2019.  I
 09       guess my question is:  Was Barkan not aware
 10       of this before?  Like was this the first
 11       time Barkan became aware of this issue?
 12            MR. FELTENBERGER:  No.  We were aware
 13        that the Commonwealth does not allow tax on
 14        certain services, and we simply did not
 15        catch it.
 16            MR. BENNETT:  Okay.  Thank you.  I just
 17        wanted to make--get that clear.
 18            Mr. Mulhare, did you have any questions
 19       on that violation?
 20            MR. MULHARE:  Yeah.  I'd just like to
 21        clarify that comment.  This is a very
 22        client specific, vendor specific invoice in
 23        which this service charge was missed.  It
 24        was not a matter of needing to audit all
 25        through Barkan's clients in Virginia
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 01        needing to make corrections?
 02            MR. FELTENBERGER:  No.  I don't believe
 03        so.  This was actually a preexisting client
 04        for Liberty Row.  So because it was a
 05        preexisting client--I'm sorry--preexisting
 06        contract.  There probably wasn't the
 07        records at the level of scrutiny as to
 08        those bills because it had been an ongoing
 09        relationship.
 10            We've now tightened up our processes to
 11       say, all right, let's look at these, let's
 12       audit those contracts when they come in to
 13       make sure they're being billed properly.
 14            MR. MULHARE:  Thank you.
 15            MR. BENNETT:  Mr. Allen, did you have
 16        anything else on violation two?
 17            MR. ALLEN:  No, I do not.
 18            MR. BENNETT:  Okay.  Then we'll go
 19        ahead and move on to violation three.
 20        Violation three deals with four charges to
 21        Focus Communication that Barkan paid, but
 22        there was no invoice to substantiate that
 23        expense.
 24            What would you like to say regarding
 25       the violation three?
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 01            MR. ALLEN:  Focus Communications is a
 02        vendor of Barkan itself.  I believe that
 03        they have answering services for Barkan
 04        during emergency hours.
 05            Mr. Feltenberger, is that correct?
 06            MR. FELTENBERGER:  That's correct.
 07            MR. ALLEN:  So as far as no invoices
 08        being provided them, I'm sure that they
 09        exist.  But this is something that the
 10        clients paid for as a service when there is
 11        nobody they can reach during normal office
 12        hours.
 13            MR. BENNETT:  Okay.  So it looks
 14        like--I'm looking at Exhibit C-9, which is
 15        Mr. Merski's memo, and it looks like when
 16        he address the Focus Communications issues
 17        he indicated we will provide an invoice to
 18        support all charges that were paid.
 19        However, based on the complaint no invoice
 20        was provided to Liberty Row.
 21            Was there a reason no invoice was
 22       provided?  Are you able to provide an
 23       invoice for that?
 24            MR. MERSKI:  So this is an invoice that
 25        the corporate entity incurs and it's not
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 01        just going to Liberty Row.  It's going out
 02        to many clients.  So you can see that the
 03        amounts are relatively small.  That's
 04        because it's being split among many, many
 05        of the clients.
 06            The charge back should come as simply a
 07       check request from our central office back
 08       to the individual property, and that should
 09       be the support for the disbursement that's
 10       made.  And we can certainly go back and show
 11       the allocation basis of the Focus
 12       Communication service back.
 13            I don't know.  That must have been an
 14       item that was missed.  We did indicate that
 15       we were going to deliver it and it did not
 16       get put through, but it certainly can be
 17       submitted within the next batch of items.
 18            MR. BENNETT:  Mr. Mulhare, is that
 19        something you would like to see?
 20            MR. MULHARE:  Yeah.  I think I--I just
 21        want to make sure I understand that
 22        situation.  So I think the allegation is
 23        that--states that the charges for Focus
 24        were accumulated into other telephone
 25        expenses and not individually segregated
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 01        out to be identified as a sub cost
 02        underneath telephone communications or
 03        something like that.
 04            MR. FELTENBERGER:  This is actually our
 05        after hours answering service.  So there's
 06        a master bill we receive for our entire
 07        portfolio and so it's on that invoice.  We
 08        simply didn't break out Liberty Row and
 09        produce a separate invoice for Liberty Row
 10        relative to those charges, but the master
 11        invoice breaks it out.
 12            MR. MULHARE:  But I'm assuming what I'm
 13        reading in here was I'm assuming is--the
 14        budget for example, the financial reports
 15        for example might have a line item that
 16        says telephone expenses.
 17            MR. FELTENBERGER:  It would likely
 18        appear in that--
 19            MR. MULHARE:  And then in that
 20        telephone expenses might be Verizon, a
 21        different vendor, Focus Communications.
 22        But they're not individually segregated out
 23        so that the client can see who's getting
 24        paid what?
 25            MR. FELTENBERGER:  Correct.
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 01            MR. MULHARE:  They're just summarized
 02        into one line item?
 03            MR. FELTENBERGER:  Typically it would
 04        be on more than one line item, depending on
 05        the level of detail that's within a set of
 06        financials.  There are some associations
 07        who break out that level of detail.
 08            In this instance, the relatively small
 09       amount, likely Liberty Row would not have
 10       broken out at that level of detail.  It
 11       would have simply been grouped under
 12       telephone expenses.
 13            MR. MULHARE:  So are these additional
 14        services?  Charges for additional services?
 15            MR. FELTENBERGER:  Yes.
 16            MR. MULHARE:  Are these detailed in the
 17        management agreement?  How does the client
 18        know that these types of additional
 19        services are at a cost?
 20            MR. FELTENBERGER:  I don't know if this
 21        was absolutely detailed in the management
 22        agreement with Liberty Row, but it
 23        typically would be in the Exhibit A expense
 24        should detail if you have after hours
 25        emergency services, you're going to be
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 01        billed at X rate.
 02            MR. BENNETT:  Okay.  So I'm looking at
 03        the management agreement, which is Exhibit
 04        C-2, and the Exhibit B, which lists
 05        additional charges, and it looks like it
 06        would be--it's the last page of that
 07        exhibit, Mr. Allen.
 08            It looks like--I have after hours
 09       emergencies requiring on site presence.  Is
 10       it incorporated into that or is there--when
 11       I'm looking at this, would it be
 12       incorporated into a different item on that
 13       management agreement?
 14            MR. FELTENBERGER:  It likely would be
 15        incorporated into the after hours
 16        emergencies.
 17            MR. BENNETT:  Okay.  So, you know, when
 18        it says after hours emergencies requiring
 19        on site presence $150 per hour, that would
 20        include Focus Communications, someone
 21        actually being there to address whatever
 22        the after hour emergency is or that sort of
 23        thing?
 24            MR. FELTENBERGER:  Yes.
 25            MR. MULHARE:  So what I'm trying to
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 01        peel back the onion on a little bit is the
 02        client's advanced knowledge of these
 03        services that are being provided.  So I get
 04        the explanation there's a 24/7 answering
 05        service and there's a cost to do that.
 06        What surprised me was to see that the
 07        client apparently wasn't aware of that, and
 08        so that's what I'm trying to understand a
 09        little bit better.
 10            MR. FELTENBERGER:  May I provide a
 11        brief clarification.  That $150 does not
 12        include Focus.  So in their instance Focus
 13        is not specifically listed as a separate
 14        charge.
 15            MR. MULHARE:  So at any point in time
 16        was Liberty Row advised of this service
 17        that you have retained, that Barkan has
 18        retained, there's a cost to that service
 19        for 24 hour answering service and that
 20        they're responsible for paying that?
 21            MR. FELTENBERGER:  It's something that
 22        would have been spoken about during the
 23        interview process, during the solicitation
 24        process.  I don't know that in this
 25        instance there was a specific conversation
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 01        when something occurs it's going to cost
 02        you X dollars to utilize the answering
 03        service.  I don't know whether that--
 04            MR. BAUMAN:  If I may.  It seems to me
 05        like this is something rather than
 06        speculate, we should go back and look at
 07        the specific management agreement.  Because
 08        as someone who's been in house, I know our
 09        management agreement does speak to
 10        administrative expenses and other things
 11        specific to a building that can be billed
 12        back and not--they're not invoiced on an
 13        individual basis.  They're invoiced as Jim
 14        referenced via a single check request.  I
 15        would have--
 16            MR. BENNETT:  It was blinking for a
 17        second.  I just wanted to make sure--
 18            MR. BAUMAN:  All right.  So I think
 19        that we--I think it's prudent to go back
 20        and look exactly at what it says rather
 21        than speculate.
 22            I will say that industry wide this is a
 23       very common practice.  I've worked in three
 24       companies, including one that's
 25       international and one that became
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 01       international, and it's a very common
 02       practice.
 03            And to your question, though, does it
 04       specifically get caught on the management
 05       agreement is something we should answer and
 06       not speculate on.  So that five day thing, I
 07       think if he would attach it to that, that
 08       would probably be good.
 09            MR. BENNETT:  So to be clear, the
 10        management agreement is in the record
 11        already.  It is Exhibit C-2.  What I was
 12        referencing is I did a quick overview and
 13        that's what I found when I was reading from
 14        the exhibit on the management agreement
 15        with Liberty Row.  But again I was just
 16        glancing at it while we were discussing it.
 17            So, you know, if you want to--if Mr.
 18       Mulhare will agree to leaving the record
 19       open to allow you to submit a more detailed
 20       response as to where it is in the management
 21       agreement, if he's open to that, that's
 22       fine.
 23            MR. MULHARE:  I'm looking for
 24        information that helps me understand that
 25        the board was aware that these specific
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 01        additional charges applied to part of that
 02        24/7 service.  I think we can move on.
 03            MR. ALLEN:  If I may, there is not a
 04        specific charge in there but it does--the
 05        management agreement does speak to a 24
 06        hour service administration.  That would be
 07        paragraph three sub paragraph O.  Part of
 08        their duties is to provide support,
 09        direction, and supervision for emergency
 10        services as may be required on a 24 hour
 11        basis.
 12            I don't know if that completely answers
 13       your question, but it is included in the
 14       management agreement itself.
 15            MR. MULHARE:  I don't think it does
 16        because there's an extra service fee being
 17        charged.  And I understand the man-hour
 18        aspect of that, of the staff responding
 19        after hours, things like that.  I think
 20        that's detailed in the management
 21        agreement.
 22            These other charges--I don't even know
 23       if these charges--if this relationship was
 24       in place when the management agreement first
 25       started or whether this was a subsequent
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 01       service that Barkan brought onto the table
 02       and that has a charge associated to it and
 03       whether the clients were aware of that.
 04            MR. ALLEN:  I will provide that
 05        specific answer as directed.
 06            MS. COLLINS:  Excuse me again.  We're
 07        still having audio problems.  I don't know
 08        what's the difference because we can hear
 09        for ten minutes and then we cannot.  So
 10        could you go over whatever you just said in
 11        the last two minutes about the unexpected
 12        communication cost because I did not hear.
 13            MR. WILLIAMS:  What we can provide is
 14        an account of that in the transcript at
 15        this point to give a clear account of what
 16        was reviewed with regard to whether or not
 17        service charges at issue here were
 18        incorporated into the management agreement.
 19            MS. COLLINS:  That would be great.
 20        Thank you.
 21            MR. BENNETT:  Mr. Allen, did you have
 22        anything else on violation three?
 23            MR. ALLEN:  No, I do not.
 24            MR. BENNETT:  Okay.  Then we will go
 25        ahead and move on to violation four.
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 01        Violation four it looks like deals with a
 02        debit card that was taken out on the
 03        Liberty Row operating account and some
 04        charges that were personal charges that
 05        were not Liberty Row charges made on that
 06        card.
 07            Mr. Allen, what would you like to say
 08       regarding violation four?
 09            MR. ALLEN:  You know, I know that we're
 10        running out of time so I'm going to start
 11        relying fairly heavily on the record.
 12            MR. WILLIAMS:  To clarify, we can go
 13        over time.
 14            MR. ALLEN:  Okay.  Excellent.  Thank
 15        you.
 16            Ms. Bazemore took out a debit card on
 17       behalf of Liberty Row as a convenience to
 18       Liberty Row to provide things for Liberty
 19       Row.  Now she did so through her personal
 20       Amazon account I think maybe once or maybe
 21       twice, and at the same time it set it as the
 22       default charge.  When her daughter went
 23       through a separate device and charged
 24       something, it unfortunately went to that
 25       card.
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 01            She saw that that was charged and
 02       immediately reimbursed Liberty Row for that.
 03       The subsequent charges came.  That's when
 04       she realized that it had actually set as the
 05       default card.  She went into Amazon pretty
 06       much immediately and removed it as the
 07       default card, and again Liberty Row was
 08       reimbursed for that expense.
 09            MR. BENNETT:  Okay.  So I guess the
 10        main question I have is it looks like based
 11        on Barkan's response to this that's in the
 12        record is that Ms. Bazemore would use her
 13        personal Amazon account to purchase
 14        association related items and so that's
 15        initially how the card got on her personal
 16        Amazon account.
 17            My question would be:  Why was there
 18       not a separate Amazon account set up either
 19       for Liberty Row or for business purposes so
 20       that in order to keep this from happening?
 21            MR. FELTENBERGER:  The debit card
 22        actually was set up through a separate
 23        account with the association's operating
 24        account, tied to the association's
 25        operating account.
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 01            MR. BENNETT:  I understand the debit
 02        card was, but I mean the Amazon account.
 03        So if I'm reading the Report of Findings
 04        correctly, you know, it's--the main issue
 05        comes with the fact that this debit card,
 06        Liberty Row debit card from their account,
 07        was on her personal Amazon Prime account,
 08        and she used that, her personal Amazon
 09        Prime account, while using Liberty Row
 10        debit card to purchase Liberty Row related
 11        items.
 12            My questions was:  Why was it on her
 13       personal Amazon Prime account in the first
 14       place?  Why was there not a business Amazon
 15       Prime account set up for this?
 16            MR. FELTENBERGER:  Very likely because
 17        she already had a Prime account established
 18        and she was able to order materials for the
 19        association without them having to incur
 20        the monthly cost of Prime account.
 21            She already established--she purchased
 22       the items using the debit card and then the
 23       items were delivered.  So it just avoided
 24       the association of having to pay the fee to
 25       have the Prime account.
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 01            To your point, it actually could have
 02       happened and could have been set up, perhaps
 03       should have been set up as a separate
 04       account under the association's name.  But
 05       she did it because she already had a Prime
 06       account established.
 07            MR. ALLEN:  I don't know if it's
 08        standard operating procedure to open up an
 09        Amazon Prime account for every condo
 10        association that you administer.
 11            MR. FELTENBERGER:  It would not.
 12            MR. BENNETT:  Well, I guess my question
 13        would be:  Does she have to use Amazon
 14        Prime at all?  I mean you could--Amazon
 15        does have standard accounts and you can
 16        purchase just using standard Amazon without
 17        the Prime service, understanding that, you
 18        know, you don't get the free two-day
 19        shipping or whatever comes with Prime.
 20            But I guess my main question is:  Why
 21       was this debit card on her personal Amazon
 22       Prime account at all if it was clearly a
 23       debit card to be used for Liberty Row only?
 24            MR. ALLEN:  It was used for Liberty Row
 25        only.  It was just used through her Prime
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 01        account.  It's unfortunate that the
 02        additional charges were on there, but it
 03        was only ever really used for Liberty Row
 04        and Liberty Row needs.
 05            MR. BENNETT:  Well, I understand that,
 06        but I guess my question again is don't you
 07        risk this exact thing happening, especially
 08        with Amazon where there are reoccurring
 09        charges or, you know, multiple people in
 10        the family have access to the account.  If
 11        you put that debit card on your personal
 12        account, aren't you risking this happening?
 13            MR. FELTENBERGER:  This is an instance
 14        in which no good deed goes unpunished.  She
 15        was trying to get something done for the
 16        association in a quick manner.  She had an
 17        Amazon Prime account.  She used her account
 18        using their debit card, and we see the
 19        repercussions of that.
 20            In retrospect it's easy to say that was
 21       a bad idea.  I think from our perspective it
 22       was caught and the association was
 23       immediately made whole and then ultimately
 24       the card was deleted from the account.  I
 25       can assure you she didn't make any other
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 01       purchases in that manner.
 02            MR. MERSKI:  Just as a matter of
 03        process and procedure, this is something
 04        that I greatly discourage, use of any
 05        Internet based services.  We want to see
 06        disbursements for individual associations
 07        being made through the Pay Scan system
 08        rather than bypassing that system with
 09        checks and balances.
 10            When you go the Prime account you are
 11       outside of the approval processes.  You're
 12       getting informal authority from board
 13       members to take actions or to buy items.
 14       It's something that across our portfolio I
 15       push back against pretty hard.
 16            I do get board members who like the
 17       idea of getting something from Prime because
 18       they're getting it ten or fifteen percent
 19       less than they would in other marketplaces.
 20            So it's not something that as a normal
 21       function we encourage.  In fact, I strongly
 22       discourage it and only allow it when there
 23       is board approval that I see in the form of
 24       e-mail.
 25            MR. BENNETT:  Okay.  Was there that
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 01        board approval in this case that you
 02        mentioned where you say you only allow with
 03        board approval?
 04            MR. MERSKI:  That's when I became aware
 05        of it.  I usually become aware of it once
 06        the horse is out of the barn.  So I push
 07        back on an ongoing basis and encourage our
 08        team--let them know that this is not the
 09        proper way that we should be making
 10        acquisitions for procurements for our
 11        associations.
 12            MR. BENNETT:  Okay.
 13            MR. ALLEN:  To go back to your point,
 14        you do run that risk, which is why it's not
 15        standard operating procedure, why it's
 16        universally discouraged.
 17            MR. MULHARE:  So I'd just like to peel
 18        that back just a little bit more.  My
 19        understanding is the manager obtained the
 20        credit--the debit card through the Liberty
 21        Row operating account.  Barkan is
 22        indicating that that was revealed in the
 23        financial reports.
 24            But my question was:  Does the manager
 25       have the authority to open up individual
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 01       operating accounts for a client or does that
 02       have to be with board approval?
 03            MR. MERSKI:  So operating funds are
 04        under the control of the managing agent.
 05        So Barkan would have the authority under
 06        the management agreement to open that debit
 07        account.
 08            MR. MULHARE:  It could go to the bank
 09        and open up a new account on behalf of a
 10        client?
 11            MR. MERSKI:  Correct.  Now we only deal
 12        with one commercial bank at a time and the
 13        whole idea there from an operating account
 14        point of view is to keep things as
 15        organized and as straightforward as
 16        possible.
 17            MR. MULHARE:  So is the only
 18        communication to the board that an account
 19        has been opened is through the next month's
 20        financial report?
 21            MR. MERSKI:  That's a question that
 22        Michael or Mary would have to answer.
 23            MR. BAUMAN:  Your question created a
 24        question for me.  I don't think
 25        another--from what I read I don't think
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 01        another account was open.  I think a debit
 02        card was attached to an existing account.
 03        That is often done to make--effectively
 04        give petty cash to us.
 05            We do have boards often who insist on
 06       us going out and purchasing things and
 07       utilizing vendors that don't invoice and
 08       don't procure invoices, and therefore you
 09       need a form of payment.
 10            We have controls in our management
 11       agreement that protect both the association
 12       and our ability to run the business on their
 13       behalf.  So we would not open a new account.
 14       We would open a debit card tied to an
 15       existing account.
 16            MR. MERSKI:  That's correct.  And if
 17        that wasn't clear in my communication,
 18        thank you for that clarification, but
 19        that's exactly what it is.
 20            MR. MULHARE:  Yeah.  In the first
 21        sentence it says obtain a credit
 22        card--obtain debit card with no ATM
 23        function through the Liberty operating
 24        account Bank United.
 25            So I hear what you're saying.  I guess
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 01       my question is:  What's the communication
 02       back to the client that this debit card has
 03       been opened or is it just on the next
 04       financial statement?
 05            MR. FELTENBERGER:  Well, it appears in
 06        the next financial statement.  It's also
 07        bank statements.  The bank statements show
 08        the activity, so it does include it.
 09            There may not be a specific
 10       conversation, and many times there are
 11       specific conversations.  For example
 12       if--I'll use something random.  If
 13       Ms. Bazemore had purchased lightbulbs for
 14       the hallway, you're going to see that
 15       transaction, and you're also going to if
 16       there's lightbulbs and that work being done.
 17            MR. MULHARE:  Okay.  So I understand
 18        your point of view from the statements
 19        made.  The manager observed the mistake and
 20        took actions to correct it.
 21            MR. FELTENBERGER:  Yes, sir.
 22            MR. BENNETT:  And just for the record,
 23        Mr. Mulhare, Exhibit R-1, which is Mr.
 24        Feltenberger's written response, when
 25        addressing this he stated that Ms. Bazemore
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 01        informed the board that Barkan has the
 02        ability to open a debit card and would
 03        facilitate purchases--and could facilitate
 04        purchases doing that.
 05            So is that correct?  I believe I'm
 06       reading that correctly.
 07            MR. FELTENBERGER:  Yes.  I apologize.
 08            MR. ALLEN:  I think the record also
 09        states that there was no objection.  Is
 10        that correct?
 11            MR. BENNETT:  Yes.  It looks like--yes.
 12        There was no objection at that time or any
 13        other time from any board member.
 14            And, Mr. Mulhare, just for ease, you
 15       can look at that at page 411 of the
 16       electronic file if you want to look at that.
 17            MR. MULHARE:  Okay.  Thank you.  Ready
 18        to move on.
 19            MR. BENNETT:  Okay.  Mr. Allen, did you
 20        have anything else on that violation?
 21            MR. ALLEN:  No, I do not.  Thank you.
 22            MR. BENNETT:  Okay.  Then we will go
 23        ahead and move into violation five, and
 24        violation five deals with the fact there
 25        were several vendors that were apparently
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 01        assigned multiple vendor numbers.  It looks
 02        like these vendors were at least including
 03        Alexandria Renew Enterprises, John C.
 04        Flood, and Washington Gas.  It looks like
 05        this multiple vendor issue, number issue,
 06        went to duplicate payments.
 07            Mr. Allen, what would you like to say
 08       regarding that violation five?
 09            MR. ALLEN:  So I think this dovetails
 10        into the previous violation where we had
 11        the spacial issue with it being input into
 12        the system.  I'll defer to Mr. Merski.
 13            MR. MERSKI:  So upon transition of
 14        Liberty Row into the system, we received a
 15        list of all the vendors from the property
 16        management.  Those management--those
 17        individual vendors received from the
 18        management company were input into the
 19        vendor database.
 20            There was--it was not noticed that
 21       there was duplication of those individual
 22       vendors and therefore the problem laid
 23       dormant for a number of months.  Those
 24       duplicate vendors were created very early in
 25       the process, probably January of 2019, and
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 01       someone used a different vendor I.D. number
 02       at a later point in time and duplicate
 03       payments did result.
 04            Since this point in time we've done a
 05       thorough scrub of the database to remove the
 06       duplicate vendors and we have put our
 07       transition procedures together.  We have
 08       written transition procedures to make sure
 09       that there is a thorough cross check of the
 10       existing database of vendors back to the new
 11       vendors that are being received from a
 12       management company transitioning in.
 13            MR. BENNETT:  Okay.  And so just to
 14        make sure I'm understanding you clearly,
 15        what is the--is there a check and balance
 16        for this specific thing like where there is
 17        a what--correct me if I'm wrong--appears to
 18        be human error in that multiple vendors
 19        were inputting at the same time?  What's
 20        the check to that?
 21            MR. MERSKI:  Well, the check for that
 22        now is that we're running the existing
 23        database and taking the additional
 24        information received from the management
 25        company and comparing the two groups to
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 01        make sure that we don't have duplicate
 02        vendors so that when we receive a file on
 03        vendors from a new management company we're
 04        not adding them a second time.
 05            MR. BENNETT:  Okay.  That's done
 06        basically every time you receive a file
 07        with new vendors from like a property?
 08            MR. MERSKI:  Correct.  This is--as I
 09        said, it's part of a revision to our
 10        onboarding process for new clients, and
 11        it's just part of the new growth of the
 12        company to make sure that there is an
 13        additional step to prevent this type of
 14        item.
 15            MR. BENNETT:  Okay.  Thank you.
 16            Mr. Mulhare, did you have any questions
 17       on violation five?
 18            MR. MULHARE:  I do not.
 19            MR. BENNETT:  Okay.  Mr. Allen, do you
 20        have anything else on that violation?
 21            MR. ALLEN:  I don't.
 22            MR. BENNETT:  Okay.  Then we will go
 23        ahead and move into violation six, and
 24        violation six appears to deal with late
 25        fees that were accrued both to Washington
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 01        Gas and to Alexandria Renew Enterprises and
 02        also Virginia American Water.
 03            So, Mr. Allen, what would you like to
 04       say regarding violation six?
 05            MS. COLLINS:  If Mr. Allen is speaking,
 06        I can't hear him.
 07            MR. WILLIAMS:  He's not speaking yet.
 08            MR. ALLEN:  Thank you for your
 09        patience.  One moment.
 10            With your permission, we would like to
 11       file a response to this within the five-day
 12       period as well.
 13            MR. BENNETT:  Mr. Mulhare, are you
 14        agreeable to that?
 15            MR. MULHARE:  I am.
 16            MR. BENNETT:  Okay.  Then we'll leave
 17        the record open for the five business days
 18        to also provide a response to violation six
 19        of count four.
 20            Mr. Mulhare, did you have any specific
 21       questions regarding this violation?
 22            MR. MULHARE:  Mr. Allen, I'm just
 23        looking for a brief explanation as to how
 24        it happened and whether late fees are
 25        typically flagged as the responsibility of
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 01        the client to pay, and then, lastly,
 02        confirming that the restitution is made.
 03            MR. ALLEN:  Thank you, sir.
 04            MR. BENNETT:  Okay.  If no one else has
 05        anything else on that one, we'll go ahead
 06        and move into count five, and count five
 07        alleges that Barkan failed to safeguard the
 08        interests of Liberty Row by disregarding
 09        the directives of Liberty Row Board of
 10        Directors, and it looks like count five
 11        deals specifically with an invoice paid to
 12        Guardian Fire.
 13            So, Mr. Allen, what would you like to
 14       say regarding count five?
 15            MR. ALLEN:  I think there was some
 16        initial confusion as to what was included
 17        in that invoice, whether or not that
 18        service was already provided in the past or
 19        it was synonymous with the services
 20        provided in 2018.  I think one step was
 21        clear that that amount was paid.
 22            Mr. Feltenberger, do you have anything
 23       to add?
 24            MR. FELTENBERGER:  I do not.  No, not
 25        at this time.
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 01            MR. BENNETT:  So can you--do we have
 02        that Guardian Fire invoice in the record to
 03        compare?  Because it seems like based on
 04        the complaint that the issue Liberty Row
 05        had was that they felt that it was the same
 06        service and Guardian Fire was charging more
 07        for.  Then I saw in Mr. Feltenberger's
 08        response that, no, it was a different
 09        service.
 10            So do you have access to that invoice
 11       so that we can see it or is that something
 12       that's already in the record that, you know,
 13       we haven't discussed yet?
 14            MR. ALLEN:  I don't believe it's been
 15        provided to the record, but I'm sure that
 16        we can gain access to it.
 17            MR. BENNETT:  Mr. Mulhare, is that
 18        something that you would want to see?
 19            MR. MULHARE:  Sure.  That would be
 20        fine.  We can include that in our five day.
 21        I think that the allegation to be addressed
 22        is the board direction not to pay it and it
 23        got paid anyway.  I think that's what's on
 24        the tables at the moment.
 25            MR. BENNETT:  Yes.  And it looks
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 01        like--yes.  They--the board directed
 02        Ms. Bazemore not to pay it, or Barkan not
 03        to pay it.  It was already paid and then
 04        she attempted to obtain the refund from
 05        Guardian Fire and was not able to.  And so
 06        that's at least what the Report of Findings
 07        says.
 08            MR. ALLEN:  I'm sorry.  I apologize.
 09        We do have the Guardian Fire invoices as
 10        C-28 and 29.
 11            MR. BENNETT:  Great.  Thank you.
 12            MR. ALLEN:  And there was some
 13        discussion as to whether or not it was the
 14        same service that was provided for, and I
 15        believe it came to the attention to Barkan
 16        that it was not, in fact, the same service
 17        that was previously provided.
 18            MR. BENNETT:  Okay.  So can you
 19        elaborate on that just a little bit in
 20        terms of what the service, the prior
 21        service was and what that--it seems like
 22        there was some sort of five-year plan for
 23        that--and what the service was for the one
 24        that was actually paid out.
 25            MR. ALLEN:  The only thing that I could
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 01        repeat is what's already in the record and
 02        included in C-28 and C-29.  The language on
 03        both of these is similar but different and
 04        so is the amount that was provided.  Now
 05        Ms. Bazemore did do some investigation on
 06        that, and that's why an amount was paid.
 07            MR. BENNETT:  Mr. Mulhare, did you have
 08        any other questions on this one?
 09            MR. MULHARE:  So I think it might be a
 10        matter to dispute on the details as to the
 11        invoice services that were being provided,
 12        things like that.  I think what brought
 13        this forward was the allegation that a
 14        board member instructed the manager not to
 15        pay the invoice.  The manager either failed
 16        to follow that direction or did not
 17        communicate that to the accounting office
 18        or the invoice had already been paid and
 19        she wasn't aware of it.
 20            I'm just trying to understand, you
 21       know, in that day's time between April 16
 22       and April 17, which I believe led to this
 23       portion of the complaint, that the
 24       manager--the manager was directed not to pay
 25       and the manager informed the board the next
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 01       day that it has been paid.  I think
 02       that--you know, understanding that is what
 03       I'm trying to do.
 04            MR. ALLEN:  I can get a better
 05        explanation for that if I ask Ms. Bazemore,
 06        but it would be pure speculation on my part
 07        to address that.  But what I will say is it
 08        seems to me that not paying a fire invoice
 09        like this would not be in the best interest
 10        of Liberty Row.
 11            As the management company, though we
 12       have agreed that we have failed in a few
 13       respects, it is their prerogative to
 14       safeguard the interests of Liberty Row, and
 15       in paying this invoice they've done so
 16       regardless of whether or not they were
 17       directed not to pay by the board member.
 18            It seems almost that that would be not
 19       in the best interest of Liberty Row in and
 20       of itself to set up Liberty Row to
 21       potentially be sued for failure to pay an
 22       invoice that was provided.
 23            Even though they are different, they do
 24       say similar things, and an investigation was
 25       done.  Again that's pure speculation on my
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 01       part, but at the same time Liberty Row did
 02       safeguard--I'm sorry--Barkan did safeguard
 03       the interest of Liberty Row in this respect
 04       by paying that invoice.
 05            MR. FELTENBERGER:  If I could provide
 06        slight clarification.  It was actually in
 07        our answer.  She did do an investigation.
 08        We submitted e-mails showing that she tried
 09        to track down what work was actually
 10        performed.
 11            She admits that she was told not to pay
 12       the invoice.  The breakdown was the invoice
 13       came in while she was on vacation.  It was
 14       processed.  It went through the approval
 15       process and it was paid despite those
 16       instructions.
 17            MR. MULHARE:  I have no questions.
 18            MR. BENNETT:  In general if there is
 19        some sort of dispute about invoices and
 20        what should be paid and what shouldn't be
 21        paid and the board member gives the
 22        direction to pay or not to pay, how does
 23        Barkan handle those situations generally?
 24            MR. FELTENBERGER:  In this
 25        instance--just if I was managing and I was
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 01        given those instructions, we would still
 02        put the invoice in the system so it's
 03        accurately reflected in the financial
 04        statements and put the invoice on hold.
 05        That would prevent it from being paid.
 06            In this instance what happened is
 07       Ms. Bazemore wasn't there to put it on hold.
 08       So when the invoice came in we've already
 09       got an employee who has been tasked with
 10       processing invoices in a timely manner.  He
 11       processed the invoice.  It went through this
 12       process and it was paid in her absence.
 13            So she didn't have the opportunity to
 14       communicate, hey, put this on hold or don't
 15       even put it in the system.  Ideally it's on
 16       hold.  But there wasn't that communication
 17       to Mr. Beal to not process or not to start
 18       that process and the invoice paid.
 19            MR. BENNETT:  Okay.  Thank you.
 20            Mr. Mulhare, do you have anything else
 21       on count five?
 22            MR. MULHARE:  No, I do not.
 23            MR. BENNETT:  Mr. Allen, did you have
 24        anything on count five?
 25            MR. ALLEN:  No, I do not.
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 01            MR. BENNETT:  Okay.  Then at this point
 02        we will go ahead and turn to the
 03        complainants and whatever order you want to
 04        start in, but I would ask and reiterate
 05        that you please keep your comments to the
 06        allegations in the Report of Findings.
 07            So Mr. Collins, Mrs. Collins,
 08       Ms. Carroll, what statements would you like
 09       to make regarding the allegations in the
 10       Report of Findings?
 11            MR. COLLINS:  We're still getting a lot
 12        of feedback.  I don't know if you can clear
 13        it up as you've done many times before.
 14            MR. BENNETT:  We are getting you fine.
 15        So I was letting you know it is your time
 16        to make a response and to--and I was
 17        reiterating that please keep your comments
 18        to the allegations in the Report of
 19        Findings.
 20            MR. COLLINS:  Okay.  Let me start by
 21        saying I believe it was something--this was
 22        originally brought to Mr. Feltenberger in a
 23        meeting on 8/20--
 24            MR. BENNETT:  Mr. Collins, sorry.  Now
 25        we're getting negative feedback from your
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 01        end so we're going to try a different phone
 02        call and try a different line.  So it will
 03        be the same line, conference line, but
 04        we're going to try different audio on our
 05        end.
 06            MR. WILLIAMS:  Mr. Mulhare, I recommend
 07        we recess for a couple minutes to establish
 08        that.
 09            MR. MULHARE:  We'll recess for five or
 10        ten minutes to reconnect.
 11            NOTE:  A recess was taken.
 12            MR. MULHARE:  This is Drew Mulhare.  I
 13        would like to reconvene.  It's now 3:30
 14        p.m.
 15            MR. BENNETT:  Okay.  Thank you,
 16        Mr. Mulhare.
 17            We're now back on the record and back
 18       from our brief recess to address the audio
 19       issues.  I apologize for the audio issues.
 20       As Mr. Williams stated, we have a new
 21       system, but apparently it's not working.
 22            Mr. Collins, you were--before the audio
 23       cut out you were just getting started on
 24       your response.  Again please keep your
 25       comments to the Report of Findings.
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 01            MR. COLLINS:  May I ask you a question,
 02        please, sir--
 03            MR. BENNETT:  Yes.
 04            MR. COLLINS:  -- on the structure.  Am
 05        I limited in time?
 06            MR. BENNETT:  To a reasonable time
 07        please but--
 08            MR. COLLINS:  Well, I will be as brief
 09        and reasonable as I can.
 10            MR. BENNETT:  Yeah.  It's not a hard
 11        limit, but we ask that it is a reasonable
 12        time.
 13            MR. COLLINS:  Okay.  I think I can do
 14        that.  Okay.  First let me start by saying
 15        I think our record and our documents speak
 16        for themselves.
 17            I'd like to start out by the first
 18       count of financial irregularities.  This
 19       issue came up at a meeting, a face-to-face
 20       meeting with Michael Feltenberger and Mary
 21       Russell on 8/28 that we were concerned about
 22       financial irregularities, among other
 23       things, in the property.  Mr. Feltenberger
 24       acknowledged that.
 25            On the 4th we wrote him another e-mail
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 01       telling him that, you know, we were still
 02       having problems and we had found that the
 03       payments were being made from our account to
 04       pay for other invoices for other
 05       condominiums.  He said that he would get
 06       back to me by September 20th.  He failed to
 07       do that.
 08            I contacted him on September 23.  He
 09       said it wasn't his fault, he delegated it to
 10       other people and they hadn't done anything
 11       with it, and addressed it to me as what can
 12       we do to make this thing go away.
 13            From the moment I first mentioned
 14       financial irregularities to
 15       Mr. Feltenberger, he took a very casual
 16       interest in it.  He did nothing whatsoever
 17       to make any steps to move forward on it.
 18            To me, that, you know, being a
 19       fiduciary, any time anybody implies there is
 20       irregularities I think you need to drop what
 21       you're doing with that.
 22            The letter he referred to, the fact
 23       that we were doing the audit had nothing to
 24       do with the fact that we were a day late or
 25       three days late.
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 01            We were not whole.  He had promised me
 02       immediately on the--when I initially talked
 03       to him, when I initially talked to him on
 04       the afternoon of September 4, he said he
 05       would make sure the money was returned to
 06       our account the next day, which he never
 07       did.
 08            So as far as the insurance is
 09       concerned, on the December 30th Joycelin
 10       was--Joycelin of Barkan was notified to make
 11       the payment in full right away.  We had over
 12       a million dollars in our account at that
 13       time.  We were entitled to a one thousand
 14       dollar discount for prompt payment they call
 15       it.
 16            And, you know, according to everybody
 17       this was just a small misunderstanding.  The
 18       fact of the matter is in July--in July our
 19       insurance was terminated, and in the
 20       meantime there were numerous e-mails,
 21       numerous letters sent from the insurance
 22       company, e-mails from the carrier.  Every
 23       time either Ms. Bazemore didn't address it
 24       or said she would get back to me.  I think
 25       some of those are in the record also.
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 01            So I'll move on.  I'm just going to
 02       make a big point.  There are so many
 03       untruths--I don't know what else to call
 04       it--that have been stated.  And, you know,
 05       once again it's in the record.
 06            We based our record simply on e-mails.
 07       Everything we have there is based upon
 08       e-mails, documents, e-mails that came from
 09       them, and they acknowledged the problem, but
 10       they did nothing about it.
 11            As far as Metropolitan Pump is
 12       concerned, they had paid other vendors that
 13       were not in their insurance program.  I went
 14       through this one time before with
 15       Mr. Feltenberger.  It was verbal and he said
 16       it would never be a problem again.  We did
 17       not want our vendors being, as they feel,
 18       extorted into paying $99 a year--
 19            MR. BENNETT:  Mr. Collins.
 20            MR. COLLINS:  -- to belong to Insurance
 21        Depot I think it was called.  So in regards
 22        to Pump--so on August--
 23            MR. BENNETT:  Mr. Collins.
 24            MR. WILLIAMS:  Mr. Collins, can you
 25        hear us?
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 01            MR. COLLINS:  -- 24 hour service--
 02            MR. WILLIAMS:  Mr. Collins.
 03            MR. COLLINS:  They never responded
 04        until I believe the--that day--the 25th was
 05        a Saturday if I'm not mistaken.  They never
 06        responded Saturday.  They never responded
 07        Sunday.  This was a water booster pump for
 08        a building.  They didn't even respond when
 09        they were back to business on Monday and
 10        the first we'd heard from them was on
 11        August 28.  By then we'd already notified
 12        them that we had Metropolitan Pump come out
 13        there.
 14            MR. BENNETT:  Mr. Collins.
 15            MR. COLLINS:  Mr. Feltenberger--
 16            NOTE:  The phone call was disconnected.
 17            MR. ALLEN:  I certainly want it on the
 18        record that that doesn't have anything to
 19        do with any of the counts.
 20            MR. BENNETT:  That's what I was trying
 21        to--
 22            NOTE:  The phone call was reconnected.
 23            MR. WILLIAMS:  Mr. Collins.
 24            MR. COLLINS:  -- meantime we lost--we
 25        were notified by--
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 01            MR. WILLIAMS:  Mr. Collins.
 02            NOTE:  The phone call was disconnected.
 03            MR. BENNETT:  Can you e-mail him and
 04        ask him to listen.
 05            NOTE:  The phone call was reconnected.
 06            MR. WILLIAMS:  Okay.  Mr. Collins, can
 07        you hear us?
 08            MR. COLLINS:  Yes.
 09            MR. WILLIAMS:  Okay.  We tried to
 10        interject several times, and it appeared
 11        that you could not hear us while you were
 12        speaking, and we were trying to interject
 13        and redirect back to the allegations in the
 14        Report of Findings.
 15            I want to emphasize the only potential
 16       violations under consideration today are
 17       those that are described in the Report of
 18       Findings.  Describing other incidents
 19       involving other vendors is outside the
 20       purview of this proceeding.
 21            Help me out with where we left off once
 22       we lost communication.
 23            MR. BENNETT:  Okay.  You were speaking
 24        regarding the Metropolitan Pump issue and
 25        that is when I tried to--myself and
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 01        Mr. Williams tried to interject because you
 02        were talking about other vendors as well.
 03        That is outside the record.  So if you have
 04        anything to say regarding information
 05        that's in the record specifically cited in
 06        the Report of Findings please go ahead.
 07            MR. COLLINS:  Okay.  Let me pick up
 08        where I was.  Okay.  So in October I sent
 09        an e-mail to Mary Russell with the waiver
 10        that they wanted for the insurance and it
 11        still took almost two months.  And I don't
 12        have the exact--I can pull the date out for
 13        you.  It took two months and numerous phone
 14        calls and e-mails before--
 15            MR. BENNETT:  Mr. Collins.
 16            MR. COLLINS:  -- this is all documented
 17        in our paperwork--before they finally paid
 18        that vendor.  So that was a problem.
 19            Again on the insurance, violation three
 20       of the insurance cost, the insurance--once
 21       again we had a prompt payment that we had
 22       advised her to take advantage of which would
 23       give us $1,021 back and they received many
 24       notices and e-mails.
 25            The question was asked--if I can find
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 01       it here.  Barkan has alleged that they made
 02       us whole on everything and that's not true.
 03       There was a letter on December 16 from our
 04       attorney, Robert Sagan, which you should
 05       have in the file, that shows that we were
 06       out $8,442, not including any legal expenses
 07       we had, because directly related to Barkan's
 08       failure to perform under the contract and to
 09       do what they were supposed to do.
 10            I'm sorry.  They paid for the--notified
 11       Mary Russell on Metropolitan Pump was 10/13.
 12            As far as the invoices--as far as the
 13       check is concerned, the check was dated
 14       6/11.  She was definitely given
 15       instructions.  The check--we were--the
 16       response that they made was that the check
 17       was deposited in Boston, which is not true.
 18       If you get a copy of the check, you will see
 19       that it was deposited at a branch in Tysons
 20       Corner.
 21            Even--even if we had not told them what
 22       to do with it, it didn't take them a month
 23       to contact us to find out what to do with
 24       the money.  And we had instructed them to
 25       put it into our noninterest bearing
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 01       operating account so that we could figure
 02       out what we were going to do with it.
 03            The CDs--once again this was a
 04       falsehood by them.  The CD--the bank
 05       statements for the CDs were mailed directly
 06       to Barkan.  I believe we sent you copies of
 07       those.  If not, we can get copies or they
 08       can give you copies that show that all of
 09       them were sent to--all the bank statements
 10       were sent directly to Barkan.
 11            As far as Watch Guard is concerned,
 12       Mr. Merski says that they have a policing
 13       policy on that.  They did pay it twice.  It
 14       was up to us.  They--at no time did Barkan
 15       ever find any irregularities.  All the
 16       irregularities, the numerous 50, 60
 17       irregularities were all brought to our--was
 18       brought to their attention by us.
 19            They said that they straightened up
 20       their system.  October 23rd I received an
 21       e-mail from--saying that once again they had
 22       been paid twice for the same invoice.  Check
 23       number 387 and check number 388.  They
 24       contacted Mary Russell, which is in the
 25       records, and Mary Russell told them to shred
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 01       the check.
 02            MR. BENNETT:  Mr. Collins, I do not
 03        believe that that statement--that that
 04        statement from--I don't believe that that
 05        statement from Ms. Russell is in the
 06        record.  The check is in the record.  The
 07        statement from Ms. Russell is not in the
 08        record.
 09            MR. COLLINS:  There was an e-mail in
 10        the record that she said to shred the--to
 11        shred the check.  If you want--I believe it
 12        was on 11/13 according to my records.  And
 13        if you need, I can send you a copy of that.
 14            MR. BENNETT:  Never mind.  I found it.
 15        Exhibit C-22 for the record.  Continue.
 16        Sorry.
 17            MR. COLLINS:  Okay.  So numerous
 18        e-mails were send to them for several
 19        months about Collins Elevator and the state
 20        sales tax.  Once again Barkan failed to
 21        respond.  It was only after, you know, we
 22        had really come to an end with them back in
 23        September or October that they even
 24        addressed the situation, but this had gone
 25        on for months as we notified you.
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 01            Focus Communications was not a
 02       contract.  It was never explained to us
 03       before.  Each time we talked to them we got
 04       a different response on it, you know.
 05            You know, the debit card I think speaks
 06       for itself.  The board never approved the
 07       debit card.  I guess it was incumbent upon
 08       us--the thing that bothers us is Barkan's
 09       position is that we had the financials each
 10       month.  We should have been scrutinizing the
 11       financials to the point to where we could
 12       bring these to their attention.  They're a
 13       fiduciary and we count on them.  That's why
 14       there were problems.
 15            Can you tell me what count number five
 16       was, sir?
 17            MR. BENNETT:  Count five dealt with the
 18        Guardian Fire invoice.
 19            MR. COLLINS:  Oh, yes.  Guardian Fire.
 20        Okay.  So basically they had--they received
 21        a proposal to do--if you'll give me one
 22        second.
 23            On the documents that I sent you there
 24       was a quote for $2,340 which included a five
 25       year internal inspection which was done at
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 01       640 the year before and was documented for.
 02       And the item that we questioned was there
 03       was a price for investigation to locate the
 04       check valves for $390.  They had the
 05       contract.  They signed the contract on our
 06       behalf at $390.  However, we were invoiced
 07       for 1,255.
 08            She was notified immediately.  Even if
 09       she wasn't notified, it should be her
 10       responsibility or Barkan's responsibility as
 11       a fiduciary to verify that they paid out
 12       what the contract was for.
 13            So she had also assured us on multiple
 14       occasions that it would not be paid.  Then
 15       after it was paid she said well--she was
 16       told at a board meeting that would not be
 17       paid.  After that she found it was paid and
 18       she would make sure she got the money back
 19       for the contract.  And I believe that's in
 20       the records also.
 21            So those are, you know, basically the
 22       highlights, or the low lights you may want
 23       to call them.  Once again I think that
 24       everything else speaks for in the record.
 25            As I said, we are still out $8,442,
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 01       plus our legal fees which probably, you
 02       know, are $1,500 for--I guess I can't
 03       produce that on the record.  That's not part
 04       of the proceedings.  But we do have an
 05       e-mail which you have been provided stating
 06       that on December 16, stating that we were
 07       out $8,442 and Barkan has never made any
 08       attempt whatsoever to pay that.
 09            MR. WILLIAMS:  Okay.  Are the other
 10        complainants--do you have additional
 11        contributions to make?
 12            MS. COLLINS:  I actually had three--
 13            MR. WILLIAMS:  It would be
 14        helpful--excuse me.
 15            MS. COLLINS:  I'm sorry.  This is
 16        Janice Collins.  So he has addressed two of
 17        the three items I had.  The debit card,
 18        there was never a discussion among the
 19        board members about the debit card.  We
 20        didn't know anything about it until the
 21        January 2019 financials hit, and I found it
 22        going through the general ledger.
 23            I did ask Joycelin personally
 24       face-to-face what was going on with it and
 25       then she explained that it's customary to
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 01       get a debit card and use that.  And, you
 02       know, I was the treasurer at the time.  I
 03       didn't see a problem with it, but I kind of
 04       questioned why it even existed and we knew
 05       nothing about it.  So there was never a
 06       discussion about it.
 07            And the $50,000 check, we only had one
 08       account that that check is going.  So if
 09       there was no discussion as to what we were
 10       going to do with it--she was given
 11       instructions to put it into the only cash
 12       account we had because the rest of our money
 13       was tied up in CDs, and we sure wouldn't
 14       break a CD to stick that money in, you know,
 15       a lower paying interest CD.  So it's kind of
 16       a no-brainer.  It went straight to the cash
 17       account.
 18            That's pretty much all I have.
 19            MR. WILLIAMS:  Okay.  Any of the other
 20        complainants?
 21            MR. COLLINS:  Barb, you have anything?
 22            MS. CARROLL:  No.  I have nothing.  You
 23        all have covered it so fairly completely.
 24        Thanks.
 25            MR. WILLIAMS:  Okay.  Mr. Allen, you
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 01        and your clients can respond to any of the
 02        statements made that you wish.
 03            MR. ALLEN:  I have no response to the
 04        statements.  We're going to rest on the
 05        record as it is.
 06            MR. BENNETT:  Okay.  That's fine.
 07        Mr. Allen, regardless of that, did you have
 08        any closing remarks you wanted to make?
 09            MR. ALLEN:  You know, I did prepare
 10        some closing remarks.  I'm not going to go
 11        through those.  What I am going to say is
 12        that this is highly, highly, highly unusual
 13        for Barkan to have these types of issues,
 14        number one, and, number two, to be sitting
 15        in this room here today.
 16            I don't know if this is true.  Perhaps
 17       you guys can tell me, but I don't think that
 18       you've ever had a DPOR complaint in Virginia
 19       before.
 20            MR. FELTENBERGER:  No.
 21            MR. ALLEN:  Or D.C.  Let the record
 22        reflect that everybody at the table shook
 23        their head no.
 24            Backing up from that, Barkan has--the
 25       substantial amount of clients they have in
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 01       D.C. and Virginia area have been with Barkan
 02       for nine years.  I think from my discussions
 03       with everybody at the table that they maybe
 04       lost four during the entire tenure that
 05       they've been in D.C. and Virginia.
 06            We're not shying away from the fact
 07       that there were some mistakes that were
 08       made.  Barkan did try and rectify these
 09       mistakes on multiple different times.
 10       Mr. Merski has been communicative with the
 11       board.
 12            This is incredibly unusual for Barkan
 13       and we're asking that--we're asking that
 14       revocation or suspension of the license not
 15       occur.  That is why we're here.  That is why
 16       we are addressing this in the way we are
 17       addressing it, as powerfully as we are
 18       addressing it.  We've brought down
 19       essentially the entire executive team to
 20       answer any questions that you have today.
 21            MR. BENNETT:  Thank you.  Mr. Mulhare,
 22        did you have any other questions?
 23            MR. MULHARE:  I do.  Mr. Allen, you've
 24        said twice now that your position is not to
 25        revoke or suspend the license.  I have
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 01        basically heard an admission of errors and
 02        it appears to be categorical of the
 03        violations that were written up by the
 04        investigator.
 05            So what is a reasonable position in
 06       your mind?  Absent a suspension or
 07       revocation of the license, what do you think
 08       is reasonable?
 09            MR. ALLEN:  What I would like to do is
 10        I would like to take a step back and I want
 11        to reevaluate the damages that have
 12        occurred to Liberty Row.  And you're right.
 13        You have had a categorical admission from
 14        the very beginning from Mr. Feltenberger's
 15        response, to my letter that was written, to
 16        the record here today.
 17            We are--we will pay a fine, but also if
 18       Liberty Row has not been made whole, then we
 19       need to back up and find out exactly how
 20       Liberty Row needs to be made whole and make
 21       them whole.
 22            MR. MULHARE:  So you're proposing a
 23        validation that full restitution has been
 24        made, including some of the comments that
 25        we just heard from Mr. Collins?
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 01            MR. ALLEN:  Yes.  That's correct.
 02            MR. MULHARE:  And that's going to be
 03        verified within this five-day period?
 04            MR. ALLEN:  I will work with the team.
 05        I don't want to speak for them, but I don't
 06        think there will be any objections to that.
 07            MR. MULHARE:  Okay.  Will you have the
 08        opportunity--or should they confer with
 09        their former client as to whether there is
 10        an agreement on the amount that they feel
 11        that the restitution should be?
 12            MR. BENNETT:  At this point the
 13        only--the respondent is the only one who is
 14        able to introduce additional evidence into
 15        the record and it's limited to what you
 16        have already left the record open for.
 17            If Barkan is--you know, if one of the
 18       things that they wish to introduce into the
 19       record you're okay leaving it open for is
 20       them reaching out to Liberty Row to get that
 21       information, then that is something that
 22       Barkan can submit, but at this point the
 23       complainants cannot submit any additional
 24       information.
 25            MR. ALLEN:  I would like the
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 01        opportunity to reach out to Liberty Row or
 02        Liberty Row's representative, because they
 03        are represented by counsel, and speak to
 04        that individual to see what further needs
 05        to be done on behalf of Barkan to make sure
 06        that Liberty Row is made whole.
 07            MR. MULHARE:  So how do we afford some
 08        flexibility on that in terms of our
 09        five-day timeline if Mr. Allen needs to be
 10        in touch with you for another day or two or
 11        something like that?
 12            MR. WILLIAMS:  Mr. Allen, if I'm
 13        understanding correctly, is stating he
 14        wants the opportunity to submit evidence
 15        that they have reached out.  Am I correct
 16        in that understanding?
 17            MR. ALLEN:  My understanding from what
 18        Mr. Mulhare stated was that we would need
 19        confirmation that we have made them--that
 20        we have made them complete.  Any damages
 21        that they're suffering that we haven't
 22        accounted for will be accounted for.  Is
 23        that correct?
 24            MR. MULHARE:  Yeah.  What I'm trying to
 25        do is avoid an awkward situation at the
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 01        board meeting in which you have made a
 02        statement that full restitution has been
 03        made and the client disagrees, or former
 04        client disagrees with that.
 05            MR. ALLEN:  Correct.  Understood.
 06            MR. WILLIAMS:  Mr. Mulhare, if I might,
 07        I believe it is reasonable with the
 08        timeframes to extend your opening of the
 09        record to fourteen days, to two weeks.  Of
 10        course if you're amenable to that, but I
 11        believe from our perspective that would
 12        still be viable.
 13            MR. MULHARE:  Okay.  Could you check
 14        that date, Mr. Bennett.
 15            MR. BENNETT:  Fourteen days from today
 16        is the 29th.  We're going calendar days on
 17        that.  That would be the 29th of July.
 18            MR. WILLIAMS:  Is that useful,
 19        Mr. Allen?
 20            MR. ALLEN:  Yes, it is.  Thank you.
 21            MR. WILLIAMS:  And we'll say to be very
 22        specific that we can do by close of
 23        business, is what we usually do.
 24            MR. ALLEN:  I understand.
 25            MR. MULHARE:  And we're relying on the
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 01        cooperation of the former client in terms
 02        of responding to our--to this respondent.
 03            MR. WILLIAMS:  I think we have some
 04        flexibility in what Barkan submits to us,
 05        if you're open to flexibility, in terms of
 06        what they require, whether it's reaching
 07        out or submitting evidence of--
 08            MR. MULHARE:  I'm just saying with the
 09        former clients on the phone there's going
 10        to be an attempt to verify any outstanding
 11        balance that may be due, and I would
 12        encourage all of the parties to cooperate
 13        on that as quickly as possible.
 14            MR. WILLIAMS:  Do you have any other
 15        questions, Mr. Mulhare?
 16            MR. MULHARE:  I do not.  Okay.  So we
 17        will briefly explain the process going
 18        forward and then we can conclude the
 19        conference.
 20            We've left the record open for two
 21       weeks.  Once we've received the additional
 22       evidence and once we've reviewed the
 23       transcript, Mr. Mulhare will compose a
 24       summary of this conference.  His summary
 25       will include a recommendation.  That
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 01       recommendation will be as to whether or not
 02       to find any violations, and, if so, what he
 03       thinks is an appropriate sanction.
 04            That recommendation will then go before
 05       the full board at its next meeting.  And for
 06       anyone who participated today, you can
 07       attend that board meeting.  I believe that
 08       the Common Interest Community Board has
 09       resumed meeting in person, which means you
 10       need to attend in person to speak.
 11            You can speak for up to five minutes
 12       each addressing anything in the file,
 13       including anything submitted within that
 14       fourteen day time period and respond to
 15       anything in the summary, but you wouldn't be
 16       able to bring in new information beyond what
 17       comes in in the next fourteen days.
 18            Does anyone have questions with regard
 19       to the procedure?
 20            MR. ALLEN:  I do not.  Thank you.
 21            MR. BAUMAN:  I do have one question.
 22            MR. WILLIAMS:  Sure.
 23            MR. BAUMAN:  Is the date for the
 24        meeting already set?
 25            MR. WILLIAMS:  Yes, it is.  It is
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 01        September 23rd.  You will receive--everyone
 02        who participated will receive a copy of
 03        Mr. Mulhare's summary along with a formal
 04        notice of when the board is meeting.
 05            MR. BAUMAN:  Is there a time?
 06            MR. WILLIAMS:  9:30.
 07            MR. BAUMAN:  A.m.?
 08            MR. WILLIAMS:  Yes.
 09            MR. COLLINS:  Mr. Bennett.
 10            MR. BENNETT:  Yes.
 11            MR. COLLINS:  I really could hear very
 12        little of what was said.  You will be
 13        sending out the transcripts?  Is that
 14        correct?
 15            MR. BENNETT:  We will be sending you a
 16        copy of the summary that Mr. Mulhare drafts
 17        which will include an invitation to the
 18        board meeting that the case will be heard
 19        at.
 20            MR. COLLINS:  Okay.  All right.  It
 21        sounded like--you broke up.  There was some
 22        talk about an extension or something.  Can
 23        you tell me what that is, please.  I would
 24        ask if anybody besides Mr. Bennett is not
 25        on mute that they mute themselves, please.
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 01            MR. WILLIAMS:  Mr. Collins, we extended
 02        the time period for supplying additional
 03        documents to the record by Barkan.  If you
 04        have additional questions regarding the
 05        proceedings, you can address them to us
 06        after the conclusion of the conference,
 07        which provided that no one present has any
 08        further questions about the proceedings,
 09        then we will conclude the conference and
 10        thank you to everyone who participated
 11        today.
 12            MR. MULHARE:  Mr. Collins, this is Mr.
 13        Mulhare.  Did you hear my comments about
 14        that Barkan is going to be reaching out to
 15        a representative of your association to
 16        confer with to make sure that any monies
 17        that you believe are due owed have been
 18        restored?
 19            MR. COLLINS:  No.  I did not hear that.
 20        I'm sorry.
 21            MR. WILLIAMS:  It appears you've heard
 22        that now.  There will be
 23        communication--there may be communication
 24        forthcoming from Barkan.
 25            MR. COLLINS:  Okay.  I would ask at
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 01        this point in time that they direct the
 02        communications to me, and I will probably
 03        redirect them to our attorney, Mr. Sagan.
 04            MR. ALLEN:  So contact Mr. Sagan
 05        directly?  Is that okay?
 06            MR. MULHARE:  Yeah.  That's what I just
 07        heard.
 08            MR. COLLINS:  No.  I would like you to
 09        contact me first and then I will respond to
 10        the board to meet with the rest of the
 11        board members and discuss it with the board
 12        members and then I think there is a good
 13        possibility we will refer the issue to ask
 14        Mr. Sagan to discuss the issue with you.
 15            MR. MULHARE:  I'm not real comfortable
 16        with that.  Is Mr. Sagan currently
 17        representing you in this particular matter?
 18            MR. COLLINS:  Yes.  He's written you.
 19        I think if you look December--I forgot the
 20        exact date.  December 2019.  It's in the
 21        file.
 22            MR. BENNETT:  Mr. Collins, if I may
 23        interject.  This is something that I know
 24        Mr. Allen will correct me on, but since
 25        Mr. Allen represents Barkan and he knows
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 01        that Mr. Sagan represents Liberty Row, he
 02        can only contact Mr. Sagan directly.  He
 03        cannot contact you because you are a
 04        represented party.  Otherwise--
 05            MR. COLLINS:  Okay.
 06            MR. BENNETT:  So he has to contact
 07        Mr. Sagan directly.
 08            MR. COLLINS:  Okay.  I will contact
 09        Mr. Sagan and you can direct it to him and
 10        then I will ask him to report back to us.
 11            MR. BENNETT:  Okay.  Thank you.
 12            MR. MULHARE:  Well, if I may.
 13            MR. BENNETT:  Yeah.  Go ahead.
 14            MR. MULHARE:  Can I conclude?
 15            MR. BENNETT:  Yes.  If there is nothing
 16        else, I think we can go ahead and conclude
 17        the conference.  Thank you everyone.
 18            MR. MULHARE:  Thank you everyone.  It's
 19        four p.m.  Thank you very much for your
 20        travels and participation this afternoon.
 21        Thank you all to those that were on the
 22        phone, and we can conclude our conference
 23        if you hadn't already done so.
 24            NOTE:  The conference concluded at 4:00
 25        p.m.
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 01            NOTE:  The conference started at 3:59
 02        p.m., as follows:
 03            MR. MULHARE:  Good afternoon.  I'm Drew
 04        Mulhare, a member of the Common Interest
 05        Community Board.  This is the Informal
 06        Fact-Finding Conference to hear additional
 07        information regarding the regulatory issues
 08        involved in this matter.  I now convene the
 09        conference to accept presentations from
 10        department staff and those individuals who
 11        are present.
 12            MR. BENNETT:  Thank you, Mr. Mulhare.
 13        My name is Jonathan Bennett, and along with
 14        my colleague, Free Williams, we are here on
 15        the part of department staff.
 16            The first thing I'm going to do is just
 17       introduce the exhibits into the record.
 18       Board Exhibit 1 is the Report of Findings
 19       and the investigative file.  Board Exhibit 2
 20       is the notice of prima facie case which was
 21       sent to Property Management Associates, LLC,
 22       d/b/a PMA, on April 26, 2021, at the address
 23       of record, and that notice was delivered.
 24            Exhibit PMA 1 is an e-mail dated May
 25       26, 2021, from John McPartland to myself
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 01       requesting an IFF on behalf of PMA.  Then
 02       Board Exhibit 3 is the notice of Informal
 03       Fact-Finding Conference which was sent on
 04       June 17, 2021, to PMA at its address of
 05       record and that notice was delivered.
 06            At this point I would ask that everyone
 07       who's here to participate to please state
 08       their name and mailing address for the
 09       record.  We can start with Mr. McPartland.
 10            MR. MCPARTLAND:  My name is John
 11        McPartland.  The address for the PMA office
 12        is 4605 Pembroke Lake Circle, Suite 302,
 13        Virginia Beach, Virginia, 23455.
 14            MR. VOYLES:  I'm Shawn Voyles, counsel
 15        for PMA.  McKenry Dancigers Dawsons, 192
 16        Ballard Court, Suite 400, Virginia Beach,
 17        23462.
 18            MR. BENNETT:  Thank you.  At this
 19        point, Mr. Voyles, do you have any opening
 20        remarks you would like to make before we
 21        jump into the Report of Findings?
 22            MR. VOYLES:  I could--am I able to
 23        reserve until after you summarize your
 24        Report of Findings?
 25            MR. BENNETT:  Sure.  I mean, basically
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 01        our normal procedure is that once we--what
 02        we do is I will introduce the count in the
 03        Report of Findings and then ask whatever
 04        response you may have regarding that count,
 05        and then after your response any sort of
 06        follow-up questions that I have or
 07        Mr. Mulhare may have.
 08            So if you wanted to just wait until
 09       then, I can go ahead and introduce the
 10       count.  We can do that.
 11            MR. VOYLES:  I think it would flow
 12        better that way.
 13            MR. BENNETT:  Okay.  That's fine.  So
 14        count one of the Report of Findings, and it
 15        is the only count, there are two alleged
 16        violations.  It alleges that PMA
 17        intentionally and unjustifiably failed to
 18        comply with the terms of the management
 19        agreement.  And would you like to go
 20        violation by violation, like violation one
 21        and then violation two, or just take them
 22        together?
 23            MR. VOYLES:  Let's just do it together.
 24            MR. BENNETT:  Okay.  That's fine.  Then
 25        what would you like to say regarding count
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 01        one?
 02            MR. VOYLES:  Sure.  So to kind of give
 03        a ten thousand foot view PMA--and
 04        Mr. McPartland will speak after I finish,
 05        whenever you guys are ready for that.  PMA
 06        had managed--been servicing this
 07        association for about ten years before
 08        these issues arose, and I think the record
 09        reflects there have been no complaints,
 10        that there had been satisfactory service
 11        provided during that entire time.
 12            The time period that we're dealing with
 13       here appears to be about six months or so,
 14       give or take, after a service provider had
 15       left.  I think the record shows that the
 16       association had been very pleased with Robin
 17       Jopp, who left and then was replaced by Ed
 18       Loonam.  The association said that excellent
 19       work was being done.  What I want to
 20       highlight is that the association was also
 21       very pleased with a lot of the work that Ed
 22       Loonam had done.
 23            This goes really to the heart of the
 24       charge here.  The charges is that my client
 25       intentionally violated and failed to comply
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 01       with the terms of the management agreement,
 02       and I think the weight of the evidence here
 03       shows that that is not the case.
 04            If we look at the dictionary definition
 05       of intentional, it's planned or intended.
 06       Those are--that's a serious charge here and
 07       it's a high hurdle.  It's a high burden.
 08            In the court system whenever I defend
 09       intentional cases, in fact, the burden of
 10       proof is higher than the typical
 11       preponderance of the evidence where you have
 12       to just tip the scales.  Right?
 13            In intentional cases you have to prove
 14       by clear and convincing evidence that
 15       someone actually intended to--for example,
 16       I've tried fraud cases and I was able to
 17       prove that a jeweler in Norfolk, who I would
 18       not recommend, defrauded two of my clients
 19       by selling them $30,000 engagement rings
 20       when they were really only worth 10,000.
 21       Well, I had to prove that by clear and
 22       convincing evidence.
 23            Here we're talking about an allegation
 24       that my client intended to violate the
 25       management agreement.  If we look at
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 01       Mr. Loonam's work--and I'll support this by
 02       a couple different exhibits.  I brought
 03       three copies as y'all have requested.  The
 04       first one that I'll offer up is actually
 05       Exhibit R-7 in your Report of Findings.
 06       It's dated June 30, 2019.
 07            MR. BENNETT:  If you would like, we can
 08        make it an additional IFF exhibit.  Exhibit
 09        PMA 2 and also note that it is our 7.
 10            MR. VOYLES:  Please.
 11            MR. BENNETT:  So we will add this as
 12        Exhibit PMA 2.
 13            MR. VOYLES:  What this e-mail is, it
 14        was a communication that Mr. Loonam
 15        crafted.  He had spent--as he transitioned
 16        into this role kind of, he was handed an
 17        issue which really was the focus of this
 18        complaint, which you all did not follow
 19        through on, which I'm grateful for.
 20            This association had thought that PMA
 21       was responsible for 65,000 or so in
 22       structural repairs that were needed for a
 23       condo that was built in 1985.  You know, I
 24       know you all deal with these issues, you,
 25       Mr. Mulhare, personally.  But things have
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 01       their useful life and sometimes they fail.
 02       Sometimes repairs are needed.
 03            This association had been counselled on
 04       their reserves.  In fact, PMA had a reserve
 05       study done and it showed that y'all were
 06       very underfunded for situations like these.
 07       Mr. Loonam spent a lot of time and effort in
 08       getting this situation right and getting the
 09       association to where they needed to be
 10       through special assessments.  That exhibit
 11       shows the care and attention he was paying
 12       to this association.
 13            The second exhibit is similar.  This is
 14       also found in your Report of Findings.  I
 15       have three copies of this as well.  This is
 16       an e-mail chain.
 17            MR. BENNETT:  We will put this in as
 18        Exhibit PMA 3.
 19            MR. VOYLES:  What this e-mail chain
 20        is--and it's a lot of paper.  I'm not going
 21        to cover it all.  Essentially Robin Jopp,
 22        the prior manager, asked for Ed's help in
 23        dealing with this significant structural
 24        issue, and what's notable is that one of
 25        the very ladies who complained to you all
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 01        wrote to Robin saying I'm really glad that
 02        you have senior management such as Ed to
 03        really make a team effort to come in and
 04        come along side you to figure out these
 05        issues.
 06            Mr. Loonam worked hard for the
 07       association.  He was looking for their best
 08       interest.
 09            What Mr. McPartland will explain is
 10       that the admitted omissions, the admitted
 11       failure to do a couple of things, was kind
 12       of the first indication that there were
 13       starting to be some memory issues here.
 14       Frankly, he will explain more about this.
 15            But the reality is this case here that
 16       we're here on, the charges that essentially
 17       survived your first look are in my
 18       estimation two one-off situations where
 19       e-mails were not responded to to get some
 20       work done on a chimney cap.  There's no
 21       excuse.  Okay.  Regrettably, that work was
 22       not followed through on timely.  And the
 23       failure to prepare a budget and send out
 24       notices.
 25            These are two one-off situations in
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 01       which the evidence that is here shows that
 02       there was no way that these were intentional
 03       acts to failure--to fail to comply with the
 04       association documents or the management
 05       agreement.
 06            I think you can see that when you look
 07       at Mr. New's investigation there was no
 08       hiding the ball here.  They were upfront,
 09       hey, I'm forwarding you the e-mails that I
 10       asked my people to put together and respond.
 11       I'm sending you everything.  Here it is.
 12            My client has a very I would say clean
 13       record, so to speak.  There is not a mark
 14       against his license in the long time he's
 15       been doing this.  There's no fiduciary
 16       issues at all.  There's no harm to the
 17       association that occurred here.
 18            The repairs were eventually completed,
 19       not timely.  I agree.  The budget was
 20       adopted.  There has been no harm to the
 21       association or the public with regard to
 22       these.  At most, as I see this, these are
 23       two isolated incidents over ten years of
 24       representing and working for this
 25       association who to that point had not voiced
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 01       a single complaint about my client's work.
 02            I want to talk briefly about the
 03       complaint itself which started this process.
 04       The attachment to the complaint was
 05       essentially a demand letter written we
 06       believe because Ms. Blessing told Mr.
 07       McPartland her daughter was a lawyer and she
 08       was prepared to take action.  It was a
 09       demand letter basically to get out of the
 10       contract, which wasn't going to be an issue,
 11       but it was followed up with then the
 12       complaint to DPOR.
 13            But that letter showed you what the
 14       thrust of the complaint was.  It was the
 15       allegation that my client was somehow
 16       responsible for $65,000 in repairs to the
 17       building.  That was the main thrust, and
 18       then I would call them ancillary issues were
 19       this chimney cap and the budget and notice
 20       issue.
 21            That letter sought--it basically said
 22       we are going to sue you unless you give us
 23       X, Y, and Z.  This letter essentially was
 24       leverage and then it was attached to form
 25       this complaint.
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 01            Let's talk more specifically now about
 02       the chimney and the budget.  From my review
 03       of the evidence, I see e-mails from multiple
 04       people.  Why do I bring that up?  Because
 05       the management contract section two states,
 06       association, please just have one point of
 07       contact and communicate that way with us.
 08            You all have seen this enough to know
 09       that when--I don't know how many e-mails
 10       y'all get, but I get a lot.  So when you are
 11       bombarded by multiple, let's say, very
 12       concerned citizens in an association, it can
 13       be somewhat difficult to keep track of all
 14       that and reply to.
 15            Mr. Loonam received that.  Now did he
 16       do as he was supposed to?  No.  But what I'm
 17       saying here is there was certainly no intent
 18       to breach the contract.  There was no intent
 19       to ignore, and where you see that is his
 20       great work in that same time period in 2019
 21       on this massive issue that was plaguing this
 22       association for some time.
 23            The structural issue came to light in
 24       2018.  He worked on this.  It was there in
 25       his lap.  So I think it's really incongruent
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 01       for Mr. Loonam or anyone from the
 02       association to intentionally violate the
 03       contract while they're working their tail
 04       end off to cure a massive issue.
 05            But what you've seen from PMA is
 06       ownership that--there's not--there's not an
 07       excuse for not getting that chimney cap done
 08       right away, all right, and it was admitted I
 09       believe, or I think he said I'm sure I got
 10       the estimates but I can't find them.
 11       Ultimately, though, repairs were made.  No
 12       harm to the association.  What these are,
 13       these were unintentional omissions.
 14            Similarly, the budget.  There was a
 15       meeting--it's not recorded by anyone
 16       frankly--in September of 2019.  The ladies
 17       say it happened.  I'll just go with that.
 18       Okay.
 19            What Ed noted is that they didn't even
 20       bring up this chimney issue in September of
 21       2019.  He didn't have a record of it until
 22       again March 2020.  I think that's notable.
 23       But the ladies say that there was a meeting
 24       in September of 2019.  Okay.
 25            And Ed is upfront and PMA is upfront
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 01       that we did not have that budget done, and
 02       they just own that.  But was there an intent
 03       after so many years of doing this very thing
 04       to not do a budget?  No.  This was Ed--Ed
 05       was very clear.  It was an oversight.
 06       Ultimately the budget was adopted and
 07       business proceeded as usual.
 08            I'd like to ask Mr. McPartland to make
 09       some comments.  Is that acceptable?
 10            MR. BENNETT:  That's fine.  Go ahead.
 11            MR. VOYLES:  Could you just tell--I'd
 12        like for you, Mr. McPartland, tell everyone
 13        who you are, how you got into this
 14        business, a little bit about PMA and
 15        yourself.
 16            MR. MCPARTLAND:  Sure.  Thank you very
 17        much and thank you for the opportunity to
 18        address the board today to try to clear
 19        this up.
 20            So my name is John McPartland.  I
 21       started PMA 17 years ago.  I was in another
 22       career at the time.  I was working for Rand
 23       and in my capacity in that career I was
 24       working with National Home Builders and
 25       providing solutions for them.
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 01            I developed a rapport with the land
 02       development manager for Centex Homes in
 03       Hampton Roads and in our--he knew that I was
 04       on the Board of Directors for a property.  I
 05       had been onboard for like 16 years in North
 06       Carolina for a property I had down at the
 07       Outer Banks.
 08            He was asking me some things.  You
 09       know, why--basically said that I can't seem
 10       to find a management company here that knows
 11       what to do and knows how to deal with a
 12       large builder and provide good service and
 13       we get reviewed on--our bonuses are based on
 14       customer service ratings.  So if the
 15       homeowners are happy with things then we--we
 16       don't earn it on sales or anything like
 17       that.  I was constantly losing my bonus
 18       because they were unhappy with the HOA
 19       management.  That falls under me as--and so
 20       I can't get a management company to respond.
 21       All the people are sending in negative cards
 22       and I'm getting the short end of the stick.
 23            And just on a sidebar, he was sort of
 24       looking for me to move out to the Midwest
 25       and it wasn't something I wanted to do.  One
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 01       thing led to another and I put together a
 02       business plan to, you know, to be--for a
 03       management company.  He said, you know, if
 04       you put together a good plan, show me--here
 05       is the community.  River Arch Village in
 06       Chesapeake, which we proudly still manage
 07       today, was the first community.
 08            He said here's the blueprints, put the
 09       budget together and see what you can do.
 10       They gave me the opportunity and I managed
 11       that community.  They were so happy they
 12       made us basically their management company
 13       of record and any communities coming out we
 14       would be the one to do the management.
 15            MR. VOYLES:  So what year was that?
 16            MR. MCPARTLAND:  That was in 2004.
 17            MR. VOYLES:  Okay.  And then going to
 18        today, how many communities do you manage
 19        today?
 20            MR. MCPARTLAND:  About just under 120.
 21            MR. VOYLES:  How many doors is that?
 22            MR. MCPARTLAND:  About 14,000.
 23            MR. VOYLES:  Where geographically do
 24        you manage?
 25            MR. MCPARTLAND:  We manage from
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 01        northeast North Carolina, Moyock area, all
 02        the way up through Richmond.
 03            MR. VOYLES:  What's your involvement in
 04        the professional associations and
 05        educational part of this business?
 06            MR. MCPARTLAND:  I'm active with CAI,
 07        the southeast chapter.  I frequently am
 08        asked to speak and do, you know, training
 09        classes at CA day.  I was co-chair of the
 10        programs committee for several years and
 11        have been very much involved in that.
 12            I believe very strongly in the
 13       education.  I actually, unlike other
 14       management companies, I pay for all of the
 15       education for my employees.  So we put them
 16       through.  We pay for their CNCA, for their
 17       AMS, all their training classes all the way
 18       up through.  I have one gentleman now going.
 19       He just submitted his application so he
 20       could take his case study so--
 21            MR. VOYLES:  How many employees do you
 22        have?
 23            MR. MCPARTLAND:  We have 30 employees.
 24            MR. VOYLES:  All right.  We're here
 25        today on a couple of issues.  You do not
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 01        want to agree to the consent order.  Just
 02        tell Mr. Mulhare and everyone here why--why
 03        did you hire me and why are we here today?
 04            MR. MCPARTLAND:  Sure.  So, I mean, we
 05        got the consent order and--
 06            MR. WILLIAMS:  I'll just interject
 07        momentarily.
 08            MR. MCPARTLAND:  Sure.
 09            MR. WILLIAMS:  The consent order
 10        negotiations are not part of the file that
 11        is part of our standard procedure.  If you
 12        wish to discuss that, that's entirely up to
 13        you, but it is our policy Mr. Mulhare will
 14        have had no knowledge of the consent order
 15        negotiations or what the terms were.
 16            MR. MCPARTLAND:  Okay.  And I'm not
 17        going to discuss the terms.  It just didn't
 18        sit well with me to basically--it would
 19        have been easy to do that, right, and come
 20        all the way up here, take the committee's
 21        time and everything else.
 22            But, to me, saying that we did
 23       something intentional against the
 24       association is just something I can't really
 25       live with because it didn't happen.  I
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 01       worked very hard, and my whole company
 02       worked very hard to build an excellent
 03       reputation and try to maintain that
 04       reputation.
 05            The situation that happened with this
 06       community kind of surprised me because it
 07       felt really contrived to some degree.  They
 08       wanted out of the contract.  I was happy to
 09       release people.
 10            I've always said to my clients, yes, we
 11       have a contract, we have terms, but as long
 12       as you give me an opportunity to make
 13       something right, and then if I can't do it,
 14       I'll always release somebody from the
 15       contract.
 16            It's like having a bad batch--you don't
 17       want to be in business with somebody
 18       everyday and doing this if you're not seeing
 19       eye to eye and it's making everybody
 20       miserable.  I believe just give me a fair
 21       shot.  If something is wrong, communicate
 22       with me.  If we can't fix it, we'll shake
 23       hands and part and I'll do whatever to make
 24       sure it's a smooth transition, which I even
 25       did in this case as I would always do.
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 01            But it's obvious they had some issues
 02       with finances.  We consistently had made
 03       recommendations for budgets and funding and
 04       they were consistently denied.  They just
 05       went with what they wanted to.
 06            If you look at their history, their
 07       dues are the same now as when we took over
 08       in 2012 and their reserves are in a sad
 09       shape.  Their contributions to reserves had
 10       dropped from 6,500 down to 1,500 a year, and
 11       the reserve study said they should be
 12       putting away about 13,500.
 13            So I'm okay with boards not taking our
 14       advice.  That's perfectly--that's their
 15       decision.  I'm not--there's nothing about
 16       that, but the issue was they got themselves
 17       in a financial bind and then they were
 18       looking for somebody to pin it on.
 19            When they couldn't pin it on--they were
 20       saying because we didn't inspect this, it's
 21       all our fault, and obviously the
 22       investigators didn't see there was merit to
 23       that, and I appreciate that, hard work on
 24       that.
 25            But at the end of the day having a mark
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 01       like this on my reputation, on our company's
 02       reputation, to me, could be damaging to our
 03       ability to earn and retain and get new
 04       contracts.  People do look at your site, and
 05       they look at that and they see what the
 06       licenses say.  It's a very common thing when
 07       we're interviewing that they look at the
 08       record.
 09            To me, having something that says we
 10       did something intentional, it's worse than
 11       most offenses I think because that's saying
 12       you thought about it and you went and did
 13       that.  That's something about saying about
 14       my ethics and our ability to--that we're
 15       honest people.  You know, to me, how we
 16       handle money, how we handle our business is
 17       extremely important.
 18            And, you know, the situation with
 19       Mr. Loonam--I don't know if I'm jumping
 20       ahead here.  You know, this issue was the
 21       first indication that I ever had of
 22       something going on.
 23            Ed's a very experienced manager.  He's
 24       the same level as me.  He's--he's one of the
 25       managers I had that I knew I could pretty
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 01       much trust and it was going to get done so I
 02       didn't have to worry about it.  Then when
 03       this happened I said now I got to worry
 04       about it and see what's going on here.
 05            So, you know, I sat down with Ed.  We
 06       talked about it.  He said, you know, he'll
 07       do better and try to keep up with
 08       everything.  Then shortly after that we got
 09       into Covid so meetings--meetings slowed down
 10       a lot so there weren't any real issues.
 11            But then when we started coming out of
 12       Covid, him and I were talking.  I was
 13       monitoring his work.  I started to notice
 14       that this thing, things like this,
 15       forgetfulness was starting to happen more.
 16            So long story short is I went with him.
 17       We coached, did all these different things,
 18       and it ended up in his termination.
 19            Candidly, I think he's having--to the
 20       point where personally I spoke with him.  I
 21       said you really should probably go see a
 22       doctor.  I think he's starting to
 23       experience--it was pretty evident that he
 24       was experiencing some sort of medical, you
 25       know, memory loss situations where stuff
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 01       that we should know, I have to check my
 02       notes kind of--you see he's lost.
 03            It's unfortunate but--and I had to do
 04       the right thing for the company and for our
 05       clients.  You know, I couldn't have him in
 06       that situation where these kind of things
 07       could continue.  So as much as it pained me
 08       to do it--
 09            MR. MULHARE:  I'd like to interrupt you
 10        for a moment.  I'd like to ask you,
 11        Mr. Williams, understanding that part of
 12        the corrective action on the management
 13        company is the termination of the employee,
 14        we don't have anything in the record about
 15        health or mental health or any allegations
 16        to that point.  Is that--should that even
 17        be part of this record?
 18            MR. WILLIAMS:  I don't believe we do,
 19        do we?
 20            MR. BENNETT:  Not that I know of.  What
 21        I was going to say is that the respondent
 22        is free to introduce any information in
 23        evidence that they wish at the IFF.  And so
 24        if the respondent wants to introduce that
 25        information into the record, they are free
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 01        to do so, but I do not believe that it is
 02        currently in the record unless there's
 03        something else--
 04            MR. MCPARTLAND:  No.  At the time we
 05        had no idea.  And, you know, I don't have--
 06            MR. MULHARE:  Let me continue to
 07        interrupt for a moment.  Mr. Voyles, do you
 08        want this as part of the record, that
 09        potential allegations about memory health
 10        or anything like that on a former employee?
 11            MR. VOYLES:  You know, I think we
 12        can--we can just limit it to that
 13        subsequent events have led to Mr. Loonam's
 14        termination.  We can just leave it at that.
 15            MR. MULHARE:  How do we do that with
 16        the record?
 17            MR. WILLIAMS:  If they were to submit
 18        actual medical records, then those are
 19        things we could mark as confidential and
 20        they would not be produced in FOIA, but
 21        since all we have at the moment are
 22        statements--
 23            MR. MULHARE:  I'm asking can the court
 24        reporter delete that previous part of the
 25        conversation or does it need to be part of
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 01        the transcript?
 02            MR. WILLIAMS:  I don't think there's
 03        grounds to delete anything that the
 04        respondent stated to make part of the
 05        record.  Again what Jonathan said is
 06        correct.  They can state what they wish in
 07        response to the allegations.
 08            MR. VOYLES:  And I appreciate your
 09        comments, Mr. Mulhare.  Let's be clear that
 10        my client has represented accurately that
 11        this was the first indication of some--of
 12        what was established as an ongoing issue
 13        that led to Mr. Loonam's termination.
 14            He's not a doctor.  I believe at most
 15       he has stated that he asked and told
 16       Mr. Loonam, hey, you may want to see a
 17       doctor.  Has he stated with any certainty
 18       that he knows anything going on in mental
 19       health?  No.  But as a layman just observing
 20       issues, that is the comment that he made.
 21            I don't believe that there is grounds
 22       to redact the transcript, but let's be clear
 23       that he's not speaking with any type of
 24       expert opinion and this is just based upon
 25       his observations.  I appreciate your
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 01       comments.
 02            MR. MULHARE:  All right.  Thank you.
 03            MR. VOYLES:  To that issue, when
 04        Mr. Loonam was put in this position for
 05        Mediterranean Villas, why was that?  Why
 06        did you have him start working for this
 07        association?
 08            MR. MCPARTLAND:  Well, because of the
 09        size of this project.  You know, his
 10        experience in dealing with these buildings
 11        and these kind of things, where Robin was a
 12        newer, younger manager or less experienced
 13        manager, and just for efficiency to be able
 14        to have him involved in it.
 15            It was a very, very small property and,
 16       you know, so I couldn't tie up two
 17       individuals on the property.  Really the
 18       contract didn't call for--the level of
 19       service we provided was far above what our
 20       contract called for.  In any other community
 21       I probably would have, you know, charged for
 22       the--you know, our contract calls for hourly
 23       charges for this type of work, but we were
 24       trying to help them out.
 25            MR. VOYLES:  So is it fair to say--and
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 01        yes, this is a leading question--that the
 02        reason you put Mr. Loonam in the position
 03        was to help and better the community?
 04            MR. MCPARTLAND:  Yes.  Absolutely.
 05            MR. VOYLES:  He at that point was one
 06        of your top senior managers?
 07            MR. MCPARTLAND:  Correct.
 08            MR. VOYLES:  And at that point you did
 09        not have any indication that there were any
 10        issues with forgetting to complete certain
 11        tasks?
 12            MR. MCPARTLAND:  Not at all.
 13            MR. VOYLES:  Okay.  I think that's the
 14        extent of Mr. McPartland's comments unless
 15        you have any questions.
 16            MR. BENNETT:  I have a couple of
 17        follow-up questions.  Who was the point of
 18        contact from the--from Mediterranean
 19        Villas, like the person at Mediterranean
 20        Villas designated that this is the person
 21        who is supposed to under the contract reach
 22        out?
 23            MR. MCPARTLAND:  They never designated
 24        a person.  Usually it's the board president
 25        would have been designated.  But that was
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 01        part of the problem.  It was sort of like
 02        the community wouldn't follow the normal
 03        processes.  They rarely had meetings.  They
 04        would do stuff by e-mail, vote, not really
 05        respond when there was stuff to be done.
 06            Just it was a small community.  I get
 07       that happens, but we advised them that is
 08       the right way to do it.  And, you know, so
 09       the board president would be--I think it was
 10       Ms. Blessing would--normally it would be
 11       somebody we would follow--but then Donna
 12       Rogers would send an e-mail or someone else
 13       and he would get hit from all sides.
 14            You know, whatever they--at the moment
 15       they see something they would kind of this
 16       needs to get done right away.  We typically
 17       have boards prioritize their action list.
 18       There wasn't any of that.  Just get it done,
 19       you know.
 20            They were kind of understanding of how
 21       it all works, which I think is somewhat
 22       evident in the complaint.  They don't seem
 23       to understand that it's their
 24       fiduciary--they have to take responsibility
 25       for the decisions that the board makes, and
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 01       we don't make decisions.  The management
 02       didn't enter into a new contract with, you
 03       know, Superior.  We don't do that.  The
 04       board makes that.
 05            We're not going to change your contract
 06       until you say, hey, let's look at these
 07       contracts, we'll get bids and bring it
 08       forward, present the options to you guys and
 09       make a decision.  But when their--the
 10       impression I got was that they wanted us to
 11       make those decisions and we're not going to
 12       do that.
 13            MR. BENNETT:  So how would--because I
 14        know--you know, as you noted, you had been
 15        managing the property since 2012.  How
 16        would in the past, you know, before these
 17        issues came up, how would you handle
 18        multiple communications coming from
 19        multiple different residents with, you
 20        know, multiple different board members like
 21        that?  How was that handled?
 22            MR. MCPARTLAND:  I mean, each manager
 23        would, you know, manage.  They're all doing
 24        all time managers.  So, you know, before
 25        Robin there was Sarah Smith and before that
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 01        it was Sharon Rosen.  So it was different
 02        managers and they would work--it was up to
 03        the manager to kind of establish that
 04        rapport with the board.  So whatever they
 05        could do to make it work.
 06            So, you know, some managers are better
 07       at just navigating through that as far as,
 08       you know, that's still what the client wants
 09       so we'll deal with it.  So we have that
 10       provision in there for when it gets too
 11       harry.  You know, when it's coming from all
 12       directions.
 13            And this being a small community, it
 14       was kind of surprising to see the amount of
 15       communication that those three ladies could
 16       generate comparatively to other clients.
 17       But at the end of the day, you know, the
 18       managers, really it's their job to kind of
 19       navigate the client, and if it gets too
 20       intense where it's just overwhelming--and I
 21       think Ed was probably there but didn't want
 22       to bring that up and--but he--you know, it's
 23       like that's where we go to the project.
 24            We say understand that I'm getting
 25       conflicting direction here so can we maybe
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 01       work through one person.  That way when I
 02       get direction, it's the direction I can take
 03       kind of thing.
 04            MR. BENNETT:  Okay.  My understanding
 05        was the vendor that they ultimately decided
 06        on, Mr. Sadler, was not an approved vendor,
 07        but ultimately he eventually provided all
 08        of the information that you required for
 09        becoming an approved vendor.  Is that
 10        correct?
 11            MR. MCPARTLAND:  Yeah.  Eventually.  So
 12        we have a process, a stated process to
 13        protect the association, as well as us,
 14        that no vendor comes on the property and
 15        does work prior to the submitting a vendor
 16        application, evidence of a license,
 17        evidence of W-9, and evidence of all the
 18        required insurances.  It's not a typical
 19        process.  It's one that I think every
 20        vendor knows they need to do, but we have a
 21        stated process for that.
 22            And, you know, so the board went and
 23       decided they wanted to go with this company,
 24       but didn't tell us about it at first and
 25       didn't have that information provided but
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 01       allowed them to go on the property, which is
 02       a pretty significant risk.
 03            If something happens and we don't have
 04       those insurances and those things, you know,
 05       and say he didn't have coverage, it lapsed
 06       for whatever reason, that's a big problem.
 07            We were very clear with our boards you
 08       shouldn't--let us get it straightened out
 09       first.  It's always a pain in the neck to
 10       get it after because all they want is their
 11       money and they're done.  They're like, Where
 12       is the check?
 13            It takes--the typical vetting takes two
 14       to three weeks to do it right, you know.
 15       Not just getting the information and
 16       checking it out, but going through our
 17       systems, getting accounts payable set up,
 18       getting it set up with that community.
 19            He wasn't--if it's a vendor we're using
 20       somewhere else, it's a much simpler process,
 21       but when it's a new vendor, you know, it
 22       takes some leg work to do.
 23            Part of the vetting process and letting
 24       it take that much time is to be able to
 25       uncover potential issues for fraud or things
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 01       like that, part of our internal controls for
 02       protecting our clients' money because, you
 03       know, that's one of the biggest areas where
 04       you see fraud is fake vendors and money is
 05       getting redirected to somebody else.
 06            So we have our accounting department do
 07       that.  We don't really have the manager do
 08       it, but the manager has got to secure the
 09       information.
 10            So we did finally after several tries
 11       got the information, got them paid very
 12       quickly once we got it in the system.  But,
 13       you know, everybody is screaming you didn't
 14       pay the guy.  They all forget about the work
 15       that's got to go in to do that.
 16            Had they done what they agreed to
 17       upfront, which is let us get the information
 18       or don't let them on the property--when
 19       boards do that, it creates all kinds of
 20       problems.
 21            MR. BENNETT:  So I guess one question I
 22        do have regarding that is it seems like
 23        this here, it does seem like one of the
 24        issues was, as Mr. Loonam admitted in the
 25        investigation, like he couldn't find the
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 01        invoices that he had gotten, the estimates
 02        that he had gotten.
 03            If there is a new vendor that needs to
 04       give an estimate, how are they to give an
 05       estimate without being allowed on the
 06       property first?  Are you saying they have to
 07       be an approved vendor before they can even
 08       give an estimate?
 09            MR. MCPARTLAND:  No.  They can't do
 10        work on the property.  They can walk on the
 11        property and look at things, but they can't
 12        have a contract and do work, whether
 13        they're hammering a building or whatever
 14        they're doing so--but they are supposed to
 15        provide that information.
 16            If we have a vendor that's not approved
 17       yet, a new vendor coming in, in that bid
 18       packet they're supposed to include all the
 19       information that we need to set them up if
 20       they're awarded the contract.
 21            They didn't get the opportunity to know
 22       that because the board member went and got
 23       them and didn't ask for the information from
 24       us on how to do that.  She just went on and
 25       did it, you know, which is kind of outside
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 01       the terms of the contract.  The contract
 02       says that we manage the vendors.
 03            MR. BENNETT:  Okay.  It looks like
 04        based on what the Report of Findings says
 05        there was an e-mail sent from Ms. Burns to
 06        Mr. Loonam on March 17 indicating that
 07        Mr. Sadler had submitted all of the
 08        information.  Does that sound like the
 09        correct date that you got the information
 10        from him?
 11            MR. MCPARTLAND:  I couldn't say for
 12        sure because it would have went to the
 13        accountant.  I would have to look and see
 14        when we actually got it.
 15            MR. VOYLES:  This was March 17, 2020,
 16        right?
 17            MR. BENNETT:  Yes.  Correct.  Sorry.
 18            MR. MCPARTLAND:  So, I mean, a lot of
 19        times--and I don't know if this is the case
 20        or not, but just my experience is a lot of
 21        times the vendors tell I sent everything
 22        over and then when we actually pull the
 23        package we're missing workers' comp
 24        insurance.  That's the big one.  Or we're
 25        missing the W-9, another big one because
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 01        I'm not going to issue a check unless I
 02        have a W-9.  So we have to follow up from
 03        accounting.  So a lot of times they say, oh
 04        yeah, we did send it over, and we find out
 05        that's not--
 06            MR. VOYLES:  And I believe the record
 07        also reflects that Mr. Loonam had noted
 08        that this gentleman's license had expired.
 09        That was part of the delay here.  The check
 10        was ultimately cut April 20, 2020, if I'm
 11        not mistaken.
 12            MR. BENNETT:  Yes.  20th or 21st.
 13            MR. VOYLES:  Okay.  I was off by a day.
 14        But the issue from what I recall of the
 15        record--I don't have it right in front of
 16        me--was that the license, the professional
 17        license needed to be renewed.  And so this
 18        was just part of the process of getting
 19        everything in order.
 20            MR. BENNETT:  Okay.
 21            MR. MCPARTLAND:  And really our goal is
 22        to have that upfront so this won't be--we
 23        want to get the vendors paid right away.
 24        Normal processing time is going to be
 25        probably a check 20 days anyway to go
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 01        through our internal controls.  It goes
 02        through--these different people do the
 03        process.  So, you know, I don't think--even
 04        with that, I don't think it was that much
 05        longer than normal because we got 30 days.
 06            MR. BENNETT:  Okay.  Mr. Mulhare, do
 07        you have any questions on count one?
 08            MR. MULHARE:  I would like to do it
 09        more in summary after count two.
 10            MR. BENNETT:  Well, there is only one
 11        count.  There's two violations on--
 12            MR. MULHARE:  That's what I'm saying.
 13            MR. BENNETT:  Well we--
 14            MR. MULHARE:  And we're concluding.
 15            MR. BENNETT:  Yeah.  He's--Mr. Voyles
 16        has decided to address them all at once and
 17        so I think you're good to go ahead and ask
 18        whatever questions you want.
 19            MR. MULHARE:  Thank you.  It's getting
 20        to be late in the afternoon.
 21            MR. BENNETT:  You're fine.
 22            MR. MULHARE:  I have some questions to
 23        help me kind of understand the background
 24        on this.  You just stated that you manage
 25        the vendor and in this particular case,
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 01        this particular incident, the board, quite
 02        frankly, acted out of turn by bringing in
 03        the vendor directly.  Is that common in
 04        this particular association?
 05            MR. MCPARTLAND:  I don't think so.  We
 06        really didn't--I'd have to go back and look
 07        to see if it happened again previously, but
 08        I don't know that it's happened.  If it
 09        did, maybe once or twice.
 10            But they really don't do a lot of--if
 11       you look at their finances, they don't do a
 12       lot of stuff.  That's part--was part of the
 13       problem because that's why these bigger
 14       issues were happening, because they don't do
 15       preventative maintenance.  They don't do
 16       regular stuff.
 17            And I can show you the finances.  You
 18       know, it's basic stuff all the time.  The
 19       new budget, no money for repairs and
 20       maintenance.  Zero in a year.  Which they
 21       had expenses but, you know, they weren't
 22       approving stuff.
 23            It's like the buildings were built in
 24       1984.  You damn well know there's going to
 25       be maintenance and repair money, but they
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 01       didn't want to spend any money.
 02            MR. VOYLES:  Okay.  So to answer the
 03        question it's not--your recollection is
 04        this was an ongoing procedure where they
 05        were acting in that manner?
 06            MR. MULHARE:  Once the budget is
 07        approved under whatever assumptions are
 08        going into the budget, that's your role as
 09        the management company to bring in the
 10        vendors and get the work done.
 11            MR. MCPARTLAND:  Well, we bring the
 12        proposals to the board and you know--so
 13        generally it's going to be from already
 14        approved vendors.  If there's one from a
 15        new vendor, we'll make sure that before
 16        it's presented that we have the information
 17        we need so that if they do elect to select
 18        that proposal, then we will be good to go.
 19            MR. MULHARE:  So the budget has been
 20        approved and particular line item.  You
 21        bring proposals to the table and they
 22        either say yes or no or select or don't
 23        select?
 24            MR. MCPARTLAND:  If there's new
 25        contracts to be done and--most of the stuff
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 01        is--like the last vendor, they continued
 02        with the same person.  They haven't changed
 03        vendors in years.  So the majority of the
 04        stuff in their budget were existing vendors
 05        that they had been using and continued to
 06        use.  So the only time we run into this
 07        stuff is when these big issues are
 08        happening that they don't have a solution
 09        for already in place.
 10            MR. MULHARE:  Okay.  So one of the
 11        things that got my attention in terms of
 12        reviewing the financials, you know,
 13        since--I agree that probably the genesis of
 14        a lot of this was the issue in the
 15        foundation and all that type of stuff.
 16            So I was looking at that part of the
 17       budget and then the actuals in that year.  I
 18       saw 2012 there was a budget of $900, but
 19       only the typical renew of $290 was actually
 20       spent.  So there was a variance there.  And
 21       in 2014--or in 2013 it pretty much trued up.
 22       300 budget, 290 actual.
 23            2014 though it went up.  The budget
 24       went up to $1,080, but they only spent the
 25       typical 290 in there and similarly in 2015.
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 01       And so I'm just trying to understand kind of
 02       what was going on on that particular issue
 03       that a budget was--a fairly high number was
 04       recognized but was not spent.
 05            MR. MCPARTLAND:  They didn't approve
 06        doing the extra.  You know, like it was
 07        time to have a better service done.  I
 08        mean, like have that--in so many years go
 09        out and do the full treatment and rounds.
 10        The normal 290 is the inspection and
 11        treatments needed, but after so many years
 12        you have go in and do like a bigger
 13        treatment, put it in the budget to--
 14            MR. MULHARE:  So you recommended that
 15        it be done.  The budget was approved to be
 16        done, but when it had gotten to actually
 17        approving, the approval, the association
 18        did not approve it?
 19            MR. MCPARTLAND:  Correct.
 20            MR. MULHARE:  And then what happened in
 21        2020?  The normal budget was 290 and they
 22        actually spent over $4,000.  That was
 23        corrective work?
 24            MR. MCPARTLAND:  No.  That was them
 25        deciding we don't want Superior because
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 01        this happened and they went and got another
 02        contractor.  That vendor did a different
 03        program where they were going to come in
 04        and do the--do what they should have been
 05        doing all along.
 06            MR. MULHARE:  Okay.  Your contract
 07        talks about drafting the budget, attending
 08        the annual meeting.  That just didn't
 09        happen?
 10            MR. MCPARTLAND:  Yeah.  So, I mean, I
 11        know that in September when we had the
 12        meeting I was there.  And I don't know if
 13        it was Ms. Burns or who said that the date
 14        was set for December 4.  I could tell you
 15        my notes showed that we talked about a date
 16        in December, but how we left it was the
 17        board was going to go back and survey the
 18        owners because they wanted to make sure
 19        they selected a date that everyone or the
 20        majority of people could attend.  I never
 21        got anything back as to when it was.
 22            I don't personally usually attend those
 23       meetings so I would assume that they would
 24       have gotten back to Ed.  But my notes show
 25       that it was going to be December, planning
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 01       early December, but it wasn't locked in like
 02       she made it sound like.
 03            MR. VOYLES:  Why was it important to
 04        get enough members there?
 05            MR. MCPARTLAND:  Well, to get a quorum.
 06            MR. VOYLES:  Had that been a problem in
 07        the past?
 08            MR. MCPARTLAND:  Not really because
 09        they typically do what I just said, which
 10        is they talk to the owners and find out
 11        who's in town and what's going on and
 12        everything else.  You don't need that many
 13        for a quorum with a community that small,
 14        so they generally got a quorum.
 15            That's really the only official meeting
 16       they ever have.  They don't hold regular
 17       board meetings.  They just do stuff by
 18       either e-mail or just direct us to do it.
 19            And a lot of times we're saying, well,
 20       did the board vote on this?  Oh, yeah.  I
 21       talked to everybody.
 22            So it's kind of not the way we normally
 23       like to do business, but we could only
 24       advise best practices.  We can't make them
 25       follow the code.  It's their choice.
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 01            MR. MULHARE:  So I didn't see anything
 02        in the record that indicated that your
 03        recommendations were not being followed up
 04        on, you know, in terms of protecting your
 05        company from year to year in terms of
 06        recommendations that you're making that are
 07        not being followed through on.
 08            MR. MCPARTLAND:  I'm sorry.  I didn't
 09        understand the question.
 10            MR. MULHARE:  I'm just trying to
 11        understand the--you know, you made a
 12        statement that you made several
 13        recommendations and things like that, that
 14        the board didn't follow through on, but I
 15        didn't see any documentation of that other
 16        than your testimony.
 17            MR. MCPARTLAND:  Okay.  I mean, in our
 18        draft budgets--I guess we could pull it.  I
 19        didn't think it was really relevant to the
 20        point, you know, as far as I didn't provide
 21        something.
 22            I mean, we did a reserve study.  You
 23       know, we had--in 2015 did a--Associates did
 24       a reserve study and when it was reviewed I
 25       was there.  This is like where you should
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 01       be.  Eyes got wide open and they said we
 02       can't afford to do that.
 03            A lot of the stuff obviously--I don't
 04       know how you provide evidence of a meeting
 05       and conversation, but that's what we did to
 06       provide best practices.
 07            MR. MULHARE:  So one of the things that
 08        caught my attention was in your response to
 09        the complaint it basically talked
 10        about--and you talked about this this
 11        afternoon.  You talked about, you know,
 12        your contract.
 13            And I would like to kind of
 14       differentiate and help explain to me and
 15       help me understand perhaps the
 16       differentiation between what your contract
 17       says and what you believe had been funded as
 18       the management agent and/or the contract's
 19       been funded--not the contract but the
 20       budget's been funded.
 21            Because when I was reviewing the
 22       management agent contract, your answer here
 23       says, in essence, our contract is slightly
 24       more than a financials only contract and
 25       when I was reading--I would like you to help
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 01       elaborate on that a little bit because when
 02       I was reading the management agent contract,
 03       it seemed like it's written comprehensively,
 04       but it may not have been transacted
 05       comprehensively.
 06            MR. MCPARTLAND:  I guess the point I
 07        was trying to make there is that for them
 08        to come back and say that I was responsible
 09        for almost $65,000 worth of damage to the
 10        building based on years of their not doing
 11        the things that they should be doing and
 12        putting money away and doing
 13        maintenance--when you look at the size of
 14        the contract, it's very low dollar.
 15            It was really referring not to the work
 16       we're providing.  We're providing the
 17       services that are in our contract.  But I
 18       was just trying maybe I guess to get the
 19       point across that they were expecting like
 20       almost like a full-time person on a contract
 21       that--even like inspections were as needed
 22       based on our decision as to whether we think
 23       we need to be out there or not.  It wasn't
 24       like every week we have to be there.  That
 25       wasn't in the contract.
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 01            The contract was written bare bones.
 02       In fact, almost every contract that they
 03       wanted, that was almost the terminology.  I
 04       came across some--I forgot which vendor it
 05       was when I was going through the documents
 06       where the vendor wrote to the manager saying
 07       this is as bare bones as I can get that.
 08       That's the term they used.
 09            They wanted everything--you know, even
 10       the minimum, but yet when you get in
 11       practice the expectation is--I'm sure you've
 12       probably come across this--is the world, you
 13       know.  But we--and I'm not complaining about
 14       that.  That's our--we take that on and if we
 15       put it in the contract, we're going to do
 16       it, and for all these years we have.
 17            We had an omission here for a couple of
 18       things for someone in my opinion who's going
 19       through some issues, and we remedied that
 20       from the company's standpoint.
 21            But when this all came down it kind
 22       of--like it was literally--the letter
 23       came--like, I don't know when they said they
 24       mailed it, but I literally got it on the
 25       day.  I think I sent an e-mail saying I just
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 01       got this.
 02            You know, and it's like bang, bang,
 03       bang.  I don't care.  Very abrupt.  Like if
 04       you don't answer it right now then, you
 05       know--that's like coercion to me or
 06       something.  I don't do business that way.
 07            I told them I wouldn't have a problem
 08       ever, you know, letting someone out of a
 09       contract.  They were like give me back all
 10       these management fees, do this, do that, you
 11       know, right now.
 12            Would you do business that way?  I
 13       don't think so.  And I was kind of like
 14       okay.
 15            I actually in good faith negotiated
 16       with them because I did feel that--and we've
 17       admitted all along.  I regret this, regret
 18       that any of this has happened.  But I
 19       offered her and she agreed.  You know, I'll
 20       give you back, you know, some of the
 21       management fees and we'll help transition,
 22       and you can move on to the new company that
 23       you selected and we had agreed on that.
 24            Then the next day I get the complaint
 25       from DPOR.  I called and I said I thought we
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 01       had an agreement.  I said, you know, we
 02       worked this out and this is not something I
 03       think was part of that.  Would you please go
 04       and back and resend the complaint.  Well,
 05       I'll think about it.
 06            So as far as I'm concerned that deal
 07       was off the table because, you know, in good
 08       faith I worked it out with the client.  With
 09       have a contract.  We have our clauses.  We
 10       negotiated in good faith to terminate.  I
 11       wouldn't have a problem with it.
 12            But I was very--the whole thing seemed
 13       like--I don't know.  When someone comes at
 14       you like that, to me, it's like something
 15       more is going on here, you know.  It seems
 16       obvious that they were trying to find any
 17       source of money for whatever amount they
 18       could.  If they didn't feel they could
 19       actually sue me and win on that, like the
 20       whole 65,000, then they were asking for
 21       $3,400 in management fees back.
 22            MR. MULHARE:  Are you saying you
 23        actually verbally agreed to--
 24            MR. MCPARTLAND:  -- give her--
 25            MR. MULHARE:  -- her demands on the
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 01        condition she didn't file a complaint--
 02            MR. MCPARTLAND:  No.
 03            MR. MULHARE:  -- and she ended up
 04        filing a complaint?
 05            MR. MCPARTLAND:  No.  She didn't tell
 06        me.  I didn't know there was a complaint.
 07        She did that independent of our agreement.
 08            So in other words this was like--we did
 09       a--we did a mutual release of plans and
 10       basically agreed to part--I was going to
 11       agree that if they felt they didn't get all
 12       they were owed in management services for
 13       the year, so we negotiated in good faith for
 14       a portion of the fees to come back and that
 15       we would expediently transition out and we
 16       would part company.  That was the terms of
 17       the agreement.  Then she went and tried to
 18       damage my reputation.
 19            MR. VOYLES:  So to clarify, the DPOR
 20        complaint came after this tentative
 21        settlement of any type of plans, etcetera,
 22        in response to the demand letter that you
 23        received from the association?
 24            MR. MCPARTLAND:  Yes.  Yeah.  She--I
 25        mean, I didn't know she sent it.  I didn't
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 01        know when she sent it, but I got it like a
 02        day or so later.  So I would assume she
 03        might have sent it before we finished our
 04        negotiations, but she did not disclose that
 05        to me.
 06            And I'm sorry.  I'm not trying to make
 07       this--I'm not burying them or trying--you
 08       know, this is about to me that, you know, we
 09       in good faith have executed our contract and
 10       worked diligently for this association, and,
 11       regrettably, over the course of that last
 12       year our manager, you know, made a couple of
 13       errors and he missed that.  He thought he
 14       did it.  He didn't.
 15            He was having--you know, he said I
 16       don't know.  I can't find my notes.  I can't
 17       find this.  But he's always been very
 18       diligent.
 19            You know, the whole meeting thing, like
 20       I said, they have a lot going on.  There was
 21       a lot of time we spent at this property, way
 22       more than the management fee would dictate.
 23       And I'm okay with that.
 24            You know, I was over and above, you
 25       know, because all that project management on
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 01       that, all that stuff we were doing, if you
 02       look at the contract would have fallen under
 03       the addendum for, you know, nonrecurring
 04       management services.  These were not things
 05       that were funded for in the budget.
 06            Had they had reserve money in place,
 07       then yeah, this would have been something
 08       but--but even then, the level that they were
 09       asking us to manage the project was beyond
 10       that.  We're not project management.  We're
 11       not engineers.  That's why we recommended
 12       they hire someone.
 13            You know, facilitating the vendor,
 14       having them do the things, absolutely, but
 15       when they start asking us to get really
 16       involved in this and spend our lives on it,
 17       you know, it's more than what we--that's
 18       when we would say that's beyond our scope,
 19       but we didn't.  We took care of it.
 20            MR. MULHARE:  Would you take a look at
 21        Exhibit R-1.  Could you read that last
 22        paragraph in summary.
 23            MR. MCPARTLAND:  Which page?  At the
 24        very end?
 25            MR. MULHARE:  In summary.  Yes.
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 01            MR. MCPARTLAND:  Okay.  "In summary we
 02        believe these accusations to be completely
 03        with bias and do not warrant any action
 04        against my firm and license.  We
 05        respectfully request the board after
 06        considering the evidence provided response
 07        find in favor of dismissing the complaint.
 08        Thank you and ask for your time and
 09        consideration."
 10            MR. MULHARE:  All right.  So we're
 11        saying that word is bias, not basis?
 12            MR. MCPARTLAND:  Yeah.  Sorry.
 13            MR. MULHARE:  Okay.  Okay.  So I just
 14        wanted to make sure the record reflected
 15        that I would say that the accusations
 16        are--you're trying to say are without basis
 17        and do not warrant any action.
 18            MR. VOYLES:  Well, it's certainly the
 19        position that the remaining charges do not
 20        constitute a violation of paragraph seven
 21        in that the evidence does not show that
 22        these were intentional acts, that these
 23        were intentional--in other words planned or
 24        intended failures to comply with the
 25        management agreement.
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 01            I see what you're pointing,
 02       Mr. Mulhare.  When I read this, it appeared
 03       to me that Mr. McPartland was responding to
 04       the main thrust, which was the whole
 05       $65,000.
 06            In fact, I don't see in this
 07       three-paged document R-1--I might be wrong,
 08       but I don't see that the thrust of his
 09       response was anything other than the 65,000.
 10            All right.  So my response to that, and
 11       Mr. McPartland will tell you the same, is
 12       that we recognize the errors in not
 13       responding timely to these multiple e-mails.
 14       We recognize the error in not preparing a
 15       budget.  We own that and we regret that.
 16       But that's all they are.
 17            These were the errors of a gentleman
 18       who was pretty upfront with everyone.  Yeah,
 19       I know I did this, but I can't find my
 20       notes.  I know I got a couple estimates, but
 21       I can't find them, whose actions also during
 22       that same timeframe show that he was working
 23       his rear end off to get this structural
 24       issue set, who put together I thought was a
 25       pretty darn good e-mail in advising Robin
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 01       Jopp and put together a nice e-mail to the
 02       community saying, hey, you all it's time to
 03       pay the piper after a lot of years of not
 04       paying.  Sorry, but there's going to be
 05       these ACH withdrawals that are coming.
 06            PMA owns the fact that there were these
 07       two topics of oversight.  They just aren't
 08       intentional.  So that would be I believe our
 09       response to that.
 10            MR. MULHARE:  Okay.  So what I'm trying
 11        to do is for the record, for the board
 12        members that are reading this response, I
 13        didn't want them to misinterpret that
 14        sentence as an admission.  That's the way I
 15        read that sentence.  You know, I think it's
 16        a typo.
 17            MR. MCPARTLAND:  Oh, yeah.
 18            MR. VOYLES:  You see with.  Yeah.  It's
 19        a typo.  Mr. McPartland typed all this up
 20        himself and--
 21            MR. MULHARE:  Just for--
 22            MR. MCPARTLAND:  Thank you.  I didn't
 23        catch that.
 24            MR. VOYLES:  And I didn't tell him that
 25        I noted misspellings or whatever.  He did
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 01        this himself and there was--this is coming
 02        from him.
 03            MR. MULHARE:  I just wanted it to be in
 04        our transcript that we're correcting--
 05            MR. VOYLES:  All right.  Thank you.
 06            MR. MULHARE:  So I understand your
 07        response focusing in on intent, and I
 08        understand you're agreeing that mistakes
 09        were made.  So what do you think would be a
 10        reasonable resolution of this matter?
 11            MR. VOYLES:  Well, I think a resolution
 12        is what Mr. McPartland is expressing to the
 13        board at this time, is that he has taken
 14        corrective action with regards to making
 15        sure these issues do not arise again.
 16            We're not just talking about one
 17       employee, Mr. Loonam.  He's talking about in
 18       general.  This has certainly gotten his
 19       attention into the other 29 or 30 employees
 20       at PMA that he has--and I'll let him
 21       express.
 22            MR. MCPARTLAND:  Yeah.  I've already
 23        done several trainings with going with our
 24        managers, taking them through, making sure
 25        they understand every aspect of the
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 01        contract, what the obligations are, so
 02        these are the things you can't--without
 03        fail you have to do and make sure that
 04        you're doing them all even if a board
 05        member says you don't have to do.
 06            It says two inspections a month.  You
 07       can do just one or something else.  If
 08       that's going to happen, I need to be
 09       involved and get that in writing so that
 10       contract is changed and the amendment is
 11       done.  We can't just, you know, kind of go
 12       loose that way.
 13            So I'm making sure everybody
 14       understands that it's crystal clear that,
 15       you know, what these terms in the contract
 16       are.  We have to do every one of them.
 17            MR. MULHARE:  And you have done that in
 18        writing?
 19            MR. MCPARTLAND:  No.  I mean, I'm
 20        putting a policy up.  We actually just went
 21        through in the conference room with a
 22        contract up on the board going through it.
 23        But I'm having the policy drafted so it's
 24        going to get added into our employee
 25        handbook.  That's in process.
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 01            MR. MULHARE:  Okay.
 02            MR. WILLIAMS:  Mr. Voyles, do you have
 03        any other concluding remarks to make
 04        regarding the case?
 05            MR. VOYLES:  I'll just summarize and
 06        not beat a dead horse.  Your investigator
 07        did a very thorough job and my client was
 08        very forthcoming in putting out there
 09        here's what we did, here's what we didn't
 10        do.
 11            You all then sifted through and found
 12       that there were failures with regards to the
 13       chimney cap not responding timely and you
 14       found--and it was freely admitted that there
 15       was failure to prepare the budget.  That's
 16       it.  Okay.
 17            So over a well received ten-year period
 18       of serving this client that was the issue,
 19       over an awkward six months where we were
 20       transitioning managers.  So a manager was
 21       putting his eyeballs to the test and
 22       addressing one major issue and there were
 23       two oversights on two issues.  That's the
 24       sum of this evidence.
 25            There's nothing here--I say that with
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 01       conviction.  There is nothing to show that
 02       there was an intentional failure to comply
 03       with the agreement.  That would be what I
 04       express to the board is that we have to look
 05       at my client's record over the past 20 plus
 06       years in contrast to two oversights by one
 07       gentleman.
 08            And at the same time my client is
 09       owning it and is taking action to ensure
 10       that everyone, including Mr. McPartland and
 11       his employees, are coached up.  In fact,
 12       I've worked on that myself, coached up on
 13       here's what the agreement says and here's
 14       what we have to do.  So I would conclude
 15       with that.
 16            MR. WILLIAMS:  Okay.  Well, I'll
 17        briefly describe the process going forward
 18        and conclude the conference.
 19            Mr. Mulhare is going to take what he
 20       heard here today and from that he will
 21       compose a summary of this conference.  His
 22       summary will include a recommendation, a
 23       recommendation as to whether or not he
 24       thinks the board should find any violations,
 25       and, if so, what he thinks an appropriate
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 01       sanction is.
 02            You will both receive a copy of that
 03       recommendation along with a notice of when
 04       the board will meet to decide the case.
 05       Because you attended the conference, you
 06       will have the right to attend the board
 07       meeting and address the board in person
 08       regarding this case.
 09            You can respond to anything in the
 10       summary and respond to anything in the file,
 11       but you can't bring in new information at
 12       that time.  You'll be able to speak for up
 13       to five minutes each.
 14            Do you have any questions about the
 15       process?
 16            MR. VOYLES:  No.
 17            MR. WILLIAMS:  Then we can conclude the
 18        conference.  Thank you both for attending.
 19            NOTE:  The conference concluded at 5:10
 20        p.m.
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